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The Scope of this Enquiry
Wars have alw~ys made heRvy demands upon the combatants'
resources. Modern wars make particularly heavy demands upon a nation's
industrial resources, and more particularly on its skilled man-power.
By the end of the Second World War it was obvious that not only did
South Africa have a skilled man-power shortage, but that post-war
industrial developnent was bound to nggravate this shortage. There
appeared to be two methods of providing the additional man-power,
viz: ilmnigration, and the increased provision of vocational tre.ining
facilities. A commission, the de Villiers Commission, was given the
task in 1945 of investigating the existing system of vocational
training, and where necessary, making reccmmendations for its
improvement.
An investigation into vocational training in any country,
particulRrly at the end of a major war, requires consideration of a
multitude of factors. Some of the circumstances investigated by
the Commission are common to all or most countries, viz: the extent
and type of existing vocational training facilities, the likely
demand for vocational trc:.ining, the need for vocational training nt
various levels such as the secondary school level, and the rapidly
changing pattern of industrial processes which require frequent
changes in vocational training.
South Africa's trnditional policy of industrial and
educational segregation according to colour, created an additional
complication. The traditional delegation of unskilled manual
x
labour to non-Whites from the time of van Riebeeck's introduction
of slaves, progressively made South Africa's la.bour prob:ems more
acute. Over a period of three centuries, South !urican Whites
developed attitudes towards manual work and vocational training,
which would be difficult to erase.
In this enquiry, ~ fairly extensive investigation is made
of South Afric~'s industrial and educational history, in ~n attempt
to gauge the influence exerted by many factors on vocational
education. These factors include the attitude towards colour,
immigration, the discovery and exploit!3.tion of minerCl.l wealth,
the South African War (1899-1902), the First World War (1914-1918),
the Second World War (1939-1945), and the emergence of South Africa
as an industrial country. It is sutmitted that without a full
consideration of the historical background to South African
industry and vocational education, the value of the work done by
the de Villiers Commission is difficult to assess.
The chapter devoted to the historical development of South
Africa's man-power, deals with the subject from its earliest recorded
beginnings at the Cape, up to the period covered by the Commission's
investigations. The parts played by the slaves, Whites, Natives,
Coloureds, Indians, and Chinese are all considered. Without tracing
the historical background it is difficult to understand how, the
White man while not greatly attracted to "white-collar" and skilled
occupations, nevertheless retained more or less a monopoly of such
occupations.
The historicRl background to vocational education is dealt
with in some detail from the first White sett] ement at the Cape up
xi
to the period covered by the Commission's investigations.
'!he pattern set by providing some very elementary vocational
education for slaves in 165e left its mark on vocational education
for close on three centuries. By the late nineteenth and early
twentieth centuries, vocational education had, in the opinion of
many Whites, become suitable for indigent Whites, delinquents both
White and non-White, and the non-Whites generally. The stigma
attached to vocational education is traced to its origins.
This enquiry then attempts to assess whether or not the
Commission succeeded in making worthwhile contributions towards
providing additional skilled man-power, bearing in mind the social




General Background to the Report
The House of Assembly debates during the 1944 parliamentary
session revealed some of the reasons which critics of the Government
could have advanced for the appointment of a commission to enquire
into vocation~l education, such as, that Afrikaans as a medium of
instruction was neglected in vocational education, that the
plattel~nd youth was denied opportupities in vocational education,
and, therefore in industry, n.nd that the number of skilled
immigrants was excessive when comp3.red with the number of skilled
workers trained in South Africa.
l
In the opL~on of Sir de
ViJliers Graaff, later leader of the United' Part.;),', the dppo:intment
of a commission becanlt necessary "because of the rapid industrial
expansion which took place in South Africa during the war years
when the majority of imported goods required adequate naval
protection to reach our shores. As a result South Africa
embarked upon the home manufacture of an increasing number of
goods, and the demand for skilled workers and young people with
some vocat)onal training, became greater every year. It SOOI1
1. Assembly Debates: See particula.rly speeches by:-
Mr. J.H. Conradie, Feb. 22, 1944. Col. 1721.
hr. F .E. hentz, April 17, 1944. Col. 5472.
~r. W.D. Brink, hay 12, 1945. Col. 7119.
2.
became apparent that our educational system was not geared to meet
these demands."l
On April 16, 1945, Mr. J.R. Sullivan, 2 speaking in the House
of Ass~bly, suggested to Mr. J.H. Hof.meyr, the Ninister of Education,
that "the time had now arrived to review the whole educational
system of the Union in regard to adminietration, curricula, school
organisation and finance." Mr. Sullivan urged the l'1inister to
appoint a representative coDlDlittee, "not only to make an enquiry
into education in all its aspects, but to come forward with
recommendations for the complete reform of the whole system of Union
Education. ,,3
The next day Mr. Hormeyr made a short statement in reply.
In 1943, Mr. Ho.tm.eyr said, the Cape Provincial Council had asked its
Administrator, in co-operation with the other Provinces, to press
the Minister of Education to appoint a commission to exw~ine the
whole system of education.
1. Personal letter to wri~er, loth March, 1964.
The press gave the appointm.ent and work of the Ccmmission little
coverage. The ForU)1l, April 28, 1945, p.20, commented on the
"recent debate (on education) in Parliament," but made .1;) mention
of the appointment of the de Villiers CaIDuission.
The Cape Times Editorial Librarian in a personal letter
August 15, 1967, wrote, "I have personally gone through all the
relevant files on the subject from 1944 to 1949, and can find no
articles on the subject. Apart from a small item. in 1945 notifying
the appoint.ruent of the Ccmmission, and another stating that the
Ccmmission had reported in 1948, there was no comment editorial
or otherwise, on the subject." Similar answers were received
from the Rand Daily Mail, and The star. A search through the
columns of the Natal Hercury and the Natal Daily News proved
equally fruitless.
2. M.p. Durban Berea, 1943. Fo~er Vice-Principal, Natal Technical
College.
3. Assembly debates, April 16, 1945, Col. 5419. The de Villiers
Commission had been appointed on March 15, 1945.
3.
The other Provinces, influenced largely by the Administrator of
Natal, had di~agreed with the setting up of a commission, and for
this reason the Minister had turned down the Cape Administrator's
request. Mr. Ho:Dneyr said that he had since been a.ble to reach
agresment with the four Provinces on the need for research on o~e
matter, n~ely, the question of technical and vocational education,
and the Provinces had consented to the appointment of a conmif\sion
which was to confine itself to this aspect of education. He
amphasised that he CQuld not appoint a commission to investigate
the whole question of education against the wishes of the Provinces,
as "that would be looking for trouble. III
On March 15, 1945, the Governor-·General of the Union of
South Africa, the Right Honourable Gideon Brand van 2yl, formally
appointed a Commission to investigate vocational and technical
education. The Commission consisted of the following members:-
Dr. Francois Jean de Villiers, as Chairman;2
1. Assembly debates, April 17, 1945, Col. 5472.
2. Born in April, 1898. Dr. de Villiers graduated at the University
College of Cape Town, and did post-graduate studJ at California
and Cornell Universities. vlorked in Department of Agriculture.
For twenty years Industrial Adviser to Department of Commerce and
Industries, a post he held in 1949. H.<ts been Chairman of the Fuel
Research Institutp, the Defence Resources Board, T~e National
Fi.JJns Board, the Africa Institute, and the South African Bureau
of Standards, and a Director of the Industrial Development
Corporation of South Afr~ca. Dr. de Villiers was appointed
Chancellor of the University of South Africa. His awards have
included the Havenga Prize for Science, and the Frans du Toit
Prize for his contribution to the economic development of the
Republic. Who I s Whe in South Africa.. Combined Publishers,
Johannesburg, 1967.
4.




The only members of the Commission to have had any teaching
experience were Prof. John Orr and Alexander Sinton. The others
were "practical men of affairs who had to acquire an intimate knowledge
of our educati.onal system or systems during the course of the enquiry.,,5
1. Born in Essex, England, in 1900. Mr. Badham graduated at the
University of London, and served an engineering apprenticeship
with the B.T.H. Company. Was Technical Adviser to the Peninsula
and Oriental Stear. Navigation Company. Past President of the
Engineering Industries F~eration of South Africa, and South
African Institute of Production Engineers. Mr. Badham served
with the Royal Engineers in the First World War, and during the
Second World War W<'lS a member of the Advisory Camnittee of the
Controller of Man-power. South African Who's Who. Ken Donaldson,
Johannesburg, 1953.
2. At the time of the Commission's investigations Mr. Crcmpton
was General-Secretary of the Ironmoulders Society of South
Africa. Personal letter from Editor's Secretary, Rand Daily
Mail, August 21, 196'7.
3. Prof . Orr was born in Shotts, Lanarkshire, Scotle.nd in 1870.
Studied under Lord Kelvin at Glasgow University. Prof. Orr
received his practical training in shipbuilding. Appointed
Professor of Mechanical and Electrical Engineering at the
South African School of ]liines, Kimb.erley, in 1897. In 1903
he joined the staff of the Transvaal Technical Institute in
Johannesburg. In 1925 Prof. Orr became Principal of the
Witwatersrand Technical Institute. Was Director of the
Witwatersrand Technical College and its branches until he
retired in 1945. He was President of the Transvaal Institute
of Mechanical Engineers, and of the South African Engineering
Standards Ccmnittee. Prof. Orr died in 1954. Rosenthal,
Eric. South African Dictionary of National Biogra.phy.
Frederick Warne. London. 1966. Speech by Minister of Education
at naming of John Orr HalJ, Witwatersrand Technical College; 1965.
4. Born in Glasgow in 1875. Mr. Sjnton obtained the M..A. Degree at
the University of Glasgow. Came to South Africa in 1902.
He taught at Queenstown Boys I High School, became Headmaster
at the Stutterheim Secondary School, and then of the Burghersdorp
High School. In 1912 he was appointed Inspector of School~.
Later he became Chief Inspector of Schools, a position he held
until he retired in 1934. Mr. Sinton was elected as the Cape
Flats representative on the Provincial Council in 1943, and was
a member of the Cape Executive Canmittee from June 1946 until
his deA.th on February 15, 1954. The Cape Times, February 16, 1954.
5. Para. 23.
5.
The te~s of reference of the Commission were: to investigate
and report on technical ~nd vocational education in the Union in general,
and more especially on the following:-
(1) The most suitable methods of training for indu§try,
having regard to the role of apprenticeship and learnership
in such training, A.nd the providing of fa.cilities therefor.
(2) (a) Whether, and to what extent, greater provision
should be made at present for instruction of a
vocational character in the curriculum of
primary and secondary schools which provide
educational facilities of a general character;
(b) The scope of the vocational and technical
instruction which should be given in educational
institutions established for that specific purpose;
(3) The parts that should be played by the Union and Provincial
Education Departments respective~ ir the matter of vocational
and technical education, having regard to:-
(a) the functions of the whole of technical
college~ as they have developed as institutions
of higher education under Act No.30 of 1923;1
(b) the relationship between the work of the
vocational schunls of the Union Education
Department and of the technic~l colleges in
so far as they fall within the field of
secondary education on the one hand, and the
ordinary secondary education activities of
the Provinces on the other;
(c) the relationship between the work done at
the vocational schools of the Union
Education Department, and the work done ~t
technical colleges in sO far as it is of
the same general character;
(d) the desirctbility of co-ordinctting the
various activities mentioned.
(4) Any financial implic~tions arising from the above. 2
1. Known as the Higher Education Act of 1923. Provided for the
transfer of technical, industrial, and vocational education
from Provincial control to the Union Education Department
as from April 1, 1925.
2. Para. 2.
6.
The Commission did not ~dhere close1y to its term5 of reference.
It stated that it had come to ~ realisation of the close rel~tionship
between general and other education, and the fact that technical and
vocational education needed a sound foundation of prtmar.y and secon~~ry
education. It therefore saw its task as:-
(a) a general survey, together with a critical review,
of the present structure of general as well as
technical and vocational education;
(b) tl.e fo~ulation of the objectives, scope and
function of the respective educational fields;
(c) a study of modern tendencies nnd needs in
education generally, and the changes in the
present systam which these demand, atming at
closer correlation between general and vocational
education and greoter efficiency in both fields. l
The Commission IS energies were now dev:>ted to "devise
the broad fr.9JIl.EMork of a recon~tructed system of education, and to
indicate the general principles which should govern future growth. ,,2
This contrasts with the express desire of the Minister to limit the
Commission's investigations to techr~cal and vocational education,
with the minimum of interference in the affairs of Provincial
education.; The Minister and the Provinces had presumably agreed
with the Commission's terms of reference, but it seemed unlikely
that the C~ssion's interpretation of its task would have had the
Provinces l agreement. It seemed that the Commission became, as
1. Para. 11.
2. Para. 18.
;. See p.;. ~f this thesis.
7.
Mr. Sulliv.<tn had requested, a commission "to mC'\ke an enquiry into
education in all its aspects," and to present "recommendC't.tions for the
complete reform of the wh01e system of Union education."l
It thus exposec. itself to the possible criticism that it
had exceeded its terms of reference and trespassed on the jeA.lously
guarded field of Provincial educational autonomy.
QU0stionaires were drawn up and sent to education
departments, teachers' associations, ~versities, technical colleges,
vocational high schoolE Fmd Government departments.? Questionaires
were also sent to oversep.s educa.tional A.uthorities.3
Reports and publications, in particula.r thoBe from the
United Kingdom, the United states of America, .and the British Dcminions
were consulted by the Camlliission. 4
While questionaires were sent to ITk~y education~l authorities
both jn South Africa and abroad, and to South Afrif'an Government
departments, none were sent to the biggest employers of labour in
5
South 1I.frica, n;:..mely industry and comnerce. Industry and ccmnerce
1. See p.2 of this thesis.
2. Report p.286, Provincial Education Department questionaire.
" p.288, Teclmical College questionaire.
3. Para. 6.
4. The Report gives no bibliography. lm ann-lysis of the Report's
footno~es gives the following numbers of publications together
with their countries of origin.
The United states of America 18, England 11, Scotland 5,
and South j~ric~ 26, of which 19 were official reports.
5. No mention WA.S made as to the specific Government departments
which were sent questionaires.
8.
were of course vitally concerned both with the supply and train
ing of
future workers, and the training of workers already in their em
ploy.
Some firms, too, had their own in-service training schemes, and
could
no doubt have given valuable information to the Commission.
One of the instructions in the questionaire was that, "A
close study must be made of the attached terms of reference, an
d of
all the questions before the memorandum is prepared. ,,1 The Com
mission
required others to study and limit themselves to the original te
rms
of reference while tending itself to exceed these.
The list of witnesses is indeed impressive; one-hundred-
and-thirty-eight individuals gave evidence before the Commissio
n,
and of this number it ~eems that only fifceen were not connecte
d in
some respect with education. With such a large number of witne
sses
from technical colleges, technical high schools, commercial hig
h
schools, provincial high schools, teachers' training colleges,
the
universities, teachers' societies and other bodiee connected with
education in some form or other,2 the three laymen on the Comm
ission
could not for very long have remained "inexpert from the point
of
view of the educationist and the teacher.,,3 Of the fifteen wit
nesses
not connected with education, only two could be said to have ha
d
no direct connection with a Government department.
1. Report, Annexure B, note (iv).
A few
2. The technical colleges had the largest representation with
7 representative committees, and 21 individual representatives.
3. Para. 23. Their occupations were:- general secretary, engi
neer
and industrial adviser. See footnote 2 on p.3 and footnotes
1 and 2 on p.4 o~this thesis.
9.
well info~ed individuals entirely free to express their own op
inions,
would possibly have been of greater value to the Commission tha
n
many committee members and officials who may have felt obliged
to
present and to agree with opinions they did not in fact complet
ely
share. It was also unfortunate that little or no evidence was
given
directly by individuals outside education or the Government ser
vice.
Industry and coomerce were ~~inly represented by committees.
Of the sixty representative committees who gave evidence,
thirty were connected directly with education, and if apprentic
eship
committees, which could be said to have been representative of
education and industry, -dere excluded, there were twenty committ
ees
representing industry, cdmmerce and ~griculture. A f~ir cross-
section
of South .\fric~'s emplcyers ~nd employees seems to have been
represented.
Prlvate schools, which in 1947 accounted for over 6pe~centl of
the total number of White children enrolled in South Africnn se
condary
schools, provided only three witnesses, and no representative
committee. This lack of representation was probably due not to
~
la~k of interest by the private schools, but rather it seems, t
o
the Canm1ssion's published terms of reference. From these term
s
it may have appeared to the private schools that the Commission
was
mainly cvncerned with schoo15 providing vocational education, o
r with
schools providing general education with a small measure of
vocational education. The private schools provided mostly gene
ral
education.
1. World Handbook of Education Organisation and Statistics.
UNESCO. Paris 1951. p.350.
w.
The Commission's interpretation of its task, however, embracing a
completely new conception of national education, did tend to affect
the private schools academic~lly as well as administratively. The
Commission probably erred in not informing the private schoo18 of
its interpretation of the original terms of reference.
Visits were made by Commission members to educational
institutions, and to industrial establishments providing vocational
training. Hearings were given to bodies representing Government
departments, industrial councils, and in fact any body or individual
interested in any matter covered by the terms of the reference. The
long list of institutions and witnesses listed by the Commission
t t 'f' t th th h f·t· t' t' 1es 1 les 0 e oroug ness 0 1 S lnves 19a lons. Evidence
was not recorded verbatim, but a brief record W0.S kept of s~lienG
points discussed.
The Commission's list of places visited was commendably
comprehensive, but included ma.ny institutions of the same type.
Five technicql high schools and four house-craft schools were visited,
yet the only industrial school visited was one for girls at Paa.rl,
1, Report Annexure C, p.293. The Commission visited 63 places.
These included 17 provincial high schools, 5 technical high
schools, 4 technical colleges (Witwatersrand Technical
(ollege branches were listed as separate colleges - the
total of 4 does not include these branches), 1 university -
Stellenbosch, and 2 industrial undertakings.
11.
The Commission visited all the Reef branches of the Witwatersrand
Technical College, most of which were probably org~nised on Cl.
similar pattern, and yet it did not visit the technical collegee at
Durban, Pietermaritzburg and Port Elizabeth, each of which might
have offered some different aspect of technical education. No
primary schools were visited, a,n omission, which, in vievf of the
Commission's interpretation of its terms of reference and of its
subsequent recammendations, seems open to criticism.
If it appre~rs that the Corrmission neglected a prime
source of informn.tion by only visiting two industri.ql organisp,tions,
an engineering works and a printing firm, both at Middelburg,
Transvaal, it may perh,'1.ps be that such visits are of little Y;:l.lue.
The observation of repetitive processes or skilled men ;:>t work,
neither serves to underline nor to solve the problems of training.
Visits to firms having organised in-service training schemes might
have proved instructive, but in the 1940 ' s such schemes were
extremely rare.
In the introduction to the Report the 111e.ymen,,1 of the
Commis sion reported finding a lack of "n.r,tional outlC'ok".
"Sectionalism" generally appeared to be the domim,ting influence.
They found "provincialism to be rife", and felt th;'l,t the
''edu8ationist who consistently tried to see the whole, to maintain
a national outlook, and to rise above sectional interests and
loyalties, seemed to be in the minority. 11 2
1. See footnote 3 p.8 of this thesis.
2. Para. 25.
12.
The "laymen" did not report exactly where they found provincial
and sectional interests. Pres1.U1lably these criticisms were intended
to reflect on conditions throughout South Africa. The Commission
visited twenty-eight institutions in the Transvaal, and twenty-four
in the Cape Province, but only eight in the Orange Free Scate, and
four in Natal. Moreover, all the Natal schools were in Durban,
two were for non-Whites, and only two for Whites. l The findings
frdffi a visit to only four schools catering for two different
colour groups, seems scanty proof of provincial and sectional
interests in a whole Province.
After reading the "laymens'" introduction to the Report,
it is indeed surprising to find that they were partners in recording
th.'3.t "this Report is essentially a co-operA.tive enterprise,
incorporating the results of the combined thinking of all who are
directly or indirectly concerned with the education, training or
employment of our youth. The Commission therefore feels that the
recommendations arrived at represent to a large extent an answer
to the honest and real demands of the n"l.tion.,,2 The "laymens'
introduction" seems in fact, to indic!'I.te th::l.t there was little
"co-operative enterprise", and that the demands were in the IllP-in
"sectional" and "provincial" and not national.
1. The White schools were the Durbnn
Mitchell Road Clirls I High School.
the Indian Girls I High School and
for boys.
2. Para. 15.
Boys' High School and
The Indian schools were
Sastri College which was
1.4.
slave labour on subsequent attempts to establish a labour force in
South Africa is covered more fully later.
Despite the Company's economic restrictions, people had
to be housed, and ships after a long voyage were in need of repair.
Brick-making was established by van Riebeeck, and ship repair work
was carried out at Saldanha Bay.l Soldiers, snilors, farmers, but
few if any, properly stilled men, were employed in shipbuilding and
repair work. Coasters and ships, when under repair, released their
crews for the building of the new fort and castle.
In 1660, there were 46 free adults, and 14 children, at
the Cape settlement. By 1672, there were 64 free men, and 306 men
in the garrison. 2 At the Cape there was already a sprinkling of
different nationalities and colours, including Asiatics, who were
in the main Moslems sent from the East Indies to expiate their
crines in servitude. By the 1670' s the Cape Coloured. community
had come into being. 3
In 1677, when Holland's long war with France ended, the
Company was faced with the problem of cutting down expenses at the
Cape, while at the same time having to strengthen the Cape's
defences against possible English, French, and Da.nish attack. 4
In 1679 the COOlpany sent out Simon VA.n der Stel as Governor. He
at once founded a new village at Stel1enbosch, giving the settlers
1. Laidler op cit. p. 27 .
2. Walker op cit. p .44.
3. Ibid. p.44.
4. Ibid. p.50. The following ships are listed for 1672-1700 as
having called at the Cape:- Dutch 976, English 170,
Danish 42, French 36.
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farms which were to revert to the Company if they were not worked. 1
Van deI' Stel had ambitions to extend his settlement along the Berg
River valley, but the Company's Council of Seventeen in Holland
regretted that it saw very little chance of sending out suitable
settlers, as "people at present earn a very good livelihood here.·2
Dutch and German settlers were, however, sent out by the Company.
The Cape overcame the shortage of skilled men in certain crafts
by the simple method of forcibly removing men from passing ships,
a practice which evcked a sharp reaction from Holland on "this
habit of disembarking, and keeping artisans at the Cape, who are
destined for India.~3
During the 1670' s the French Government vigorously
persecuted Frenchmen of the reformed faith. Many of these people,
including the Huguenots, fled either to England, or England1s
American colonies. Others fled to the Netherlands, where the
Company offered th~ a free passage to the Cape. The first
Huguenots emigrated to the Cape in 1688,. and were joined by their
f~ies a little later. The Huguenot population of about two
h1mdred represented about one-sixth of th~ free burgher population
4at the Cape.
1. Walker op cit. p.5l.
2. Ibiti. p. 51-
3. Ibid. p.53. Another method of overcoming the skilled labour
shortage, was to place two or more of the more intelligent
slaves with each skilled man to learn a tra.de - Resolution
of 28 December, 1676.
4. Marfred Nathan maintained that the number of Huguenots who
settled at the Cape has been greatly exo.ggerated. Nathan,
Manfred. The Huguenots in South Africa. Central News
Agency. South Africa, 1939. p.39.
The Cape Council advised against the
16.
The Huguenots, through their skill as vine and olive
dressers, and as artisans, made lasting contributions to the early
cape. l They were mostly young, and unlike many of the older
settlers had no wish to return to their country of origin. In 1700,
Adriaan van der Stel,2 who appeared to have had little liking for
the Huguenots, asked the Company for Zeelanders instead of Huguenots.
This discouraged further immigration, and South Africa lost most of
the special skills which the Huguenots introduced to England and
A~ • 3li,lllerlca.
In 1716, the Company, wishing to promote the prosperity
of the Cape, and so reduce the gap between expenditure and revenue,
instructed the Governor, Pasques de Chavonnes, to report on whether
more people could settle at the C~pe, and if so, what type of
person would be most st:.itable, and whether skilled A.rtisans could
make a livil~ at the Cape. He was also asked to investigate
whether White farm hands and agriculturists might prove more
economical than slaves. 4
importation of Whites. It was of opinion that there were no openings
fer artisans, and that those who were at t~e Cape were handymen
with little skill. It is significant, that with one exception,
the Councillors condemned Whi~e labour as "lazy, inc')mpetent,
intractable, liable to drunkenness, and above all, more expensive
1. Prnong the first Huguenots was Isaac Taillefer. He became
South Africa's first hat manufacturer. Hats were to provide
an important industry. Laidler, op. cit. P.76.
2. Simon van der Stel governed the Cape frdffi 1679 to 1699. His
son Adriaan governed from 1699 to 1707.
3. In 1710 the Governor regarded Cape bricks and tiles as equal to
those imported. A resolution of 1723 reported that the Cape's
potters had died, and that a search was to be made of passing
ships for a skilled man. Laid1er, op cit. p.88.
4. ~valker, op cit. p.78.
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than slave labour. III The Governor advised against the increase
in vlhite workers, remarking that: ''V-le are amply provided with
drunkards who keep our hands full."2 He claimed that slaves were
more useful than Whites. The Council's dissenting vote was that
of the Captain of the Garrison and brother of the Governor,
Dorninique de Chavonnes. He asked for free men, free industry,
and a large home-market, maintaining that the Colony could cRrry 150
White artisans, and even if a White man cost £12 a year ~s
against £f:> for a slave, two vVhites could do the work of three
slaves, and with less supervision. The \Vhite artisans, would,
he said, increase the number of potential husbands, increase the
population, and provide Cl strong defence force, thus enabling
the Company to cut its costly garrison. The increased population
could force men to find new means of subsistence, and the lack
of slaves would prove adva.ntageous in that the Whites would
develop new habits of industry.]
In Eric Walker's opinion, the Cape Colony, at this stage,
took the wrong turning. Had the Council taken Captain de
Chavonne's advice, the Cape, with its Mediterranean climate, could
have become a ltfuite man's country, and slavery, not being deep-
rooted, would have died out. 4
The \vhite population continued to grow. Theal recorded
that in 1740 there were about 4,000 free burghers, men, women and
children, and 1,500 Company servants and soldiers with their
families. By 1778 these numbers had grown to 9,867 burghers,
1. Walker. op. cit. p.79.
2. Laidler. op. cit. pp.l4$, 149.
]. Walker. op. cit. p.79.
4. Ibid. p. 79.
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1,122 servants, and 454 soldiers. In 38 years the vfuite population
had grown from 5,500 to 11,443, that is it had more than doubled.
Yet the decision made by de Chavonnes in 1717 c2.used a continued
inflow of slave labour, and Elnves eventually outnumbered the
free burghers, a position which still obtained when the British
put a halt to tr?,ding in slaves in 1807. That the existence of
slave labour had ~ deleterious effect on the Vlhites, was
underlined by G.W. van Imhoff, who in 1743 passed through the
Cape on his way to assume the Governor-Gener2.1ship of India.
He cormnented: III believe it would have been far better had we,
when this Colony was founded, commenced with Europe8ns, ~nd
brought them hither in such numbers that hunger and want would
have forced them to work. But having imported slaves, every
common or ordinary European becomes et gentleman, a.nd prefers to
be served than to serve ...
In 1791 the Company decided to cut its losses, recalled
the Governor, van d0r Graaff, and withdrew a large number of
Swiss and German mercenaries. Left in the Cape were 1,500
offlcials, 14,000 burghers, and 17,000 slaves. 2 Thp. r-'lte of
increase of slaves was still faster than that of free men,
surely not a good augury for the future. By 1794 the Company
had gone irretrievably into bankruptcy.
The demise of the Company increased the threat of a
French occupation of the cape3, a move which could have had a
disastrous effect on Britain1s East Indi~en. In September
1. Halker. op. cit. p.89.
2. Ibid. p.llO.
3. The French already held Mauritius.
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1795, the British forestalled the French by occupying the Cape.
The British cancelled ~ll monopolies relating to both
the sale of goods to ships, p~d to internql trade, the coastal
trade was allowed, and goods from the British Dominions were
admitted free. l The policy was to encourage industry, and
The printing
However, the demand for slaves was insistent,
particularly agriculture. 2
The first British occupation was of short duration, for
on February 21, 1803, in terms of the Treaty of Amiens, the Cape
was handed over to the Batavian Republic.
While the Batavian Republic made commendable efforts to
raise the level of civilisation at the Cape, the lack of money
and skilled labour proved a severe handicap.3
press surmounted the money problem, but the provision of skilled
labour was not so easy. Both the Council member, de Mist, and
the Governor he appointed, Janssens, believed it possible to
substitute free men for slaves as a basis for society, ~nd
stressed that a steady flow of White immigrants, together with
a boycott of slave importation was needed. The existing slaves
could be placed in reserves, while the rest of the Colony was
settled with Whites. 4
and the one attOOlpt at White settlement, namely at Hout Bay, failed
miserably.
The closing years of the eighteenth century had seen
1. Laidler. op. cit. p.40.
2. The Cape's industries now included mUlberries, forestry and
whaling.
3. Walker. op.cit. p.142.
4. Ibid. p.142.
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Turkish opposition force Britnjn into giving up the ideR of
esto.blishing overland trade routes to Indi,c through Egypt.
Napoleon's Levant expedition in 1798 clearly indicated Cl further
expedition to India. Brit2.in, therefore re-occupied the Cape on
January 9, 1806, thus securing her seC'.-route. Britain had to
govern a community which had more slaves th~n free men, at Cl
time when she was engaged in Rbolishing the slave tra.de. On the
Cape1s E~stern Frontier a dispute between the ~fuite and Black
races had arisen. As n partial remedy to the frontier problem,
Colonel R. Collins, in 1808, recommended the settlement of the
EQstern districts by vfhite immigrants. l
During the early nineteenth century the British
Government was apathetic towards emigration, believing that it
would be a drain on the we9.1th and resources of Britain. The
close of the Napoleonic wars, had, however, brought an economic
crisis, and an increasing number of Britons were emigrating.
Those emigrants from Britain who could afford to pay
their passp-ge, chose America, although both the public and the
Government of Great Britain were, following the Anglo-American
\-Jar, decidedly Ilnti-lunericr-l.ll. South Afric!1. at this stage seemed
to offer little inducement. An unemployed worker was hardly
likely to choose a country with a depressed economy and where he
would be settled on Cl troublesome frontier.
In July 1819, the British Parliament, in response to
continu3d requests from Lord Charles Somerset for f~nilies to
1. Edwards, Isobe1. The 1820 Settlers in South Africa - A
Study in British Coloniql Policy. An M.A. Thesis.
University of vJ'<?les, Longmans, Green and Co. London, 1934. p .131.
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settle on the Eastern frontier, voted £50,000 towards sending out
57 parties of emigr~nts.
Nearly 5,000 British settlers landed at the Cape in 1820,
resulting in the substdntiRl increase to the small White population.
While a m0.jority of the settlers were farmers, a. large number were
artisans. l Builders, who were of course essential for a
developing country, easily outnumbered the other artis·1ns.
Shopkeepers, too, had a relatively large representation. The
professions seem to have been rather poorly represented; only
two schoolmasters were included runong the settlers; the incentive
to emigrate was probably not as great for this group.
1. The following have been taken from details of occupations Rnd
origins listed by Edwards:-
General Group Number of Members %of Total
Agriculturists 542 55
Artisans 326 32


































London provided 612 of the men listed Rbove, the Scottish
Highlands 400, Cork 151, Lancashire 76, Kent 49, and
Edinburgh 12.
Edwards. op.cit. appendix A, pp.170-173
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A prevailing labour shortage dr~l many of the crtisans
back to their trades. Wages, too, were higher in other parts of
the Colony, and many of the labourers dispersed. The first harvest
gave the lie to the glowing account Somerset had given of the
area I S fertility. D~ Kiewiet reports, that by 1823, less than
one-third of the original settlement remained on the land, most of
the rest having drifted to the towns. He observes that the
significant distinction had emerged of the English in South Africa
being mostly urban, and the Dutch mainly rural. l
The Act to Abolish Slavery in the British Colonies was
passed in August 1833. By December 1834 nearly 800,000 slRves
in the British Empire had been freed. 2 After nearly two centuries
the Cape had to find alternative labour sources. It could, it
seemed, have elected to follow the exwmple of Mauritius ~nd other
colonies, by bringing in Indian coolies as indentured labour.
Compensation to slave-owners was paid, but the promised amounts
were drastically pruned. Many owners went bankrupt, while others
trekked without claiming their money.3 The British tax-payer p~id
without getting benefit, except perhaps a satisfied conscience.
During the period 1844-47, nearly 4,300 l~bourers,
mechanics and domestic servants from Britain arrived in the
country. 4 Between 1848 and 1853 the r03.ds over the Monta.gu Pass,
and Bain1s Kloof were built by convicts, Or free labourers
1. De Ki~viet, C.W. A History of South Africa, ·Social and
Economic. Oxford University Press. 1957. p.39.




iJIlported at the Government I s expense. The Cape I s population rose
from about 54,000 Whites and 66,000 non-Whites in 1830, to 140,000
Whites and 210,000 non-Whites in 1854 when the CA.pe Parliament met. l
As Cl. measure of the A.ssistance the British Government
rendered !'l.t this tiJne, one cannot ignore the actions taken by
Sir George Grey, who A.part from being far-sighted in his
proposals for eventual South African federation, took positive
steps to overcome South Africals labour problems. In 1858,
making use of an Imperial grant of £40,000, he offered good wages
for the making of roads, and industrial schools were helped both
within and without the Colony.2
The Industrial Revolution had given Great Britain a great
advantage over the Continent which could offer very little serious
manufe,cturing opposition. England pro,spered, ?nd money flowed
more freely both at home, and to her colonies. The history of
banking in South Africa illustrates how South Africa in general,
and the Cape in particular, gained. In 1856, the Colony had
17 local banks, the Free State 2, ~nd NatA.l 1. In 1862 the Cape
had 28 local b:mks. 3 In 1861 the London and South .~rica Bank,
with a cA.pital of £400,000, and the Standard Bank with a capita.l
of £500,000 were founded at the Cape.4 By 1864, 63 miles of
railway had been completed between Cape Town and Wellington. 5
Yet, until 1860, the Cape had been unable to afford a break-water
and docking facilities to render Table Bay safe. 6
1. Wall~er. op.cit. p.249.
2. Ibid. p.297.
3. Ibid. p.30~.




The Cape had throughout its brief history depended on
wine, but the lifting of preferences had strangled the industry.
The Lancashire looms, however, dem~ndGd more wool, ~nd wool
became the C~pe's staple. De Ki~liet records that the average
export of wool from the Cape had been £30,000 for the five years
following the Great Trek. The five years ending in 1850 saw the
export of wool valued at £200,000. In 1869 wool exports had
risen to £1,700,000. 1 But wool alone could not develop South
Africa on the scale that had become the practice in Brit2in's
other colonies. It wGs, too, a rather precarious staple,
threatened as it was by South Africa's droughts.
By 1865, alt~ough many Whites had moved to other parts
of South ~frica, the vlhite population of the Cape had increased
by so~e 40,000 over the 1856 figure, to re~ch 181,592. 2
De Kiewiet stresses that the main increase in the White popul~tion
during this decade was due to the high birth-rate of the
colonists. 3 During the s:'lJ11e period the non-vJhite population at
the Cflpe had increased by 105,000 to 315,000. 4
South Africa was too poor to attract really skilled
workers from Europe, many of whom were prep3.red to travel another
six thousand miles to Sydney. It seemed, that from the time of
the Huguenots, very few skilled :iJDmigrants had arrived. Yet
South A!rica, with no skilled labour, was on the brink of
unprecedented mineral discoveries. She had based her main labour
1. De Kiewiet. op.cit. p.68.
2. NeArly 9,000 iJmnigrants had come to South Africa between
1858 and 1862. Walker. op.cit. p.303. See p.350 for
correct 18~5 total.
3. De Kiewiet. op.cit. p.70.
4. Walker. op.cit. p.303.
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force for most of her history on slave-labour, and when deprived
of this source had employed low-p~id non-White labour.
Cb) Natal 1824-1866.
In 1824, 26 men under Farewell and Fynn formed the first
White settlement at Port Nat~l. By 1830, the settlement
numbered about 30 Whites, together with several hundred Natives. l
The settlement wns not offici;:tl1y recognised by Britain; the
American War of Independence had proved to Britain that American
citizens were more profitable than "~neric,ln colonists, and the
British Government was only prepared to gr~.nt official sta.tus to
settlements providing either a profitable trading return, or Cl
safoguard to British trade. Natal could meet neither of these
two demands, and did offer the unnttractive prospect of trouble
with the Natives.
The Trekkers, who had arrived in Durban in 1837,
declared Nata.l a Boer Republic in 1838. By 1839 the Zulus had
been defeated. Britain annexed Natal in 1843, ~nd most of the
Trekkers left to join those in the Free St~te and Transvaal.
Although Dinga~n had been defeated, fe~r of 7ulu
risings played an importqnt part in Natalls population movemente
and growth. Dingaan's impis had driven countless thousEmds of
Natives out of NatAl, le['.ving large areas unoccupied. These
areas were later occupied by Trekkers frdffi across the
1. Up to the end of the Second World War in 1945, Africans in
South Africa had been referred to first as Kaffirs, and
then as Natives. Native has been used in this work up to
1945. After 1945 Bantu has become more generally accepted,
and has been officially ~dopted. Bantu hLs been used in
this work for references after 1945.
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Drakensberg, and by English traders moving inland. The Natives
who had not fled: joined the vfhiteEl , and formed N~talls first
labour force. Many refugees, however, returned to their lands,
only to find them occupied by \rfuites. These refugees formed the
basis of the first squ~tter communities in Natal, and were to
provide the Whites with a valuable source of labour.
By 1840 Natal's White population had increased to ~bout
6,000 persons, ~nd the number continued to increase, despite
the fact that when the British took over in 1843, many of the
Trekkers had moved to the Transvaal and Orange Free State. 2
It is significant th~t even in this undeveloped pioneer society,
there were those with an eye to business. Absentee speculators
acquired l",.rge areas of 13nd ,..hich had been Llbandoned or sold
for small Amounts, and then held on to them until prices rose. 3
Due to this speculation, a large region with a very small wbite
population, hild little land av::'..ile.ble for development.
Natal had 0. small share in the mid-nineteenth century
emigration wave frdffi Britain and Europe. Schemes for immigration
to Nat~l were mainly of a specula~ive nature sponsored by
private individuals. Byrne, the most ~bitious of the promoters,
planned to bring out 4,000 settlers. The scheme, which ended in
Byrne I S b:mkruptcy, failed to achieve the close rur[1.1 colonisation
it had intended, but did establish villages at Richmond, Verulwn,
Victoria, and New Glasgow giving the settlement il fan formation
1. smith. R.H. L2bour Resources of Natal. Oxford University
Press, C~~.pe Town. (1950) p.lo
2. Ibid. p.2.
3. De Kiewiet. op.cit. p.71.
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stretching up and down the coast, and inla.nd, with Durbn.n M its
1
focnl point. A German settlement of 200 founded the Natal Cotton
Company in the are~ known later as New Germany, but the high hopes
entertained of raising vast crops to supply the Lancashire mills
ended in dismal failure. 2 By 1857 the lihite population of Natal
was over 8,000, but ~.r now the lrJhite labour requiremente were
changing.3 The Colony had a need for White c~pital, entrepreneurs,
and most impor~ant, skilled artisans.
Natill remained predominantly Bl~ck, with an estimated
Native population of 250,000 in 1850, of whom about 50,000 were
in the Northern (Dutch) districts, and about 100,000 in Zululand. 4
Figures of course are not completely reliable, as many tribes had
been widely dispersed. Later figures show a large incre~se,
probably on fl.ccount 01 both an inflow from neighbouring arerte,
and a rapid natural increase. By 1870 the Native population
was assessed at some 300,000, and by 1881 at 375,000, of whom
5some 169,000 were in reserves.
The relatively large Native population would suggest
that Natal had no labour problem, and that it certainly should
have no need to import Indian labour for its sugar industry.
The Natives, unfortunately, were not a ready solution to the
labour problem. Natal had no record of organised slave labour,
as the British Government would not countenance it in any form,
but did adopt a scheme which forced many Natives to seek
1. Smith. op.cit. p.2.
2. Walker. op.cit. p.277.
3. Ibid. p.3l6.
4. Smith. op.cit. p.4.
5. Ibid. p.4.
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employment. A hut tax was imposed, and this together with heavy
duties on goods imported for Native consumption, gained for the
Government a considerable income from the Natives. l The Natives
had now a real need for cash, and a flow of work-seekers started
towards the Colony's labour market.
Natal's labour needs were growing rapidly, and becoming
more diverse. The Natives had been used to agriculture, but were
now being called on to give their labour for transport, public
works, the cultivation and milling of sugar, and at a later stage,
mining. The British Government had made a commendable stand
against slavery, but it is significant that the Natal Native Code
provided for conscription of labour for public purposes, and
compulsion was widely used to provide labour for road construction. 2
Natal's White population of some 8,000 in the 1850's
wa.s relatively small, yet it appropriated land on a very generous
scale, so much so, that in 1864 the Immigration Board admitted
that it could no longer encourage immigration as there was a
shortage of land.3 Speculators had succeeded in creating a land
shortage with a small White population settled over an area of
some twelve million acres. Little land was left for the Native
population.
The task arose of settling the Natives in their own
areas, and in 1855 the first Native 'locations' were established.
The 1855 delimitation was a compromise solution. 4 The Natives who
1. Smith. op.cit. p.3.
2. Ibid. pp. 3, 4.
3. The White population of Natal in 1865 viaS about 16,000.
Walker. op.cit. p.351.
4. Smith op.cit. pp.3,4.
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began to return after 1839 were seeking to re-establish tribal life,
but the White farmer opposed tribal re-settlement, fearing that he
would not then reap the main advantage of farming in Natal, which
was the abundance of cheap labour. The delimitation set aside a
large number of small areas for Native occupation, but by spreading
out the locations geographically, reduced the military danger.
The delimitation policy sought a compromise by trjing to balance ths
White farmers' labour requirements against the Natives l land
requirements, a policy which was to be the future policy for the
whole of South Africa.
The address of welcome given in 1853 by the citizens of
Port Natal to Sir George Grey, the new Governor, stressed both
the need for new vIhite immigrants, and the introduction of Indian
coolies for the new sugar industry.l The Natives, despite
prodding by taxation, were loth to leave the Reserves, a~d were
regarded by the ~lhites as clumsy and inefficient in the canefields.
Mauritius and the Caribbean had shown the efficiency of Indian
labour. In 1859 the first agreement was signed for Indian laboui',2
and a somewhat reluctant Indian Government sent the first
'coolies! to South Africa in November 1860.3 By 1866, when a
depression halted the first period of Indian immigration, Natal's
Indian population had reached 5,600. 4
The early Indian was treated without discrimination of
1. Smith. op.cit. p.6.
2. South Africa in the Sixties - A Socio-Economic study
published by the South African Foundation 1962. p.142.
3. Smith. op.cit. p.6.
4. Ibid. p.6.
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any kind. He could send his children to White schools, take up
any occupation, buy land in rurcH or urban areas, and as a
Queen's subject he could vote, provided he could meet certain
1
qualifications.
By the 1860's Natal appeared to be developing an economy
largely independent of the rest of South l\frica; her geographical
position seemed to favour a separate economic growth. Natal's
labour resources which were predominantly non-White, were, apart
from the Indian, completely unskilled, but nevertheles s for a
farming community they provided an unlimited labour source, which
was cheap enough to make farming profitable. Natal's relatively
small White population - 8,000 in 1857 - was mainly the employer
and provider of capital.
2
(c) The Trekker Republics - Transvaal and Orange Free State
Cape
The indiscriminate claiming of land ~ the Whites in the
t ke
and Natal, was also practised ~ the vfuites in Trekker
"
Republics. Traditionally the Governments allowed farms of 6,000
acres, yet in the Trekker Republics 200,000 acre farms were not
uncommon. A White population increase could only increase the
demand for land which was soon no longer available. In 1854 the
Orange Free state had a White population of about 15,000. By
31873 this figure had reached 27,000. The Transvaal Whites
(
1. South Africa in the Sixties. op.cit .. p.144.
2. J. Forsyth-Ingram-The story of an African Sea-port (1899)







3. Walker. op.cit. p.352.
j.L
numbered 25,000 in 1854, and 40,000 in 1875.1
White ownership of the land ensured a continuation of
what was nO\., South Africa I s typical labour pattern. The Native, to
survive, had to accept farm labour as the Republics were of course
mainly agricultural. The White man ..rho was not a landowner, had
the choice of competing against the Native for agricultural
employment, or of seeking other employment. For this, if it existed,
he would probRbly be unqualified.
(d) South Africa 1867-1950
In 1867, "hen a diamond was picked up at Hnpetown on the
Orange River,2 South Africa had, so it seemed, found the staple
which could be sold O!l the world market. The discovery was indeed
a windfall. Royalty and merchant princes in the pre-industrial
world could never ha,re existed in sufficient number to support a
large diamond indust~, but industrial progress in Europe had
created a "new-rich class" desirous of spending its wealth.
Industry, too, had a need for diamonds in its manufacturing
processes. In the 1880 's the diamond industry was rather priJnitive
in its organisation, but there were even in those varly days, men
,.rho took a long-tezm view, and in doing so brought the industry
under~mote~9fficient control.3
Within a few years "diamond digging" had changed to
"diamond mining". i\.n organised industry had replaced men
1. Walker. op.cit. p.352.
2. South Africa in the Sixties. op.cit. p.100.
3. C~cil Rhodes is reported as having taken a survey of the
number of marriages celebrated yearly throughout the civilised
world to r.elp ascertain the potential demand for diamonds.
African Treasure - Sixty Years among Diamonds and Gold.
William P. Taylor. John Long. London (1932) p.10.
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working alone or in small partnerships, and the diamond fields had
become South Africa's first truly industrial centre. De Kiewiet
gives some significant figures illustrating Kimberley's phenomenal
growth. From being a very small settlement, Kimberley had by
1871 a combined White and non-White population of about 50,000,
the Whites being a greater number than had taken part in the
Gr-eat Trek. De Kiev-fiet' s assessment is that between 1871 and
1895, 100,000 Natives were employed on the diamond fields, with
400 ,000 others dependent on them. l
The sudden demand for skilled men, together with a
relatively large unskilled labour force, emphasised the difference
between the skilled White, and the unskilled White and non-White.
The only source of skilled labour remained in immigration from the
older industrial coun~ries, where industry had developed a labour
system in which it was possible for the lowest paid worker to
imFrove his position by stages until he reached the skilled ranks.
South Africa's diamond industry had no inte~ediate steps, for as
De Kiewiet stresses: "It became the doctrine of South Africa's
labour economics that skill and high wages were a privilege of
the White race, while the heavy labour and menial tasks were the
province of the Black race. ,,2 It seemed that South Africa's new
prosperity was not being built up on her possession of mineral
deposit alone, but also on the abundance of cheap non-White labour.
1. By 1866 there were 290,000 ~Vhites in South Africa. There
were ten towns including Durban and Cape Town with over
1,000 people. De Kiewiet. op.cit. p.89.
In 1836 some 7,000 to 8,000 Boers trekked. South Africa in
the Sixties. op.cit. p.4.
2. De Kiewiet. op.cit. p.95.
It seems to have been generally agreed in the
33.
By 1872 the Cape's treasury had doubled the figure of
its receipts in 1869, and after liquidating its public debt had
a £425,000 surplus. l Current expenses on public roads could for
once be met from the Cape's own resources. 2 Once again state
assisted innnigration was carried out. Raihlay construction was
hastened by British, Belgian, and German navvies. These, and
other innnigrants helped the Cape's White population to rise
from-181,592 Whites in 1865, to 236,783 in 1875.3
In 1865 Natal's vlhite population was 16,000, and ten
years later it had only grown to 18,000.4 This appears to have
been mainly due to natural increase, for Walker stresses that
more Whites were leaving for the mining fields at this tiJne,
than were entering the Colony. Natives were also leaving for
the mines, and a renewed clamour for Indian labour was set up
by the sugar industry.5 In 1885, a Cernmission presided over
by Justice Wragge reported: "Our inquiries have satisfied us,
that there is in this Colony an undoubted preponderance of
opinion that the Indian iJmnigrant should remain under indenture
cturing the whole period of his residence within the Colony.
The majority of vlhite Colonists are strongly opposed to the
presence of the free Indian, either in agricultural or commercial
.t ,,6pursUJ. s .
1880's that the Indian was acceptable provided he remained a
labourer.
1. De Kiewiet. op.cit. p.97.
2. Ibid. p.97.
3. Walker. op. cit. p.350.
4. Ibid. p.35l.
5 . Ibid. p. 35l.
6. South Africa in the Sixties. op.cit. p.l44.
)4.
The KiJnberley fields assured the Orange Free state transport
riders and farmers of reasonable prosperity. Kew magistracies,
government offices, an improved educational system ~d the esta
blish-
ment of the Oriental Bank 'were measures of progress between 186
4 and
1874.1
The Transvaal was least affected by the discovery of
diamonds. The financis.l position, had, by the mid 1870's become
acute, causing those who had financial and commercial interests
to
seek British intervention. When the British did armex the Tran
svaal
in 1877, for this, and other reasons, their policy of seeking
efficiency in a hurry was unpopular in a country unwilling, it
seemed,
to change its way of life.
2 The British withdrew in 1881.
The first six years of the eighties made up, according to
de Kiewiet, the blackest period that South Africa had experienc
ed.)
The British withdrawal from the Transvaal caused a collapse of
credit. The droughts continued. The diamond industry, as yet
not
properly organised, collapsed. The British, however, due proba
bly
to German and Belgian interest in Africa, were not prepared for
a
full withdrawal from Africa. 4
In 1886, at the height of a South African depression,
gold was discovered, a well-timed discovery indeed, for it also
coincided with a period when the world demand for gold was grea
tly
in excess of the supply.5 Fortunately, too, for South Africa,
1. Walker. op. cit. p. 351.
2. De Kiewiet. op.cit. p.104.
3. Ibid. p.l04.
4. Russia also had ideas of :iJnperial expansion in Asia.
5. De Kiewiet stresses that mining on the Witwatersrand began at a
period of low prices, and at a time when the world demand for
gold was 11 critically in excess of the prevailing supply. 11
According to de Kiewiet the Witwatersrand provided a guarantee
that world currencies would not be IIreadily disturbed by






























































































































































































first of a series of labour agreements with the Portuguese Govern
ment
in 1901, permitting the Witwatersrand mines to recruit l1.bour from
Portuguese territories. l Milner also issued regulatione for the
imprYved welfare of non-White workers. Yet by November, 1903, a
commission reported a shortage of 129,364 ,onskilled labourers on
the mines.
2
Thp. period from 1870 to 1902 has been l1escribed by Dr.
Edgar Brookes Rs being the period of the first South African
industrial revolution. Speaking in the Senate he said: liThe firs
t
industrial revolution was like one of the highveld storms •
....... some good done, many crops damaged, and a general feeling
of relief when it was over ..... What it did for us as a White
population, both in stimulating us and in dividing us both in
achievement and tragedy, it also did for our Native population,
and with as little forethought and planning. It swept our Native
population out of their primitive tribal life .... it established
migrant labour as the basis of South Africa's economic life.
1I3
In 1904 an ordinance allowed Chinese to be recruited for
the mines. By July 1906 the gold mines employed 17,513 Whites,
102,420 Natives, and 53,062 Chinese, the Natives being paid a
higher wage thim the Chinese.
4 It is significant that during
the period 1903-1907, that is during the stay of the Chinese, the






In 1936, 89,000 out of 34,000 no~ite mine-workers on the
Witwatersrand were Portuguese. De Kiewiet. op.cit. pp.1l7,
llB, 165.
Thompson. op.cit. p.13.
The ForUlll. April 20, 1945. p.22.
Thompson. op.cit. p.14.
Ibid.p.14. Output rose from £12,628,057 in 1903 to £27,400,992
in 1907.
Van Riebeeck had alsO advocated the u~e of Chinese labour.
See Doxey I G. V. The Indust:rial Colour Bar in South Africa.
Oxford Un1versity Press. 1961. p.8.
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South Africa's main induf'try was re-established.
Milner, probably advised ~ others, seemed convinced that
gold would prove a wasting af'Fet, an asset which had to be uFed
as a means towardf' an end, namely that of placing South Africa
on a s~und economic footing. l The mines were envisaged a~
being the means of st:iJnulating industrial gruwth, :r~t it might
be argued that early twentieth century industrial development
in South J\.frica was largely in inverse ratio to mining pr0greSf'.
The mine~, both diamond and gold, had already attracted the
major share of cc:.pital and brain. 2 Mine earnings, despite high
production costs, ,,"ere high, and from these earnings South Africa
paid for imported manufactured goods. 3 Commerce developed
aro\l-Tld the sale of iJnported goods, there being little demand
for locally Il18.nufactured products. The mines, too, could afford
to pay higher wages than other industries for both skilled and
unskilled labour. Under the prevailing conditions, it seemed
that the only other industries which could survive were of a
protected or semi-protected type, such as those supplying
explosives And power for the mines, or providing for ancillary
10ce.1 needs such "lS building and baking. 4
The Chinese had helped re-establish the Witwatersrand
mines before being sent bCl.ck to China. Most of the Indians,
however, who had come to Natal to work in the s·..lgar industry
1. De Kiewiet. op.cit. p.146.
2. See p.36 of this thes~s.
3. De Kiewiet. op.cit. p.6.
4. In 1910 the Transvaal ManUfacturers Association was set up
to consider "the need for a definite policy of encouragement
of local industries for the increase of the White population".
Industry - Source of Evergrowing Wealth - Article in Sunday
Times Jubilee Review. July 4, 1966. p.7.
J7·
had remained, and were by the early 1900 l s drifting a.way to other
industries. l While, by the time of Union, the future statUf\ of the
Indian had remained undefined, his industrial usefulness was not.
disputed. The Clayton Cormnission in 1909 found" absolutely
conclusive evidence that several industries owe their existence
and present condition entirely to indentured Indian labour, 2 and
that if the importation of such labour were abolished, under present
conditions these industries would decline, and in some cases be
abandoned entirely. ,,3 By 1910 the Indian population of Natal had
reached 133,000, while in 1911 the White population was about 98,000. 4
Figure I shws that despite the set-back of the South
African War (1899-1902) and its consequent disruptive influence,
South !~rica, and in particular the Transvaal, had the potential
1. South Africa in the Sixties, op.cit. p.109. The following
figures are given sh~nng how by 1909 the Indian had drifted
away from the sugar industry. The numbers employed in each
'industry' in Natal were:-




As domestic servants 1,949
Tea .......•......... . 1,722
Corporations 1,062
Brickyards 740
Wattle . ,........ 606
ShiP1Jing 442
Miscellaneous '" 313
2. Ibid. p.143. Figures quoted from G.H. Calpin's Indians in
South Africa, show that about one-half of Nr.tal's I:1dian
population were descended from indentured labour. The
remainder were descended from a second immigration flow of
trGders firstly from Mauritius and later from India.
Indentured Indians were mainly untouchables, and. the later
migrants, Moslems.
3. Ibid. p.l09.
4. Calpin, G.H. There are no South Africans. Thos. Nelson
& Gons. London. 1942. p.174.
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1875 236,783









- 1875 27 ,000
1890 77,716
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FIGURE I - SOUTH AFRICAN WH~ POPULATION 1875-1918
1
1. Official Union Year Book. 1949. pp. 1097, 1098.
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to continue to attract White workers in increasing numbers dur:L"1g
the post-war period. The 1904 White population of Johannesburg
alone was 83,366, compared with Natal's White population of 97,109. 1
The Transvaal, and in particular its Witwatersrand area, seemed to
be attracting the population necessary to warrant capital
investment in industrial and commercial undertakings.
Thp. restriction on imports due to the First World War
(1914-1918) proved the first major turning point in South Africa's
industrial growth. 2 The restricti~s, however, led not so much
to the introduction of new products, but rather to th€ development
of existing products. 3
By the end of the First World War it was obvious that a
change was coming over the South African economic scene which had
hitherto been dominated by her mining, agricultural, and pastoral
industries. Gold output in 1896 was worth about £32,000,000, and
by 1910 had become stabilized at about £50,000,000 a year. 4
Yet by 1918 the output for all groups had reached nearly
£150,000,000, of which £50,000,000 came from the mines, about
1. Thompson. op.~it. pp. 14, 15.
2. lilt is generally cOl,ceded that industrial activities of the
Union have now emerged from the position which they have
occupied for many years .... at one time the Government,
the Mining Industry, and the Agricultural Community were all
sceptical as to the possibilities of industrial development
in respect of mining and agriculture. The commercial
community generally regarded the South African manufacturer
as a hindrance rather than a help." Report of Industries
Advisory Board and Scientific and Technical Committee.
U.G. 21-1918. p.26.
3. The fruit industry developed the processing of dried fruit.
Frozen meat was exported in large quantities. Wine production
was re-organised. The First Hundred Years of the Standard
Bank - J.A. Henry. Oxford University Press (1963). p.173.
4. Walker. op.cit. p.57l.
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£60,000,000 from agriculture, and a very significant £40,000,COO
from industry.l Between 1911 and 1921 the value of factory
production calculated at 1910 prices was trebled. 2 It seemed,
too, that confidence had grown in South Africals induetrial
potential, for by the end of the First World War nearly £50,000,000
had been invested in the manufacturing industry.3
Industrial expansion served to underline the very serious
problem faced by 'South African Whites and ncn-Whites who had
become dependent on agriculture. While the landless non-White
had to seek employment other than agricultural virtually from
the time the Whites moved into the interior and took possession
of the land, the landless White first became a serious problem
after the South African War. The landless Whites were completely
unqualified for positions demanding skill, but the standard of
living they wished to maintain, was higher than that which
unskilled wages would allow. Employers, too, showed a
preference for unskilled non-White labour. 4
Figure 11 shows, that the rate of population increase
fo~ the non-W11ites, was, moreover, greater than that for the
Whites. Figure 111 shows the rates at which the mining and
manufacturing industries were absorbing labour. It appeared
that the Whites would soon not be able to satisfy the increasing
demands for the more skilled labour by these industries.
1. Henry. op.cit. p.178.
2. De Kiewiet. op.cit. p.264.
3. Henry. op.cit. p.175.
4. De Kiewiet. op.cit. p.221.
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to continue to attract White workers in increasing numbers during
the post-war period. The 1904 White population of Johannesburg
alone was 83,366, compared with Natal's White population of 97,109. 1
The Transvaal, and in particular its Witwatersrand area, seemed to
be attracting the population necessary to warrant capital
investment in industrial and commercial undertakings.
ThA restriction on imports due to the First World War
(1914-1918) proved the first major turning point in South Africa's
industrial growth. 2 The restricti~s, however, led not so much
to the introduction of new products, but rather to th€ development
of existing products. 3
By the end of the First World War it was obvious that a
change was coming over the South African economic scene which had
hitherto been dominated by her mining, agricultural, and pastoral
industries. Gold output in 1896 was worth about £32,000,000, and
by 1910 had become stabilized at about £50,000,000 a year. 4
Yet by 1918 the output for all groups had reached nearly
£150,000,000, of which £50,000,000 came from the mines, about
1. Thampson. op.~it. pp. 14, 15.
2. Ult is generally cO:uceded that industrial activities of the
Union have now emerged frnm the position which they have
occupied for many years •... at one time the Government,
the Mining Industry, and the Agricultural Community were all
sceptical as to the possibilities of industrial development
in respect of mining and agriculture. Tne commercial
community generally regarded the South African manufacturer
as a hindrance rather than a help." Report of Industries
Advisory Board and Scientific and Technical Committee.
U.G. 21-1918. p.26.
3. The fruit industry developed the processing of dried fruit.
Frozen meat was exported in large quantities. Wine production
was re-organised. The First Hundred Years of the Standard
Bank - J.A. Henry. Oxford University Press (1963). p.173.
4. Walker. op.cit. p.57l.
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£60,000,000 from agriculture, and a very significant £40,000,COO
from industry.l Between 1911 and 1921 the value of fa.ctory
production calculated at 1910 prices was trebled. 2 It seemed,
too, that confidence had grown in South Africals industrial
potential, for by the end of the First World War nearly £50,000,000
had been invested in the manufacturing industry.3
Industrial expansion served to underline the very serious
problem faced by 'South African Whites and ncn-Whites who had
become dependent on agriculture. While the landless non-White
had to seek employment other than agricultural virtually from
the time the Whites moved into the interior and took possession
of the land, the landless White first became a serious problem
after the South African War. The landless Whites were completely
unqualified for positiuns d~anding skill, but the standard of
living they wished to maintain, was higher than that which
unskilled wages would allow. Employers, too, showed a
preference for unskilled non-White labour. 4
Figure 11 shows, that the rate of population increase
fo~ the non-~n1ites, wa.s, moreover, greater than that for the
Whites. Figure III shows the rates at which the mining and
manufacturing industries were absorbing labour. It appeared
that the Whites would soon not be able to satisfy the increasing
demands for the more skilled labour by these industries.
1. Henry. op.cit. p.178.
2. De Kiewiet. op.cit. p.264.
3. Henry. op.cit. p.175.
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pp. 985, 1096.
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Between 1916 and 1921, the increase of ~fuite male adults over
eighteen years of age employed in the manufacturing industry,
averaged over 4,740 per year. Yet, during this period, the
average annual rate of White population increase was only
4,000.1 From these figures, it would seem that the manufacturing
industry alone w~s absorbing more than the whole increase in the
employable White male popula.tion. Clearly South Africa had
either to increase immigration, or train the available non-White
populdcion for more highly skilled employment. 2 The gold mines
were already employing non-Whites in semi-skilled work on wages
'''hich would have IIspelt starvation to White men. 1I3 In 1918
the mines had only two-thirds of their labour requirements,
and requested the importation of non-White labour from the
north.~· Figure III shows, that durLig the period from 1911
to 1921, the only decline in employment in the mining and
manUfacturing industries had been in the number of non-White
mine workers. The numbers of both vlliites and non-Whites
employed in the manufacturing industry had increased significantly.
The abnormal conditions during the First vJorld War
gave a stimulus to South Mrican industry, but the doubt remained
as to whether industry had grown strong enough to survive the
return to normal trading conditions after the War. In the
highly competitive world of economics after the War a country
1. The Union Year Book. 1910-22. No.6. p.663.
2. Production figures show that SOQch African labour productivity
compared rather unfavourably with other British dominions.
The Union Year Book. 1910-22. No.6. p.664.
3. Walker. op.cit. p.5S0.
4. Henry. op.cit. p.176.
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had either to equip its industries with modern plant, backed up
by adequate capital, and a properly trained labour force, or
it had to restrict outside competition by the imposition of
tariff restrictions, and BO provide protection for its own
industries. South Africa at the end of the War had barely
emerged from a basically agricultural, pastoral and mining
economy. South African commerce was still based on a distributive
system developed to cope with the demands for imported goods.
The manufacturing industry required capital and skilled labour,
but it appeared that South African industry after the War
faced a shortage of both these requirements.
Table I illustrates how in terms of net output, and
numbers of employees, South African industry was becoming
concentrated in definite areas. Significantly, the Western Cape,
the oldest industrial area, was undergoing a comparative decline.
Factors to emerge from this table were to be of great importance
to further developments both in the economic and political fields.
It appeared that attempts to decentralize industry would become
progressively more difficult. Skilled immigrants, too, were
probably more likely to be attracted to the more densely populated
areas, areas which were similar to those they were leaving. Local
training for skill would, it seems, be a.mQr~ practical
proposition in a large industrial area, th~n in a rural town
with little industry.
The geographical distribution of industry was simple in
pattern. The Southern Transvaal had the gold-mining industry,
cheap coal and power. The other three main areas were clustered
around the countryl s main ports.
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1924 1934 1939 1944 1948 1953 1954
YEAR -5 -5 -40 -5 -9 -4 -5
Western Cape 18 ..3 16.2 16.6 16.2 16.2 14 14
Port Elizabeth
& Uitenhage 5.2 5.1 4.8 4.2 5.9 5.7 5.8
Durban and
Pinetown 11.8 10.3 10.8 11.6 10.8 10.7 10.5
Southern Trans-
vaal including 34 44.9 44.6 45.5 44.8 45.7 44.7
Pretoria
Rest of South
Africa 30.8 23.5 23.2 22.5 22.2 23.9 25.0
TABLE I: REGIONAL DISTRIBUTION OF INDUSTRIAL POPULATION
- PRIVATE SECTOR (PERCENTAGES1I
The geographical siting of industry in South Africa
emphasized the fact that vast areas were relatively unpopulated.
In 1926 South Africa had a mixed population of less than fifteen
to the square mile, whereas industrial countries such as the United
IUngdom., had population densities of up to two hundred to the
square mile. 2 The non-Whites represented eighty per cent of
South Africa's wage earners. Seventy-five per cent of the total
population, and forty per cent of the White population lived upon
the land. Yet only five per cent of White farm lands were
1. Norval, A.J. A Quarter of a Century of Industrial Progress
in South Africa. Juta and Co. Cape Town, 1962. p.lO.
South Africa in the Sixties. op.cit. p.205.
2. In 1926 many of the Native reserves were over-populated
with 72 persons/square mile. Report of Economic and Wage
Ccmmission. UG 14, 1926 p.75. and Snith, op.cit. p.24.
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cultivated. l Wages paid to non-White agricultural labour were low,
and many farm workers were p~id in kind. 2 Eric Walker summed up
the agricultural position in South Africa by Cdmffienting that in many
respects agriculture was Itstill in the fourteenth century. 1t3
Industrial growth was hwnpered because the purchasing
power of the vast majority of the population remained low. 4
Wages paid to White labour were high, certainly by the standards
of European countries, but the number of Whites was too low to
boost the purchase of goods. 5 The need to export seemed juet as
critical in the 1920 l s, as it had been at the time of the early
settlement at the Cape. The United Kingdom, which was highly
industrialized, exported one-third of its products, the other two-
thirds being absorbed by her own population, but South !~rica had
to export at least one half of her production, as the majority of
her population could not afford to buy on the low wages it received. 6
In 1924 a 'Pact 1 Government under General Hertzog was
returned to power. Both parties represented in the Government,
namely the National and Labour parties, had promised a solu~ion
of the poor-White problem by providing employment designed at
elevating the Whites. 7 Captain du Chnvonne1s lone stand in 1717,
1. Walker. op.cit. p.573.
2. U.G. 14, 1926. op.cit. p.115.
3. Walker. op.cit. p.573.
4. U.G. 14, 1926. op.cit. p.264. 96% of the workers earning below
£500 p.a. drew less than £240; 90% drew less than £120; 80%
drew less than £80; 54% drew less than £36.
5. In Austral:i-'1., Canada, and the United Kingdom the wages for
unskilled labour were about 50% to 75% of those for skilled
labour. In South Africa unskilled labour earned from 10% to
30% of the wages of skilled l~bour. Henry, p.176.
6. U.G. 14, 19~6. op.cit. pp.79, 159.
7. In 1921 the South African Railway employed 4,705 Hhite
labourers. By 1928 the number was 15,878. Be Kiewiet.
op.cit. p.224.
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1had, it seemed, at last received official support. Poor-Whites
were employed by the state and other public undertakings at
so-called "civilized wages" which were higher than for the
corresponding work done by non-v.lhites. Tariff restriction was
adopted in 1925, and industries emploYing "civilized labour" were
given preferential treatment. 2 The response from industry
appears to have been modest. 3
The early thirties provided an acute f\etback to the
South African Government' El plans to solve the poor-Hhite problem.
A world-wide econOOlic depression caused mass unemployrr.ent, and in
most industrial countries factories and mines closed, and
workers were discharged. Lack of markets and low prices forced
rural workers to leave the land for the towns where they helped
swell the unemployed ranks. The manufact~ring industry suffered
most greatly from the depression. The Government's refuse:tl to
follow Britain's suspension of the gold standard in September
1931, placed the South African pound at a premium over sterling,
with the result that South Africa exports earned less in South
African money thal. in overseas money. 4 It is significant that
in 1932-33 the non-White to White ratio in the manufacturing
industry reached its lowest mark. The number of non-\'lhites
1. See page 14 of this thesis.
2. Government Circular No.5, 31st October 1924, defined civilised
labour as "labour rendered by persons whose standards of living
confor.ms to the standard of living generally recognised as
tolerable, from the usual European viEn.,rpoint. " Uncivilized
labour "is to be regarded as the labour rendered by persons
who3e aim is restricted to the bare requirements of the
necessities of life as understood amongst barbarous and
undevelopec:. peoples."
3. South Africa in the Sixties. op.cit. p.?
4. Ibid. p.?
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employed dropped below the 1921-22 figure, suggesting that in the
1
manufacturing industry the less skilled worker was more expendable.
Relief work on public undertakings maintained thousands of Whites
and Coloureds.
In December 1932, the South African Government left the
gold standard, pCLrity was re-established between the South African
2pound and sterling, and an economic revival was begun, Cl. revival
):!nich 'W2.S given considerable impetus in 1934 when the price of
gold was increased, allowing for the profitable mining of low
grade ore. 3
vVhile South Africa was by the mid 1930' s training her
own skilled labour,4 immigrant labour was also being attracted
in relatively large numbers. Between 193LI- and 1938, 2,303 building
workers entered the co'xntry, while 1,754 were trained in South
Africa. The correspond:i..ng figures for the engineering industry
were 2,419 and 3,459. 5 While the Department of Labour expressed
concern over the numbers of trained immigrants, it was perhaps
indicative of South AJ'rica' s progress that it was unabJ_e to







In 1911 the ratio of non-White to v..Thite workers was 2.2:1.
In 1921-22 the ratio was 1.86:1 and in 1932 1.17:1. The
manufacturing industry employed 105,310 non-Whites in 1932,
and 110,456 in 1921. Union Year Book. No.28. 1949. pp.985, 1096.
South Africa in the Sixties. op.cit. p.8.
Ibid. p.8.
Number of apprenticeship contracts registered in 1923 was 181,
in 1935-6, 698, and in 1940, 11,683. Report of the Department
of Education, Arts and Science 1951. p.10.
"1 have given these figures of importations from 1934 to 1938
when as many tradesmen were imported as we had apprentices
here finishing their: contracts. In other words 5,000 young
South Africans were left out of trades and doomed to unskilled
labcur ..... If Hr. S.E. W8.rren (Swellendam). Assembly Debates
Hay 4, 19J-+1h Col. 6571.
The DepartmGnt of Labour's Minute of 9 March, 1936 expressing
concern at the immigration figures was discussed in ParliFJnent.
This Minute was also circulated to principals of all South
fSrican technical colleges. Assembly Debates June 3, 1936.
Columns 5029, 5030.
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While concern wa.s expressed ·:;.t the number of skilled :iJnmigrants,
it is doubtful whether South l\frican industry was ge~red to train
large numbers of local workers.
The outbreak of the Second World War in 1939 stopped the
flow of skilled labour from Europe to South Africa. South Africa's
armed forces, too, absorbed IT~ny skilled workers. By the end of
1941 the Mediterranean was virtuelly closed to .Allied shipping,
and this closure, coupled with the United states of America's
entry into the War, caused South Africa to feel the full impact
of a decline in imported consumer c~~odities, and industrial
raw materials. The Union's dependence on strategic raw materials
from the United states, Canada, and the United Kingdom, had now
1become apparent.
Priority, especially in the provision of capital for the
manufacture of military equipment, was given to the metal-working
industries. Before the Second World War such industries had been
Itprotected It, but by the end of the War the manufacturing
industry had emerged as the leading South African industry.2
The South African ship repair industry had struggled
before the Second World War, but lulied shipping needs resulted
in the establishment of South African ports as important ship
1. Within ten days of the outbreak of war National Emergency
Regulations were published and a National Supplies Control
Board set up to advise the Minister of Cdmffierce and Industry
on the controlling of economic resources. Union of South
Africa Year Book No.Z3 - 1946. Chap. XXIX p.40.
2. In 1941 the Industrial Requirements Cdmffiission reported that:
"At present (1941) with few exceptions South African
manufacturing industries work on a small sca.le, are not
highly mechanised, and are largely dep€ndent on protection. It
South l\frica - What Now? Alexander Campbell, Stevrart
Printing Co. Cape Town. (1947). p.17.
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1repair centres. The mining and building industries suffered
because of the loT ar, while public works came to a virtual standstill.
Many Whites had left on ~ctive service,2 and others were
employed on stnte controlled war production. 3 Non-White workers
were taken on in increased numbers in private industry, and a
considerable number of non-vlhites became employed in skilled work
which had previously been done by Whites. 4 The absence of many
Whites and Coloureds on military services, together with curtailment
of gold mining and building operations, S<1.W many Indi.:',.U and Native
workers enter the manufacturing industry to do repetitive work
previously done by White and Coloured operators. The source of
skilled White labour fer so many years, namely :iInmigrlltion, had
not only dried up, but the flow had in fact been
1. In 1936-7 there were four firms in Durban engaged mainly on
ship-repair work. Wage bills, ratio of wages to capital, and
mean productivity of labour were nIl decli~L~[,. By 1945, however,
the labour force was five times that of 1936. Natives and
Coloured numbers had shows a substantial increase. smith.
op. cit. p.86.
2. Full-time volunteers in the Union Defence Force during the ltlar -
White Male ....•..... 186,218
Famale ..•...... 24.975
Total: 211,193
non-1.'1hite Coloured... . . 45,015
Bantu ....•.... 77,239
Total: 122,254
Union Yenr Book No.23. 1946. Chap. XXIX p.20.
3. The state had its own training scheme, the C.O.T.T. scheme.
This is dealt with more fully on pr. 87, 88.
4. Despite restrictive legislation many Indians were by 1940
doing work regarded as being skilled. In 1940 the sugar mills
employed 3,550 Indians of whom:
230 were skilled,
340 were semi-skilled in responsible positions,
1,330 were semi-skilled in less responsible positions,
and 1,650 were unskilled.
smith op.ci1".. p.77.
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reversed. l In terms of total industrial employment, however, the
War years were to show an increase equal to that of the thirteen
years before the War when tariff restrictions had been in operation.
The increase was IIL'linly in non-White labour. Skilled labour, however,
remained in short supply; legislation and wage conditions restricted
the training of skilled labour to the White group.
From 1945 to 1950 South :~rica underwent unprecedented
industrial development. Factors contributory to the expansion of
South Africa I s manufacturing industry included the abundance of
cheap coal, and consequently of cheap electricity, and a supply
of steel at a price l~Ner than in the big industrial countries. 2
South Africa, too, had attracted overseas investors who had become
wary of investing their capital in European countries which were
making an uncertain recovery from the effects of the Second World War .3,
Figure IV shows that the demcmd for both White and non-
vlhite labour by SOuth Africa I s manufacturing industry was
outstripping that of its mining industry. But at this stage
South Africa1s supply of skilled labour was, it appears, inadequate
to allow rapid industrial expansion. The Department of Labour
reported that lithe European semi-skilled pool. " 6.6% .
can be regarded as insufficient to feed the qualified rank~.
The possibility that the present numerical
1. Immigrntion statistics are incomplete, but between 1924 and
1940 the net increase in the White population through
immigration was 44,000. The total increase in the vlhite
population was 542,000. From 1941 to 1946 the net loss
through emigration was 3,200. Franklin, N.N. Economics in
South Mrica. Oxford University Press. Cape Town. 1954. p.?
2. The South African \vay of Life:- Edited by G.H. Calpin.
William Heinemann Ltd., 1953. Chapter XI - Economic Factors
by Professors Jan Goudriaan and D.G. Franzen. p.1SO.























nGu~t IV. AV£ R~GE NU~B.E:RS EMPLOYEn B Y ~LL
SOUTH ",F"RJC~N UI~E.S t\N~ t-.4ht-tUF" ....CTURJf.JG INbU~TR.IE:.';)~
1. UD:1on ot South Africa Official Year Books: 1948, p.970.
1950, p.965.
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relationship between Europeans on the one, and non-Europe~ns on
the other hand, in respect of skilled work ~~y be so seriously
disturbed in the dist~t future, is not to be ignored .
it may be emphasised that male non-Europe ns, particularly
Natives, remain the main available source other th~n that
created by the Apprenticeship Act, to feed the market for
skilled labour ~,l
The Government tackled the manpower problem in two ways.
An immediate but only partial solution was the provision of sponsored
immigration. In 1945 the de VillieTs Commission had been
appointed to investigate the provision of better vocational and
technical education. The recdffiIDendations of this Cammission
might have furnished a long-term solution to labour problems.
The Government sponsored immigration scheme was
introduced in May 1947. Figure V shows the vocational distribution
of the male immigrants. The biggest proportion, 36.8% of the total
males in 1947, was in the industrial group. Assuming that all the
members of this group had joined the manufacturing industry in
1947, they would have represented about 3% of the total number
of vfuites employed in South Africa1s manufacturing industry.
The total number of Whites employed in the industry in 1947 was
7.3% higher than in 1946. 2 This increase probably included many
who had to be trained for skilled occupations. If it is
accepted that the immigrA.nts who joined the manufacturing industry
were already skilled, then the industry had made a very significant
gain.
1. Department of Labour Report, UG 62-1948, p. 46.
2. Percentages calculated from statistics used for Figure IV.








YEAR~ 1947 1549 J9S0
fIGVR£..J/.. VQcb TIOfJ~l .n1~TRI.&.UTJO~ OF M"LE. JMMlG!.At-IT~
TO T,",E:. U~fO~ 9~ $tOUTH AFR.JC.~.I
1. Union ot South Africa Official Year Books: 1948, p.l,lOO
191.9, p. 1,118, 1950, p. 1,179.
The 1948 Vocational distribution figures ware not published.
'.n1e total figures for all iJmnigrants for 1947 and 1948J and
the vocat.ional dietribution figure for 1947, have been used
to assess the 1948 vocational figure.
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Much of South African industry had been based on British
practice. The majority of immigrants was Englieh speaking and had
been trained in British indust~ial methods. These factors allowed
an easy assimilation of the j.nunigrant into South African. industry,
~nd a ready adoption by South African industry of skills and
industrial processes introduced by the immigrants. l
By 1949 migration statistics indicated that South l~rica
would soon suffer a net loss through emigration. 2 In 1949 the
Department of Labour noted that "the short!~ge of technically
qualified personnel which became apparent during the war years,
and was accelerated during the immediate post-war period of
expansion, became even more ~cute. The Government sponsored
~~~igration scheme .... c~menced in May 1947 and gradunlly
the position improved with the arrival of technicians, artisans
and engineers from England, Holland, Italy Rnd other cor.tinental
countries. By the enQ of the year the shortage in some of the
smaller industries had been met to some degree, but expanding
industries such as mining, engineering, building and textiles
continued to experience an acute shortage of personnel, in spite
of the influx of immigrants. ,,3 Continued sponsored immigration
might have provided a partial solution to South Africa's skilled
1. In 1948, the peak year for imnigration, there were 25,413
immigrants from England and Scotland out of Cl total of
35,63l.
2. In 1949 South Africa had 14,780 immigrcmts and lost 9,206
through emigration. The corresponding figures for 1950
were 12,803 and 14,644. Union of South l~rica Official
Year Book. 1950. p. 1179.
3. Department of Labour Report. UG 38-1949. p.l.
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man-power shortage, but the new South IU'rican Government was
unwilling to sponsor immigration. By 1949, too, industrial
conditions in Europe had improved, and skilled workers were now
less inclined to emigrate.
Three centuries of industrial growth had resulted in
little change in the traditional reluctance of the South African
White to undertake manual labour. A stigma attached to manual
labour which probably originated during the early days of
slavery at the Cape, and was accentuated by the racial situation,
appears to have persisted. Legislation during the twentieth
century reserved skilled labour for the Whites, but it appeared
that during the period of rapid industrial expansion in the late
1940' s, Whites were either not available in sufficient numbers, or
were unwilling to fill posts which demanded not only skill but
perhaps a certain amount of manual labour.
The labour situation found by the de Villiers Commission
in 1945 was typical of a country changing from a war-time to a
peace-time economy. The South African situation was of course
complicated by the colour question. Skilled men were retur::.ing
from the a~ed forces. Men were released from essential war-
time services. There were indicp.tions that the flow of skilled
men from the United Kingdom and the Continent was to resume.
1l1ajor works, public and private, which had been ho.lted by the
"Tar, were planned, nnd would require labour. A large supply
of non-vlhite labour existed for training in production work.
The de Villlers Cdmmission was set the task of devising
an improved system of vocatioIlcll and technical education. No
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mention WGS made in its term~ of reference that it had to restrict
its investigations to Whites. The Commission appeared to have
had the choice of making recommendations on vocational training
for both Whites and non-Whites, and thus to start a move away
from South Africa's traditional labour policy, or to confine
its recommendations to the vJhite group, which appeared unable,
even potentially, to meet the increasing demands of industry.
The Commission concentrated on the White group.
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CHAPTER III
South Africa's Educational Growth
In this section an attempt has been made to give a broad
historical outline of the development of education in South Africa up
to the appointment of the Cdmmission, with particular reference to
technical and vocational education. .\n attempt has been made, too,
to show how South !~rican industrial history, with its seemingly
traditional pattern of reliance on the non-White for manual labour,
has helped generate towards technical and vocational education,
attitudes, which have persisted to the present.
Unlike the French Huguenot refugees who were to follow,
the Dutch at the Cape retained a strong regard for the Netherlands,
which, during the 17th century, had reached a peak in economic
prosperity. They wished by a simple transplanting of traditions
to change their lives as little as possible. Education to them
was a tradition which had to be transplanted.
While the civil administration at the Cape, as in Holland,
had control of educational administration, the Dutch allowed this
temporal control to be enforced through the Kerkeraad, with spiritual
control cc~ing from the Classis in P~sterdam.l Secular teaching
seems to have been overshadowed by religious teaching.
According to reports there were only 10 White children
at the Cape in 1652, it evidently being the policy of the Carrpany
1. The Kerkeraad was the Council controlling the Dutch Reformed
Church at the Cape. The Classis was a sub-division (onder-
afdeling) of the Provincial body in control of the Dutch
Reformed Church in ilmsterdam. See Halherbe, E. G. Education
in South Africa. 1652-1922. Juta and Co. Cape Town. 1925. p.28.
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to limit the number of family groups.1 The first formal school
was2 established by Siekentrooster Pieter van der Stae1 in 1658
3
to teach West African slRves of R11 ages to rend and write.
Eventually the school catered for Whites e.nd non-Whites.
Segregation took place in 1676. This school was probably South
Africa's first industrial school as most of the work was manual.
Progress in education at the Cape during the 17th and
18th centuries was slow. vfuat progress there was, Wts due mainly
to the Dutch Reformed Church. By 1779 the population of Cape
Town WilS approxiJnately 4,800. The town had eight public schools
4
giving instruction to some 680 children. Industrial education
c.t this time was very elementary and confined to non-Whites. 5
Soon after the Cape c~e under the control of the
Batavian Republic in 1803, the Co~~issioner, J.A. de Mist,
6sought to re-organise the Cape's educational system. In 1806,
1. Du Toit, P.S. Onderwys aan die Kaap onder die Kampanjie.
1652-1795. Juta en Kie. Kaapstad, 1937. p.20.
2. Children in the rural areas were taught by itinerant teachers.
These ''meesters'' varied from professional men who had left the
urban area due to debt or drink, to press-ganged seamen who
had jumped their ships and army deserters.
3. Wulfsohn, B. 'n Vergelykende Studie van Beroepsonderwys.
Nasiona1e Boekhande1. Kaapstad, 1959. p.58.
4. Malherbe. op.cit. p.46.
5. Lady Anne Barnrtrd grtve details of a visit, probably about
1798, to the Moravian Mission e.t Baviaans Kloof conducted by
the Hernhutters. Lady Arme reported that the Mission had
mechanics, a blacksmith who was also a tailor, and a niller
who taught their trades to Hottentots in their charge.
Whiting Spilhaus, M. South Africa in the l-laking. Juta and Co.
Cape Town. 1966. p.222.
6. Ibid. p.368. Districts were to be responsible for building
their own schools. Every magistracy was to have a boarding-
house for children from distant homes. Pupils in secondary
schools were to be taught French, English, Portuguese and
Spanish, Italian book-keeping, the elements of mathematics,
dancing, fencing, horse-riding, and the famous deeds of the
Greeks and Romans.
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however, in order to secure her sea-route to the East, Britain
rc-occupied the Gc~pe. The ultimate Guthority for all control ~t
the Cape, including control of educntion, was now vested in the
British Government e.cting through the Colonial Secretary. The
period from 1806 to 1840 saw the following developments: the use
of English as the main medium of instruction; the introduction of
a system of loc~l school co~ttees; Rnd the free public schools
which existed up to 1834.
The Cape Colony benefited greatly from Britain's
Industrial Revolution. The Cape's prosperity was reflected in
her increased school population. In 1840 the vfuite and Coloured
school population in the Cape Colony was less than 4,000. In 1860
the school population was 20,000. 1 The number receiving some foI'8.
of industrial education was insignificant. Agriculture remained the
main industry, and made little demand at that stage for trained labour.
By 1855 there were only two schools listed by the Cape
Education Department as being industrial. At Simonstown there
was the Infant School and School of Industry, and at Grc:.hamstown
the Wesleyan Infant School and School of Industry. The Simonstown
school which was aided by the Government and the Bible and School
commission, had a day attendance of thirty-eight, and an evening
adult attendance of thirty-four. Reading, writing and needlework
were taught. 2 The school at Grahamstown was Ifattended
indiscriminantly by Europeans, Fingoes, and other persons of
colour. If Of the fifty boys and girls enrolled, eight were




By 1870 the total was 40,000, and by 1880, 72,281.
Malherbe. op.cit. p.98.
Report OIl Public EducatiQ:o....for 1855 and Fir~t Hi2,lf of 1856.
Cape of uood Hope. ULb-~B>(. p.18, paras. 44, 2>.
Ibid. p.23. para. 23.
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In 1855, through the initiative of Sir George Grey, new
mission schools were established in the Cape Colony.l Financial
assistance was also given to industrial schools both within and
without the Cape Colony.2 The annual report of the Cape
Superintendent General of Education in 1860 stressed that vocational
and practical subjects had to be included in state-subsidised
mission schools. These subjects, which were specified as being
mainly for non-tfuites, were gardening and field-work, woodwork,
wagonmaking, shoemaking, printing and bookbinding. 3 From 1864
Government grants of £1,000 a year were made to non-White mission
schools in Natal providing vocational education. 4 By 1866,
according to fmthony Trollope the Cape's non-\fhite mission schools
which provided vocational education, had with the exception of
Lovedale, closed. 5
The diwnond discoveries in the 1860 l s started a change
in South Africa from an agricultural economy to an ~gricultural-
industrial economy. The railways started to move northwards
during the 1870 I s. 6 The demand for any form of organised vocational
education, however, was to be delayed, probably because of the
time-lag between the early development of the mines and railways,
and the need for skilled men to be employed on maintenance work.
The Cape Education Department, nevertheless made some attempt to
e:x.!'e<.'Co. -e."......








co.etzee, J. Chr. Onderwys in Suid Afrika. Van Schaik,
Pretoria, 1958. p.359.
See p.23 of this thesis.
Wulfsohn. op.cit. p.30.
Ibid. p.33.
Lovedale was founded in honour of Dr. John Lov~_9f the
Glasgow Missionary Society. It was built in lC$24, burnt down
in 1835, and rebuilt. Trollope, I'mthony. South Africa.
Longmans Green, London. 1938. p.225.
See pp.35, 36 of this thesis.
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From 1873 grants were nade to district schools in the
Cape Colony for the establishment of vocational institutions for
Whites. l By 1879, however, the Superintendent of Education appeared
to have had doubts as to the future of vocational education for
1ihitee in South Africa, for he reported to the Education Canmission
of 1879, th!~,t the famers "did not see 1'Thy their boys should go
into a carpenter's shop or blacksmith's shop every afternoon, and
I have had to live th:J.t down. 11 2
h prolonged drought, and a collapse of the diamond
industry, had created a depression in South ~frica during the first
six years of the 1880's, but despite this depression, the Natal
Government Railway had seen the need for some basic technical
education to be given to its ~torkshop recY~its.3 In 1884 the
&~ilway started evening classes for its apprentices in the Durban
Railway Institute. These classes were regarded as the first formal
classes to be given in technical subjects in South l\frica. 4
In 1886 gold vros discovered, providing South Africa with
the greatest possible stimulus to its eccnomy.5 The ~nportant
part which education would have to play for the vlhites employed in
the more industrip,lised South Africil which wC's to result from
the discovery of gold, was evidently appreciated by the
Superintendent-General of Education for the Cape Colony. In
1889 he wrote: "If the European race is to hold its supremacy,
1. Vlulfsohn. op.cit. p.30.
2. Ibid. p.31.
3. The N.G.R. probably realised that it could no longer rely on
importing skilled Inbour. Mal~ skilled men probably returned
to Britain during this depression.
4. Rees, Wyn. The Natal Technical College. 1907-1957., University
of Natal Press, Durban. 1957. p.3.
5. See p.34 of this thesis.
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the school instruction of its children must not only be the beet
and most adv~nced, but must be followed by a sY5t~~atic tr~ining
of the young colonists in directing intelligence to be brought
to bear on all the industrial ~rts. The majority of the Natives
may be, at the best, qualified to do the rough work of arti8~ns,
~ut even this work must be under the direction of the guiding
hand of the skilled European. ,,1 The Superintendent-GenGral ' s
views were rather signific~nt. South Africa's industrial advance
during the 1880's appeared to have made the introduction of
more vocational education for vlhite pupils a matter of some
urgency. T'ne Superintendent-General could not have been more
outspoken had he declared, that views, such as those held by the
farmers in the 1880 1 s towards vocational instruction, could only
lead to a grovnng deterioration of the lihite manls status in
South !Qrica through too great ~ reliance on non-1Vhite labour.
In 1888 the Cape Department of Agriculture opened an
agricultural school for ~~ites at Stellenbosch, and jn 1890 schools
at Somerset East and Grah~stovm. In 1890 the Principal of the
Somerset East school reported that he had nn attendance of
seventeen pupils ~ged from fourteen to twenty years. He added
that their "pr:iJIlC:lry educ~tion varied considerably. ,,2 The
other ~gricultural schools had similar pupil populations. The
Secretary for ilgriculture was evidently confident that these
agricultural schools would succeed, for in writing about the
1. Report of the Superintendent-General of Education, Cape of
Good Hope, 1889. G.6-1$90. p.4.
2. Report of Department of Agriculture, Cape of Good Hope.
1889-90. G37-1890. p.4.
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agricultural school, he expressed the opinion that the number of
pupils was "slowly but ste2.dily irlCreasing", ['.nd would 1/cuntinue
to do so, if the school was allowed to develop spontaneously, and
t d t ·t l' t ,,1o a ap l self more Rnd more to ocal reqUlr~en s.
The first formal technical classes in the Cape Colony were
?
held at Salt River in 1890 for smployees of the Cape ~~ilwnys.-
In 1891 the Barry Commission made some very significant
recommendations. 3 It recommended that the Rtilw~y authorities
should be approached to ~~ke attendance ~t technical classes a
condition of e~mployment for recruits to the Railway workshops;
thAt technical schools be 8stnblished in the Cape Colony with
teaching staff recruited from the United States of l\mericn and
Britain; and that practic~l classes be introduced in all the
Colony's first class schools. 4 One result of these recorrnnendations
appears to h2ve been the appointoent of special instructors and
instructresses to organise practical work, and to "improve the
public image of this type of education. ,,5
In 1895 three distinctly different institutions for
vocational education were opened in the Cape. In Uitenhage
the Cape Railway began classes for its apprentices. In Uitenhage,
too, the Uitenhage Trade School was established by the Dutch
Reformed Church which assumed full responsibility for the
1. Report G37-l890 op.cit. p.22.
2. Wulfsohn, op.cit. p.32.
3. Report of the Second Commission on Education - Cape of Good
Hope. 1891.
4. The larger centres had "first class schools" which provided
elementary and secondary education in one bUilding. The
smaller centres had "second clnss schools" which provided
primary courses. Malherbe. op.cit. p.79.
5. Wulfsohn. op.cit. p.3l.
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running of the school. At the outset there were about forty pupils
between the ages of twelve and eighteen years attending this school.
The trades taught included carpentry, blacksffiithing, flnd wetgon-
building. l The Porter Reformatory wcts also opened for vThite and
Coloured youths. The White youths received one-nnd-a-half hours,
and the Coloured youths. two hours schooling a day. The youths
were employed on a variety of trades. 2
In 1897 the de Beers Mining Company organised technical
classes for its employees at Kimberley.3
In 1895 Nat~l opened its first night school. The Durban
Night School was instituted mainly to provide education for post-
office telegraph boys, but the school was also taken "advanti:1ge of
by lads preparing for the Civil Service etnd others." It was
recorded that twelve pupils passed a "satisfflctory and creditable
examinntion.,,4
illthough it appears that education was not popular in
Natal - in 1895 there was an average daily absentee figure of
998 out of an average daily attendance of 7,7085 - yet the
efforts at Newcastle School served to show that vocational
education, if it was made interesting, helped to m~intain the
pupil's interest. The Superintendent-Inspector for Natal reported
that "the evening cl:lsS for mc':lgnetism and electricity is
attended by.~ny of the children, and their intelligent
1. Wulfsohn, op.cit. p.31.
2. Report on the 1-'Ianagement and Discipline of Convict Stations
for Half-year ending June 30, 1904. Cape of Good Hope.
G34-1904. p. xxxll.
3. Wulfsohn. op.cit. p.32.




demonstrations and knowledge of the subject ere i'lorthy of prais
e" 1
Non~ihite vocational educetion in N~tal, had, it seemed, sho;.rn
very
little progress, for in 1895 the N~tive Inspector for Natal Sch
ools
reported that in the one-hundred-and-thirty Government-aided Na
tive
schools "the industrial work of the boys wC'.s not of much value
beyond forming habits of industry.,,2
In 1896 the Superintendent-Inspector of Schools in
Natal reported difficulty in "getting boys to come regularly"
to the Durban Night School.
3 By 1897 he found only three pupils
attending the school. 4 These part-time classes based on
voluntary attendance, had for some undisclosed reRson, failed.
By 1898, however, private industrJr in Nat~l had reached a stage
in its development where some p~rt-time technical education
for its employees was considered necessary. The Natal
Education Department, in response to representations by the
Durb;;J.Jl Trade Council, organised a. part-time class to provide
technical education to pupils employed outside the Natc~l
GovernIr,ent Railway Service. These evening clClsses were held
in the Durban Art studio. In the same ye".r the Natal Education
Deparunent organised a similar class in the Pietermaritzburg
1. Superintendent-Inspector's Report. op.cit. p.13.
2. Ibid. p.13.
3. Report of Superintendent-Inspector of Schools, Natal.
December 31, 1896. p.16.
4. Report of Superintendent-Inspector of SchoolE, Natal
Dec~ber 31, 1897. p.21.
Art Studios. l
The Orange Free sto.te, which h~d shown little sign of
industri~l development, opened its first tr~de school in 1898 in
Bloemfontein. 2
J\lthough the South African W~r had h~d Cl. disruptive
effect on the development of vocational education, the disruption
caused was probably not serious, ~s vocational education before
the South African War, especially in the Orange Free State and
Transva<:'.l, "ms in its infe.ncy.
In 1900 the Superintendent of Education for Natal
reported that the Natal Government R~ilway cl~sses had lost
pupils through Ifthe unsettled state of e.ffairs consequent on
the war lf ) A year later he noted that the number of pupils
attending the evening classes in the Pieterro~ritzburg l\rt Studio
had incre2.sed due to the IIrefugees who had come from the
\'Titwatersrand. If Conditions were evidently improving for he
c.lnnounced that : IfTechnical, Science, and Commercial classes
will be held daily in the London Chambers, Durban, commencing
on the morning of February 2, 1902. 1f4 In 1902 the Superintendent
reported that an ~verage of eighty pupils attended the Durban
canmercial School in London Ch;:!IIlbers. As Natal's vJhite school
1. The subjects taught in Durban were machine construction and
dr2.wing, and building construction, and in Pietermaritzburg,
building construction and technical carpentry and joinery.
The instructor in Durban gave as reasons for poor attendance:
volunteer drill, music, sw:iJmning and hot weather. He ndded:
If I ro:l well satisfied wi'th the experiment in TechnicCl.l
Education..... I feel sure young men cannot ~.gine the
delight experienced in adding to their store of power, or
they would not waste their spare hours in mere pleasure
2.nd frivolity. If Report of Superintendent of EducC'.tion,
Natal. 1898. p.33.
2. Wulfsohn. op.cit. p.35.
3. Report of Superintendent of Educ2tion, Natal. 1900. p.30.
4. If If If If If 11 1901. p.31.
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population at this time \'{<':I.S over ten thousand children, the small
attendance ~t' the Durbun CQ~ercial School was probably indicative of
Natal's lack of interest in vocational education. l
By 1904 Nctal must have been fully aware of the Indian's
potential in industry. The Superintendent of Education was not
only aware of this potenti::tl, but obviously had reservations about
the education the Natal Indian was receiving. The Superintendent
wrote: "The little schooling we grudgingly give to a few of them
(the Indians) fits them at best for inferior clerical work; we
as well Cl,s they, would benefit if we set up a little IIlc'lchinery to
use their hands in productive work profitable to us all. ,,2
I'That "productive work" the Superintendent had in mind was not
clear, for in 1905 when dealing with N3tal 1 s apathy to technical
education he wrote: tiThe almost entire absence of manufacture and
industry in the Colony accounts for the paucity of students
t kin d t f th . t· t· t . ,,311 g a van age 0 e eXlS lng oppor unl les ....
In his 1907 report the Superintendent of Education for
Natal stated that "a strong committee" had been formed in Durban
to take charge of technical education, and that as a result of
the committee's efforts a "thoroughly sound Technical Institute
had been established at no expense to the Government.,,4
rate fro:;l 1885.
Average Number of Pupils Enrolled
Year vlhite Native Indian Total
1885 3,922 3,782 1,480 9,185
1895 7,608 6,790 2,919 17,317
1900 10,511 10,618 3,394 24,523
of Superintendent of Education, Natal. 1904. p.9
" " " " " 1905. p.8
" " II " " 1907. p.3
1. Report of Superintendent of Education, Natal. 1900. p.14,






The Natal Government was, it seems, wary of the expense involved
in technical education. From June 30, 1907, continuation and
technical classes were held under the control of the Durban
Technical Institute. 1 The Superintendent described an experiment
carried out at this time at the smith street Boysl School in
Durban. The boys were divided into two sections. The boys in one
section did commercial work, while those in the other were prepared
for a trade. The experiment was described as "an experiruent to
stem the rush to cleric~l oCCuI~tions by emphasising the dignity
of a trade.,,2 Subsequent reports made no mention of any reaction
by Natal's White youth to this experiment.
By 1908 South African technical education was becoming
more advanced. The Durb!3.Il Technical Institute, which by now had
over four-hundred pupils, declared that its aim was the "promotion
and advancement of higher and technical education.,,3
The Cape Railway started part-time classes for its
employees at East London in 1902.4 In 1905 the Gape Town Chamber
of CdmIDerce started evening classes and examinations in commercial
subjects. 5 In 1908, the Cape Town School Board, in co-operation
with the South African College, established part-time classes for
6
adults.
In 1899 the Orange Free State closed its n~~ly opened
trade school in Bloemfontein. 7 Shortly after the South African
1. Report of Superintendent of Education, Nat~l. 1907. p.6.
2. Ibid. p.6.
3. Report of Superintendent of Education, Natal. 1909. p.7.
4. Wulfsohn. op.cit. p.32.
5. Ibid. p.32.
6. Ibid. p.33.
7. See p.69 of this thesis; and Wulfsohn. op.cit. p.35.
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War the Orange Free state started small vocational schools for girls.
These schools, which were inspired by Emily Hobhouse, taught spinning
and weaving. l In 1906 the Orange Free state Department of Education
instituted classes for pupils who needed specialised vocational
training. These classes were held at the Brebner High School, and
at the Railway Institute in Bloemfontein. 2
Despite the unsettled conditions in the Trnnsvanl during
the South African War, practical classes were started at the Irene
concentration camp, and at a military cantonment at Roberts Heights
in 1900. 3 The year 1903 was of particul3r significance for
vocational education in the Transvaal. The South African School
of Mines was transferred frem Kimberley to Johannesburg, and the
Transvaal Education Department started part-time classes in
technical subjects in Johannesburg and Pretoria. 4 In 1904 the
recommendations of the Technical Education Cbmffiittee appointed
to investigate technical education, led to the establishment
of the Transvaal Technical Institute in Johannesburg. 5 In 1906
the Pretoria Polytechnic opened with an attendance of forty
evening pupils. 6 In 1909 the Pretoria Trades School established
classes with the aim of providing educntion "higher than that
at existing industrial and trade schools. 1I7
1. Wulfsohn. op.cit. p.35.
2. Ibid. p.36.
3. Serfontein, V. A Short History of the Pretori~ Technical
College. 1960. pp. 11, 12.
4. Wulfsohn. op.cit. p.38.
5. Serfontein. op.cit. p.12.
6. Wulfsohn. op.cit. p.38.
7. Serfontein. op.cit. p.19.
Wulfsohn. op.cit. p.38.
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By 1909 vocational education in South A~frica was divided
into two clearly defined parts - industrial p.nd technicn.1. Industrial
education which was provided by the Dutch Reformed Church at its
Uitenhage school from 1895, and by its other schools at the Old
Drostdy, Worcester, and at Riebeck West from the turn of the century,
provided mainly for indigent children. These early industrial
schools came to be associated not only as institutions which had
made a sincere attempt to help solve the poor-White problem, but
also as institutions which m~de industrial education in South
Af . . th f t t . .,. 1rlca synonymous"11 re orma ory ac lV1"Lles. The similarity
of the industrial work done at the Porter Reformatory probably
helped to further the poor public image of industrial educn.tion.
The founding of South ;lfrican technical ed~cation on part-time
1. In 1904 the following occupntions were followed by the
inmates at the Porter Reformatory. Pupil numbers are in
brackets. Cookery (5), farming and dairying (12), sweepers (11)
gardening (41), carpentry (11), tailoring (14), basketmaking (21),
washing and wood-cutting (13), and blacksmithing.
Prison Report, op.cit. G34-1904. p. XXXlll.
E.G. Malherbe1s findings in 1929 indicate that industrial
education as it existed in 1909 was not a success. He wrote -
"One of the outstanding facts which has emerged from our
investigation (done on a Carnegie grant) so far is that we
have not yet found a single poor_White who had had an
education beyond the sixth standard. We found a relatively
large number who had gone through industrial schools (as
they were twenty years ago i.e. 1909) who ~re now poor-
Whites - very few of them working at the trade for "Thich
they were originally trained the fact remains that
when a man had had a secondary education inadequate as our
secondary education, he seems to have the power to break
away from the defects of his environment. Two advantageous
things have happened to him, (a) he has become conscious of
his danger; (b) he has acquired at least an entrance
qualification to a number of occupations." Mc>.lherbe, E. G.
Education and the Poo~White - South African Journal of
Science. Vol. 26. p.895.
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pupils in compulsory attendance, also t~rnished the image of
technical education, but by the late 1900 l s this im~ge was improved
to a certain extent by the larger technicnl institutes, which, by
offering a gre~ter variety of commercial and technical courses,
attracted incre~sed numbers of voluntary pupils.
The South Africa Act.
The 1909 South ~frica Act, Section 85, laid down that the
Provinces should control "all education, other than higher education,
for a period of fiVG years, and thereafter until PD,rliNllent othennse
provides." While "higher education" seems generally to have been
understood to have meant post-matriculation education, its meaning
was not defined in the Act. "Other than higher" was taken as
me,ming secondary and primary education. Primary and secondary
education passed to the control of Provincial administrations, as
it was felt that this arrangement would best suit those Provinces
which might have language difficulties, and which would be able
to design educational systems suited to the needs of their own
populations. Natal wns predominantly English-speaking, while the
Orange River Colony was predominantly Dutch-speaking. Educational
systems designed to suit the pecUliar needs of each Province did
in fact exist before Union.
As ~ result of the Technical Education Conference held in
Pretoria in 1911, a National Advisory Board for Technical
Education was set up. The Administrators of the four Provinces,
though jealous of their rights under the South f~rica Act, agreed
to the Board's formation provided th~t the functions of the
Board were "purely consultative and advisory", and that it did
not concern itself "with any m,qt"bers relating to the work carried
7.5.
on as part of a school as distinguished from special institution
e
for the special branches of education. ,,1 The Board w!:'.s instrurn
ental
in instituting courses and examinations which had the effect of
co-ordinating institutions providing technic~l education. Thes
e
uniform technical courses c?nd examinations hC'.stened the developm
ent
of South Africa 1 s first national system of education.
2
After Union the technical institutes were a Provincial
responsibility. The Union Education Department, together with
the
Departments of Agriculture, Forestry, Mines and Justice all h~d
some measure of control over other vocational education. By th
e
Prisons Act of 1911 industrial schools fell under the jurisdict
ion
of the Department of Justice.)
In 1911 the Minister of Education appointed Professor
Snape to inquire into the st~te of technical education througho
ut
the Union of South Africa. 4 Prof. Snape reported that evening
classes were provided <.tt Cape Town, JolF'.nnesburg, Pretoria, Dur
ban,
Pietermaritzburg, Bloemfontein, East London, Uitenhage, Kimberl
ey,
1. Report of Under-Secret~ry for Education 1912. UG 21-191). p
.4.
2. In 1918 the Boards name wo.s changed to Advisory Committee o
n
Technical and Commercial Examinations.
3. The Department of Agriculture had schools at Elsenburg,
Grootfontein, Potchefstroom, Glen and Cedara.
The Department of Forestry had a school for apprentices at
Tokai. Ten were trained per year.
The Department of Mines provided training for fifty pupils
at the violhuter TrairJing School for Nines.
The Department of Prisons had four industrial schools.
The schools at Heidelberg (Tvl) and George had 211 boys and
70 boys respectively, while the schools at Standerton and
Paarl had 160 and 31 girls respectively. In ~ddition trades
were taught at the Central Prison, Pretoria, and at
refcrmatories. Report of the Cdmffiittee on Industrial
Education 1916. UG. 9-1917. p.4.




and at the Modderfontein Dynemite Factory, but that outside the
se
areas no technical instruction was given. At Cape Town the tot
al
attendance at evening classes was 430, a figure which Prof. Sna
pe
regarded ns very low when the size of Cape Town's population wa
s
considered. At the 1911 census C~pe Town had 85,442 Whites and
161,759 Coloureds.
l Commenting on a bonus of one penny an hour
paid to Cape Railway apprentices ~t Salt River for regular atten
dance
at classes, Prof. Snape observed that: "The apprentices do not
appreciate the education they receive, and they look upon the
classes not for their intrinsic worth, but for the monetary retu
rn
they can get from them." The aver!J.ge attendance at these class
es
was 128. It is possible that the apprentices were not educatio
nally
equipped to appreciate this education, for Prof. Snape wrote:
" ..... the work of technical instruction is everywhere retarded
,
while energy has to be expended in mQking an attempt to remedy
the deficiency of the day school work in the evening classes.,,2
Prof. Snape reported that the South African School of
Mines provided a greater vnriety of courses than the other Sout
h
African technicQl institutes. He gave no reason for this
development, but it was probably due to the Witwatersrand IS
greater rate of industrial growth and its larger population.]
f~er Union the industrial schools showed little growth.
They continued to cater for indigent children, and appeared to
owetheir continued existence to Provincial contributions for
the maintenance of these children. The Dutch Reformed Church
1. Union of South Africa Official Year Book. 1910-18. p.154.
2. UG No.2-19l2. op.cit. p.14.
3. Ibid. p.16. Prof. Snape reported that the classes were
"highly organised cmd most beneficial". In 1910 the
enrolment was 1607.
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controlled boys! schools at Uitenhage, Adelaide, Oudtshoorn and
Worcester, and girls! schools at Wellington, Tulbagh, and Graaf
f
Reinet. The Roman Catholic Church ran the Salesian Institute a
t
Cape Town. l In 1916 the C~~ittee on Industrial Education repo
rt8d
that: "The general ertucation, (e.t these indu8trial schools) wh
ich
is virtually below that of the fifth standard, follows the
prescribed elementary curriculum, the time given to it is very
limited, and in many cases at unsuitable hours, and there is ve
ry
little correlation with vocational w0rk
1I2 Industrial work
included cabinet~aking, blacksmithing, horticul~ure and tailori
ng.
In the Transvaal nearly three hundred children were
provirted for in industrial schools at Potchefstroom, and about
four hundred in t~e Langlaegte or~hanage. The Potchefstroom
schools were managed by a c~nittee appointed partly by t~e
Transvaal Provincial Administration, and partly by subscribers,
while the I,anglaagte orphal'lage was managed by the D..1tch Reforme
d
Church. 3 In Pretoria, a housecraft school which required no
entrance qualificattol'l, received a Provincial grant.
The Orange Free S~a.te hRd a Government industrial school
at Bloemfon"':.ein with an enrolment of forty boys. At Ficksburg
the frovincial school started a very small industrial section
1. Uitenhage had an enrolment of 120 boys. lcielaide 70 boys,
Oudtshoorn 4.8 boys, and Worcester 65 boys. Gr-aaff Reinet had
4.4 girls, Wellington 45 girls and Tulbagh 40. The Salesian
Institute had an enrolment of 115.
Provincial cOYltributions to the ind'lstrial schools was
dependent on proof of the indigency of the pupils. Generally
the rate was £16 per annum mainte.lance grant per head for
boys and a smaller wnount for girls. UG 9-1917. op.cit. p.3.
2. UG 9-1917. op.cit. Para. 26. p.4..
3. Ibid. p.4.
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in 1913. A separate industrial school was established in 1916. 1
In Nat~l, the Tr~de ~nd ~gricultural School ~t Weston was
established by the Natal Education Department in 1914. 2
The total enrolment for all the industrial schools in
1916 as listed by the Committee for Technical Education was 2,261.
The trade schools accounted for 610 of this total. 3 The total
number of White children attending public schools in South ~\frica
was 4260,032. Those receiving vocational education represented
District
.86 per cent of this totRl.
In 1915 when the initial five year period laid dO~in by
the South A~rica Act had expired, the ProvirLcial Administration
Commission under Mr. J.W. Jagger as Chairman, was appointed to
report on, amongst other Provincial matters, education.
The Cormnission recommended that: IfThere should be a central
dep~rtment of education exercising a general control over all
educc1.tional o.ffairs throughout the Union. 1f 5 This central
department was to dealvlith the academic side, prescribing
the subjects to be taught, as well as controlling matters such
as examinations and the issue of certificates. 6
councils were to provide primary and secondary school facilities
such as school buildings and hostels. 7 The Cormnission
1. UG 9-1917. op.cit. para. 26. p.4.
2. Ibid. p.3. This school had standards V, VI and VII.
Five hours per week were devoted to drawing and science,
twelve hours a week to workshop instruction, c.nd sixteen
hours a week to far.ming. The enrolment was fifty boys.
3. See Table 11. p.85 of this thesis.
4. Union Statistics for Fifty Years 1910-1960. Pretoria. PE.23.
5. Report of the Provincial Administration Commission. UG 45-1916
op.cit. p.19 para. 123.
6. Ibid. p.19. para. 123.
7. Ibid. p.19. Para. 124.
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recommended that "technical and industrial education in the early
st~ges should come under the control of the district council, and the
course should lead up to higher technical ~d industrial education
controlled by the education department in the same wJ.y as the
secondary schools lead up to a higher or college education."l No
action seems to have resulted from the Jagger report. The
recdffiffiendations were of course made during the First World War,
when financial considerations alone would have ensured their rejection.
In 1917 the a&~nistration of the Childrens t Protection
Act was transferred frdffi the Department of Justice to the Union
Education Department. In June 1918 there were four industrial
schools administered under the Act with a total enrolment of 549.
In certified institutions the enrolment was 926. 2 The results of
the change in control were praised by the Secretary for Education
in his 1927 Report. He wrote: "Before the industrial schools were
taken over by the Union Education Department they were permeated with
the spirit of the prison and the refo~atory. Mr. HofIDeyr (the
previous secretary) made of them humane institutions, and started to
run them on sound scientific and educ:'.tional principles. 113
South ltfrica's industrial and cdffiffiercial development
during the First World War was reflected in the increased demand
for vocational training at the technical institutes. Technical
education, however, was expensive, and shortly after the War the
technical institutes and colleges were in serious financial
difficulties. By 1921 the financial problem seemed, under
1. UG 45-1916. op.cit. para. 126. p.19.




existing legislation, insoluble. The technic~l colleges ~d
institutes which had increasingly undertaken educr.tion of a
'higher' nature, could not obtain financial assistance from
the Provincial Administrations which were leg.::.lly debarred by
the South 1frica Act from providing 'higher education l • l
Approaches were made to the MLnister of EducGtion by the Cape
and Natal Technical Colleges. Under paragraph 11 of the
Financial Relntions Fourth Extension Act. No.5 of 1922, these
technical colleges were declared Itplaces of higher education lt ,
and were transferred to the Union Education Depar~ent.2
The Higher Education Act No.30 of 1923 provided for the transfer
of technical, industrial and vocational institutions from
Provincial control to the Union Education Department as from
April 1, 1925. In 1924, however, the technical institutes at
Port Elizabeth, East London, Pretoria, Johannesburg and
Pietermaritzburg were handed over to the Union Education
Department which also assumed control of eleven trade schools
for boys, five housecrnft schools, a school of industries at
Potchefstroom, and seven other schools of industries, four of
which were for boys and three for girls. 3
1. The Secretary for Education wrote: ItUnder the present ill-
defined haphazard allocation of administration, it is impossible
to avoid duplication and overlapping with the consequent waste
of money, effort, and efficiency; the legal aspect, which
presents features pregnant with difficulty, is an additional
argument. It Report of the Secretary for Education. Union Dept.
of Education 1919. p.6. ~ J'; " ••-
2. St~tutes~of tile Union of South Africa. pp. 17, 18.
3. The indus·:-.rial S9hools were a"G. Heidel~orgj Stcmderto[1, G€6rge,
Paarl, Dewetsdorp, Tempe and Kingwilliamstown.
The trade schools were at Adelaide, Bloemfontein, Ficksburg,
Jacobsda1, Karreedouw, Knysna, Kroonstad, Ladybrand, Middelburg
(TvL), Oudtshoorn and Uitenhage. Cilliers, D.H. Onderwysbe1eid
en Beheer in Suid :..rrik~t 1910-1960. Universiteit van Suid
Afrika. Pretoria. p.40.
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The term industrial school was now applied to schools
established to provide education for boys and girls committed to
them in terms of the Childrens' Protection Act of 1913. The tra
de
schools included schools such as that at Uitenhage, which was o
ne
of the original industrial schools, and which had provided
education for indigent children. The purpose of the trade scho
ol
was to give basic instruction in trades such as carpentry and
blacksmithing, together with some general education. The origi
nal
agricultural schools, with the exception of that at Stellenbosc
h,
had been short-lived. In 1924, the Weston Trade and Agricultur
al
School, in Natal, which had been established in 1914, was the
oldest of this type of school. The purpose of this type of
school was to provide agricultural instruction, basic workshop
instruction, and some general education. The housecraft school
s
had followed much the same pattern of development as that of th
e
trade schools. Instruction in housecraft subjects had been giv
en
in the early industrial schools, and also in the schools
initiated by Emily Hobhouse. The course provided at housecraft
schools included cookery, laundrywork and dressmaking.
In 1924, while the Union Education Department was in
the process of assuming more responsibility, the Education
Administration Commission under the Chairmanship of Mr. G.~.
Hofmeyr had submitted a report, acceptance of which would have
transferred most of the responsibility for education back to th
e
Provinces. l The Hofmeyr Ccrnmission recommended that: "The
Provincial Administrations should assume immediate control of
all educational work carried on in State provided or State-
1. Report of the Education Administration Commission. 1924.
UG 19-1924.
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aided institutions within their respective Rreas, with the
exception of Agricultural Colleges and institutions of University
rank" . Co-ordination of education was to be maintained through a
Union Board of Education. l
In view of what appears to be planned for differentiated
education at present,2 it is of interest to read that in 1924 the
Hofmeyr Commission saw no reason I1for the differentiation of
CdIDffiercial and Technical High Schools as distinct types calling
for a special name. The facilities they offer, if they have any
place at all in a secondary school, should be offered at secondary
schools generally.... 113 No action was taken to implement the
recommendations of the Ho.f)neyr CdIDffiiseion. The recommendations
were discussed in October 1924, at a confe~ence attended by the
Ministers of Finance and Education and representatives of the
Provincial Administrations. This conference repJrted that it had
decided against the recommended co-Qrdination of education through
a Union Board of Education, as the "proposed expedient was
impracticable l1 and would probably have engendered "suspicion and
friction". The conference reported that the Provincial
AdministratiorB 'nee. found the recommendations of the Hofmeyr
commission unacceptable, as the "present and future requirements"
in vocational education were "beyond the powers of the Provincial
Aclministrations.,,4 Lack of money was probably the main reason
for Provincial reluctance to assume responsibility for vocational
education.
1. UG 19-1924. op.cit. p.62. para. 544.
2. 1968.
3. Ug 19-1924 op.cit. para. 424.
4. Wulfsohn. op.cit. p.47.
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By 1927 the tec~~ical colleges had shown a remarkable growth,
especially in the number of part-time pupils, stimulated by the
effects of the Apprenticeship Act.
l Tney were also tr~L~ing engineers,
teachers and pharmacists.2 The technical colleges, it appears,
had
to be careful on one hand not to encroach on the work which mig
ht in
the opinion of the Provinces have been the preserve of the Prov
incial
Departments, while on the other hand they had to avoid duplicat
ion
of work controlled by the universities.
By 1927 the Union Education Department had under its control
seven industrial schools, twelve trade schools, five agricultur
al
schools and four housecraft schools, with a total enrolnent of
2,624. 3
In 1928, the Universities and Technical Colleges Commission
under Dr. J.G. van der Horst as Chairman, reccmmended against th
e
transfer of technical colleges to the Provinces,4 firstly becau
se
it felt that the Provinces would not be able to bear the cost,
and secondly because a large proportion of technical college
work hae to do with the Union's industrial legislation such as
was
contained in the Apprenticeship Act, and which had "a direct
bearing on the work and very existence of the technical college
s."
The COlIll'nission felt that "grave difficulties must be anticipate
d
1. The Apprenticeship Act of 1922 compelled apprentices, under
legal penalty, to attend part-time day or evening clasEes.
2. See Memorandum on the Policy of the College. History of Na
tal
Tecm1ical College. op.cit. p.lll.
3. The trade schools are listed in Table 11, p.85. The industr
ial
schools were at Heidelberg (318), Standerton (240), George (207
),
Paarl (137), Dewetsdorp (154), Tempe (250), Kingwilliamstown (2
50).
The numbers in brackets are the daily averages of pupils in 192
7-
28. Report of Union Education Department 1927. UG 49-1928. p.7
0.
4. See p.75 of this thesis.
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if they (the technical colleges) should be completely freed from
Union control. ,,1 The daily average of pupils in the twelve trad
e
schools was 834, a figure which was about 1 per cent of the tota
l
White secondary school population in South Africa.
2 While the
attendance et trade schools had risen by only 224 in a decade, th
e
industrial schools had grown from 549 in 1917, to 1,565 in 1927,
an increase of 1,016.
In 1934, the Provincial Finances Commission? under Mr. J.
de V. Roos as Chairman, heard strong representations from the
Provinces for the re-transfer of technical and vocational
educational education to them, "in order that pre-matriculation
education may once more be an organised whole, and under one
administration in each Province. ,,4 The Commission recommended
that all vocational schools mentioned in Act. No. 29 of 1928,
with the exception of special schools for defective children, be
transferred from the Union Education Department to the Provinces
. 5
The Commission stressed, that as no action had been taken to
appoint a National Board of Education, it accordingly recommende
d
the institution of a Provincial Consultative Committee with the
Minister of the Interior as Chairman.
6 In 1935 this committee was
set up by the Government. The Government offered to transfer
vocational schools to the Provinces, but the costs prevented the
Provinces from accepting the offer. 1 .....
1. Report of the Universities and Technical Colleges Commission
1928. UG 33-1928. p.12. para. 33.
2. See Table 11 p.85 of this thesis.
3. Report of Provincial Finances Cormnission 1934. UG 46-1934.
4. Ibid. p.52. Para. 125.
5. Ibid. P.53. Para. 129. The schools mentioned were trade,
industrial, commercial, agricultural and domestic science.
6. Ibid. p.55 Para. 139.
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Sou'c,h jifrica I s depresf5ed economic condition during the early
1930 i s is reflected in the lack of progress in education, and more
particularly in vocational education. Tables II and fII show that
while the technical colleges continued to increase their enrolments,
there was little change in those schools directly controlled by the
Union Education Department.
1916 1927 12.'ll ~ ~ 1942 19!-~S
ADELAIDE 70 72 100 li8 113 95 107
BLOE.""1FONTEIN 40 62 53 62 62 158 158
FICKSBURG( est .19D 12 60 59 99 99 102 108
JACOBSDAL(est.1918 - 27 36 62 62 80 Closed 1944-
. KARREEDOUW - 21 21 30 32 30 Closed 1944-
KNYSNA 20 61 84 78 81 100 Closed 1944-
KRooNSTAD - 31 36 43 45 65 88
LADYBRAND - 38 - - - - -
J.<lIDDELBURG (Tv1. ) - 20 66 99 107 111 137
OL:JTSHooRN 48 62 - - - 108 278
POTCHEFSTRO()l.<l :300 295 216 193 194 165 205
UITENHAGE 120 85 131 117 119 109 122
(est. 1895)
WO!J.'J.ARANSSTAD - - 107 86 90 74 92
WORCESTER - - 62 65 72 99 102
TOTAL 610 834 971 :1,052 IP76 1,296 J;j97
TABIE 11 - PUPILS IN DAILY ATTENDANCE I\.T TRADE AND
TECHNICAL HIGH SCHOOLS (CONTROLIED BY
THE UNION EDUCATION DEP!iliT~~NT).1
1. Sources: 1916. Report of Committee on Industrial Education.
1916. UG 9-1917.
1927-1953 Reports of Secretary for Education, Union Education
Department.
1927. UG 49-1928. pp. 48, 49.
1931. UG 5-1933. p.23·
1934. UG 55-1936. p.68.
1935. UG 55-1936. p.68.
1942. UG 39-1948. p.130.
1948. UG 18-1952. p.61.
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-
TECHNICAL COLIEGE~ VOCATIONAL AND OTHER SCHOOl,S
FULIr- PART-
YEAR TOTAL TIl'J.E TIl'J.E TOTAL "'JHITE BLACK--_."-
1927 15,278 J.200 14.078 - - -
7.9% 92.1%
1930 21,576 4;317 lf59 ~785 - -
24.7% 7 .3%
1935 20,160 3.91..4 142L~6 7,683 - -
19.5% 80.5%
1940 26,160 ~681 2OA79 9,071
21.7% 78.3%
1941 30,781 5p77 211°4 - - -
18% 82%
1942 32,491 51988 2tpq3 - - -
18.4% 81.6%
1943 35,223 7,320 27,903 - - -
20.8% 79.2%
1944 40,284 8;1.99 32f)85 - - -
20.6% 79.4%
1945 42,132 9,007 3J;l.25 lQ026 7r466 4560
21.4% 78.6%
TABLE Ill. - NUL'vlBERS OF PUPILS IN TECHNICAL COLLEGES I
VOCATIONAL AND OTHER SCHOOLS .1
For all levels and types of education the pre-war years
se~ed to have been extremely lean. E.G. Pells stressed that this
"stagnation in education" continued into the war years. 2
1. Sources: Union Statistics for Fifty Years 1910-1960 Pretoria.
PE5. Report of Dept. "f Educa.tion, Arts & Science for
1940-45 UG 39-1948. p.5. Totals for Vocational and other
schools were not given during the Second World War.
2. Pells, E. G. Three Hundred Years of Education ill South .I\frica.
Juta and Co. Cape Town. 1954. p.86.
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While school enrolments increased, the annual reports of educat
ion
departments continued to stress bvth the inadequacy of school
buildings, and the inability of the teaching profession to attr
act
the right recruits. The problems presented by divided control
continued to prevent the Provincial Departments from offering a
sa.tisfactory form of differentiated education to cater for
children possessing different aptitudes and ~tandards of
intelligence. The Union Department, too, could not make its
schools more attractive by offering a greater variety of subjects
.
The Second World War soon exposed South j~ricals
shortage of skilled labour and consequent inability to maintain
her
armed services and expand production to produce goods which in
normal times had been imported. The occupation of large parts
of
Europe by Germany, ,gnd the concentration on war production in
the United Kingdom, meant that these sources of skilled labour
were closed to South Africa. In South Africa skilled workers
in engj-neering and production became "key-men" under the
Controller of Man-power. But these "key-men" were not numerous
enough to meet the' country I s war-time needs. An estimate was
made that the Union required 20 ,000 technicians. In November
1939 representatives from the Departments of Labour, Defence,
and Union Education, and from nine technical colleges met to
draw up plans for an intensive vocational training scheme to me
et
war-time needs. The training scheme adopted was basically the
saIne as had been used from 1937 at Voortrekkerhoogte. The war-
time scheme came under the control of the Central Organis.'\tion
for Technical Training and bec~e generally known as the C.O.T.T.
scheme. The scheme undertook training in such occupation8 as
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fitting, turning, machining, woodwork, welding, blacksmithing,
and sheetmetal working. Training was concentr~ted into six-
month periods. The trainees who were men between the ages of 18
and 40 years, had to hA.ve a Standard VI qualification. They
were recruited by the Department of Labour, and signed on for
military service. Trained instructors were recruited for the
C.O,T.T. scheme frdffi the country's industries. By June 1940
all nine training centres were in full operation and 5,000 men
were being trained. There was, however, a considerable wastage
of man-power. At the Durban centre of the 487 admitted in 1940
for the six~onth course 165 failed to complete the course ~
some were unfit while others simply deserted. By the end of
1
1943 the centres had trained 13,553 men.
By 194L~ the title 'Technical High School' was substituted
for Trade School. In ~eferring to the change the Secretary for
Education stressed what must have been abundantly clear to many
for ~ long ti:ne. He wrote: l1'i'he establishment of Technical High
Schools was not planned on definite principles. Unfortunately
such schools were often founded as a result of the zeal of some
person who sought a solution to the problem of the poor-White.
Too often schools were established as the result of political
pressure. A great many people, including some well-known
educationalists, regard the technical high schools as pre-
Sffiinently suitable for those with lower intelligence As a
result, the Union Education Department has inherited school~, which,
from an educational point of view, are most unsuitably situated."
At the outbreak of war in 1939, he reported that there were thirteen
1. Information based on Union Department of Education Report
1940-45. UG 39-1948. p.4.
techrAca1 high schools under the Union Department with an average
daily attendance of 1,390 pupils. In 1945 there were ten schools
with an attendance of 1,180. He attributed the decreased attendance
to theWar. 1 The situation as regards commercial schools was,
however, just the opposite, for the Secretary admitted that:
"The leeway in regard to the erection of essential permanent
buildings at the three Departmental Commercial High Schools, which
have always been filled to capacity, and at times have been over-
crowded, was accentuated by the War. ,,2 Despite unsettled social
conditions during the Second World W~r, the industrial schools
which provided for indigent children, did not have abnormally high
admissions .3
Regarding the closing d~nn of two housecraft schools,
the Secretary made observation8 which probably applied with equal
force to the other Union Department schools, and which would
obviously have to be taken into account in future planning. He
stressed: "It WRS not only their geographical situation which
adversely affected some of the housecraft schools. When these
schools were established the Union Educ-::i:.ion Department assumed
that the various communities would absorb them into their society,
and provide social contacts for the pupils without which no school




The duration of a technical high school course was three years
after Standard VI. The time-table had a total for the i'leek of
36 hours, of which 14 hours were given to school subjects, 19
hours were spent in the workshops and 3 hours per W8ek to
religious instruction, physical training and singing. Three
schools, namely at Karreedouw, Jacobsdal and Knysna were closed
due to unfavourable eiting. Department of Education Report
1940-45 UG 39-1948. p.5.
Ibid. p.6. The Secretary reported that at the beginning of
1940 approximately three hunared applicants were rejected by
the three Department·it commercial schools, a number which was
almost equal to half of their joint enrolment. The schools
were at Oudtshoorn, Paarl and Potchefstroom. UG. 8-1942. p.15.
UG. 39-1948. op.cit. p.6.
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the majority of cases. Such communities isolated the schools
f\ocially
Table III2 shows that the growth r~te of both part-time
and full-time pupils ~t technical colleges was unaffected by th
e
Second World War.
3 The C.O.T.T. trainees had helped increase the
technical college numbers between 1940 and 1943, but there were
other reasons for the mainten~nce of the growth rate. Servicem
en
returning before the end of the Second World War used technical
college facilities to increase their qualifications; the '+ar ha
d
emphasised the need for tr~ining for an occupation. The str~teg
ic
position of South African ports had resulted in stimulating ind
ustry
and in increasin~ their industrial populations, and as a result
,
the number of pupils who were likely to require technical traini
ng.
The state of the commercial high schools, technical high
schools, and hQusecraft schools which had been revealed by the
Secretary for Education, together with the continued growth of
the technical college~, were factors which on their own would
have warrMted the appointment of the de Villiers Canmission.
The
problem presented by the Union Education Department's commercia
l
high schools was similar to that of the technical colleges. Th
e
technical colleges were continuing to grow. The commercial hig
h
schools h~d already outgrown their accomodation. The de Villie
rs
Commission might have seen as an important part of its task the
investigation of problems caused by the rapid growth of these
1. UG. 39-1948. op.cit. p.6.
2. See p.86 of this thesis.
3. Report for Union Department of Fnucation for 1940, UG.8-l94
2.
p.12. All 8 technical colleges now had full-time technical
and commercial high schools.
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institutions, and the iUaYJffig of recommendations to maintain edu
cational
efficiency during the period of growth. The problem which the
departmental technical high schools and housecraft schools pres
ented
was very different. The Secretary for Education made it plain
that
in 1945 the traditional view of South African industrial educat
ion
being inferior because of its historical associations had been
preserved. In the seventeenth century it had been considered
suitable only for slaves and Coloureds. By the late nineteenth
century and during a part of the twentieth century which many p
eople
could remember, industrial education at trade and housecraft sc
hools
was mainly given to indigent children. The question in 1945 wa
s
whether the housecraft schools and the newly nwned technical hi
gh
schools served a useful purpose in their existing state. The
secretary for Education was doubtful. The de Villiers Commissi
on
was destined to hear a lot of evidence as to why these schools
had struggled unsuccessfully.
To summarize, the state of industrial education at the
time of the appointment of the de Villiers Commission in 1945
was by no means satisfactory. The technical colleges were rapidl
y
reaching a stage, where, without increase financial assistance,
they would be unable to cope with enrolment demands. The
appointment of the Commission resulted in the colleges having
1
to delay plans for expansion until publication of its Report.
1. Action on the Report was delayed to the disadvantage of the
colleges. In his 1950 report the Principal of the Natal
Technical College wrote: "New buildings will be needed, but
final decisions in this regard cannot be taken until the
functions of the Technical Colleges have been more clearly
defined. Although it is six yeare since the de Villiers
Commission was appointed, Technical College Councils still
await a statement on the subject from the Union Department
of Education, Arts, and Science." Wyn Rees. op.cit. p.270.
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The commercial high schools which fell directly under the Union
Education Department were unable to cope with the demand for
commercial training.l It seemed that the number of commercial
high schools would have to be increased. For a country with an
industrial potential the education provided by the South fiJ'rica
n
technical high schools seemed inadequate. The historical facto
rs
which led to parental resistance to these technical schools
. d' t' t' 2requ~re ~ves ~ga ~on.
The shortccmings of industrial education were probably
easy to find. It is doubtful, though, 1..;hether the means of
eliminating many of these shortcomings would be found in an
investIgation confined to industrial education. In 1945 an
investigation of all education appeared necessary.3 The provis
ion
of a system of education catering for the requirements of each
individual w~s tha most pressing need.
1. See p.89 of this thesis.
2. fhe agricultural schools seemed to suffer from similar
defects to those of the technical high schools.
See p.172 of this thesis.
3. See Mr. Sullivan1s request. p.2. of this thesis.
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PART III
~PUCAr.ION FOR ALL PUPILS
CHAPTER _LY.
The New National Schemel and the Junior High S£hool
The Cornmiesion set itself the task of constructing a
national scheme of education which would provide:- "full-time
foundational general education" for all pupils; facilities for
the more or less specialised training of youth; a rational
distribution of pupils who had completed full-time general
education to any more or less specialised training they might
require; and facilities for advanced training in all directions
of specialisation. 2
Diagrammatic representations of the educational system
which the Commission investigated, and of the system which it
proposed are given in Figures VI and VII.
FtUlctionally the primary school was to retain it~
existing character, with the major task of providL~g training in
b~sic skills and habits. No specialised education in any fo~
was
to be given at the primary school.
3 The Cornmiseion "unreservedly
4
condemned ll all competitive exe..minations in the primary school,
as examinations like the existing external Standard VI examinations
introduced lIa wrong spirit into the primary school", exerciE'ed
"a detr:iJnental influence on the whole curriculi
ll , and imposed
1. The outline of the Commission's proposed scheme given here
has been restricted to a very broad description of the
Commission's proposals. The schools and colleges offering
vocational education, have been described in greater detail,





"a harmful strain on both pupils a.nd teachers. ,,1 Transfer to
the next level, viz. the Junior High School, was to be mainly a
matter of having reached e certain age, end not of having reach
ed
a certain school standard.
2
The most striking difference between the existing and
proposed schemes of education appears to be the Commission's
Junior High School. The Junior High School, which would be
attended by all children, would displace the existing Standards
VI, VII, and VIII, in academic and vocational schools.
3
Pupils who showed academic leanings at the Junior High
School would go to a senior high school, while the more
"practically-minded" would go to a vocational high school. 4
The less intelligent pupils would enter employment, 5 but would
be compelled to attend cbIDpulsory continuation classes for a
further t\.,o years.
6 Pupils who intended to enter university,
would attend high school for three years instead of the normal
two years. 7
The Commission suggested that the slogan for all concerned
with education in the new scheme should be: "The right child in







7. Para. 282. The Commission referred to this extra year when
dealing with the senior high school. No mention was made of
an extra ore-matriculation year at the vocational high school.
As both high schools were to enjoy equal "status", the extra




















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































1he Junior High School.
The Commission proposed to divide the post-primary school
population into two groups, viz. the junior adolescent group
comprising pupils between the ages of twelve and fifteen years,
l
and the senior adolescent group of pupils between the ages of
fifteen plus and eighteen plus.
2 The Commission stressed that
while the needs of many of the senior adolescents might be
"adequately met by the provision of more specialised study.",
the needs of the junior adolescent group required a Iltruly gene
ral"
education) According to the Commission "the modern boy of 15
required more general knowledge than a well educated great-grea
t
grandfather of his would have possessed at the age of 50 years. ,,4
The Commission stressed that to meet the educational demands of
modern youth, especially at the junior "adolescent stage, educat
ion
would have to provide for individual differences in pupils. 'rh
e
ccrnmission regretted~ hQ\\.ravcr, !lthat the existing provincial
secondary and high schools did not, and could not, with the
existing curriculum provide the right education for each of the
ir
pupils. ,,5 The Commission set out to design a junior high school
which it felt would allow for a wide range of individual differe
nces
6
in pupils at the junior adolescent stage.
All pupils were to be transferred from the primary school
to the proposed Junior High School between the ages of twelve
and thirteen years.









a senior high school or to a vocational high school, was to tak
e
place at about the age of fifteen years. Junior High Schools w
ere
to be Iluncompromisingly child-centred".l As a general rule all
pupils were to take the following subjects: English, lirikaans
,
elementary mathematics, general science, 80cial studies, practi
cal
arts, music and art appreciation, religious-instruction, physic
al
education and singing,2 but these subjects were to be conceived
by the teachers as "fields-of-study", Or "broad e.reas-of-activi
tylf,
',dth the teacher being allowed the utmost freedom to plan a "se
t
of learning situations lf adapted to the needs and achievements o
f
each :indi"Tidual or ~bility group', :Prc,Jcribcd syll~use8 were to
be
discaroed, and replaced by ''more elaborate guides-to-learning"
for each of the lfsubjects 11 or "fields-of-study". 4 There 'vere to
be no school standards, but the pupils were to be divided into
"as many groups as the school's st3.ff could manage effectivelyl
l.5
A guidance-service was to guide school leavers into
suitable vocations, and suggest courses to those who were proce
eding
to a senior high school, or a vocational high school.
6
As the Commission regarded conventional school standards as









give way to "groups" which were to be based on the standarJ of
achievement in a particular subject.
l Groups for physical
education were to be based on age and on health needs.
2 The
commission recommended that special classes for mentally retarde
d
children over the age of twelve years should be provided at the
Junior High School. 3
The Cdffimission suggested that each Junior High School
should have three population "units ". There ,vas to be "a small
group of sub-normally a-typical pupils", a large group ll"rhos e
development had been relatively normal,1I and a small unit of
"supernormally a-typical children. 114 The Commission gave no
intelligence-quotient range for each lIunit 11, but regarded e.
"super-normally a-typical child" as one w!1o was II capable of a
standard of achievement expected of pupils who were three years
older, 11 while the 11 sub-normally a-typical child iI ,vas one who
IIwas unable to do the school "fOrk done by the average child thre
e
years younger. ,,5
The Commission noted that nearly all countries in reforming
their educational systems had embodied one flmdamental principl
e,
namely, that lIat 11 or 12 priJna~J education ceases, and seconda
ry
education begins. 11
6 This appears tu be the Cammission's main
reason for suggesting an entrance age of twelve years for the
proposed Junior High School. No reasons for this choice of











para. 423. This, for a child of chronological age of 12,
would give a super normal level of IQ 125 +, and a su'j·-
normal level of IQ 75-.
Para. 270.
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consideration of the "junior adolescent."l 'The Cornmission1s ch
oice
of a leaving age of fifteen years for its Junior High School
appears to be based on l~eric~ experience; the Report gives no
definite reasons for the Commission's suggestion.
2 No mention is
made of evidence that the ages of "junior adolescence" of South
African pupils may differ from those of pupils in other parts o
f
the world, or that there may be an age difference between the
sexes during "junior adolescence."
'The Commission felt that the "junior adolescent" had to
"find h:iJnself", as distinct from the llsenior adolescent
ll who had
to "prepare h:iJnself.,,3 Education which allowed the child to "f
ind
himself", had, according to the Commission, to be "uncompromisi
ngly
child-centred. ,,4
The Commission suggested that the staffing of the Junior
High School "would involve, during the first few years of their
existence, the re-tr<l.ining of our teachers on Cl. vast scale.,,5
A co-educational rural Junior High School with an enrolment of
two-hundred pupils would have had a staff of twelve teachers
(excluding the principal), "each of whom should have acquired
specialised training in at least one of the aspects of the
6
school's work."
At no stage of the Report is any reference made to the
lImerican junior high school. The similarity between the
Commission's Junior High School and the American school is sO
1. Paras. 325-346.






close, however, that it appears that the Cammission did in fact
base much of its planning on the American school. A reference b
y
the CdmIDission to the achievements of the American school might
have helped dispel much of the South l~rican criticism, and
prevented the rejection by many educationalists of the Junior
High School concept.
The first P~erican junior high school was est~blished in
Berkeley, California, in 1909.
1 By 1914, the Commission of
Education defined the American junior high school as "an
organisation of grades seven to eight to nine regardless of
where housed .... providing for individual differences by various
me~s, especially by the early ihtroduction of pre-vocational
~·!ork, or of subjects usually taught in the High School. ,,2
In 1917 the Federal Government granted considerable
sums of money for ~ vocational education, thus inducing many
of the states to include vocational subjects in the curricula of
their high schools.
3 Figure VIII indicates how rapidly these
"reorganised schools have grown at the expense of the regular
schools. ,,4
1. Principles of Secondary Education - Rudyard K. Bent, and
Henry H. Kronenberg. NcGraw Hill 1966. p.142.
2. Ibid. p.142.
3. Cdmparative Education: Nicholas Hans. Routledge and Kegan
London (1964).
4. Bent and Kronenberg. op.cit. p .142.
The figures for 1942 and 195C have been assessed.
Gr'owth rates of Americnn "regular" and
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American junior schools corresponding to South African
primary schools follow a six-three-three year plan. After completing
the six-year elementary school period, the pupil, at the age of twelve
years, enters the junior high school, for a period of three years.
At the age of fifteen years the pupil enters the senior high school
for a further three years. l
The purpose of the flJllerican junior high Bchool is to
d:llferentiate children according to their inclinations and abilities.
During the third year, the pupils are given selective subjects
designed to discover the vocation to which they would best be suited. 2
The American junior high school appnrently satisfies two
distinct needs; firstly it helps to smooth out the transitio~ from
childhood to adolescence, and secondly it attempts to solve -the
problems of articulation between the largely child-centres elementary
school and the subject-centred high school. American educationalists
who favour the junior high school system, feel, that neither the
1. Bent and Kronenberg. op.cit. p.142.
2. Hans. op.cit. p.248.
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elementary school, nor the traditional four-year high school, can
serve the needs ef the ea.rly adolescent who differs significantly
from the prepubescent child and the late adolescent youth. l
The Junericans seemed content to allow their junior high
schools to evolve and gain acceptance on merit. The de Villiers
commission, however, regarded the introduction of its Junior High
School into South African education ~s a matter of urgency. The
commission was convinced of the merit of its Junior High School.
A transition period to allow for a change from the existing form
of education was seen by the C~~ission as unavoidable, but such
et transition period was to be purely et period of re-organisation,
and not a period to test or weigh the merit of the Ccmmissionls
. 2
rec~endatlons. The C~~ssion suggested the setting up of an
Interdepartmental Junior High School Curriculum Committee, and
as soon as this body had constructed a. curriculum and published
the necessary teachers' manuals, the lIiJnmediate organisation of
the present Standard VI, VII, and VIII classes ll was to begin.
3
The Commission was perhaps a little hasty. It could have
suggested the selection of certain schools to try out the propo~ed
system in much the same way as some of the Transvaal schools are
now being used to pioneer the non-examination matriculation course.
The Commission, in discussing the reasons for the
introduction of a system of education to suit each junior adolescent,
1. American Education:- Chris. A. de Young and Richard Wynn.




dealt at length with the "needs of youth", "youth needing a greater
measure of culture 11, "yout h needing a true sense of real hUlnan
values," and various other "needs 11 , 1 but it seemed that the real
need in South African education was a solution to the problem of
retardation in the primary school. The Commission devoted a
chapter of nine closely printed pages to present its lIneed for
a new system of education,,;2 the Report of the Secretary for
Education, which was quoted by the Commission, probably surrrned
up the main problem in one pare-graph. The Secretary wrote:
'What chance has the South African adolescent of obtaining this
differentiated education, when the provincial school keeps him
in a uniform and stereotyped curriculum long past the onset of
adolescence? We have, for ex~~ple, in our primary schools in
South Africa about 84,000 boys and eirls who are 13 years and
older, and about 48,000 who are 14 years and older, and are still
in the primary school. Over 90 per cent of these children have
more than six years of educ~tion, which should have been sufficient
to teach them the main tool subjects. Where in other countries
these children pass on to secondary education and develop new
interests, we keep grinding away at the rudiments until they are
sick of education and lose interest in life ..... Even Standard VI
which is regarded as the end of the primary school, is actually
passed by only about 60 out of 100 who start school. ~fuat becomes
of the other 40 per cent? They are the people who enter life
unequipped for the struggle, and who later on, with their






South African schools in 1946 had as many as 17,362 out of
a total of 37,604 in Standard VI, who were fourteen years or over. l
The Commission made no mention of what was to happen to such large
groups during the tltransition period tl when in some schools promotion
was automatic \oTith no examination. Such a group would presumably
be too old for ent~ into the Junior High School. The Commission
did not state whether these would have been promoted from
Standards V or VI to the Junior High School' s equivalent of
standard VIII.
The Commission stressed that the Junior High School was
to be tluncompromisingly child-centred. tl2 The Commission gives the
impression that child-centred education would be an innovntion in
South African schools, and that very little evidence existed in
South African education to show that the subject-centred attitude
of the nineteenth century had disappeared. It is probably true
that much of South Ltfrican technical education was 'subject-centred~
and tended towards being an examination-system, as opposed to an
educational system. Evidence gained at technical institutions
possibly caused the c~mnission to regard much of South African
education as being subject-centred.
The Commission appears to experience difficulty in
reconciling its approach towards tluncompromisingly child-centred
educationtl , and the possible demands of the state. In dealing
With the development of the tlwhole person'!, the Commission smV'
all education as having as its aim the tldevelopment of the whole
person. Il To this end the Ccrnmission wrote: " it is only
logical that all education should select goals and objectives




development implies complete eelf-renlisation as the ultimate end
of education. But in becbffiing all that he was created capable of
being, to use Carlyle's phrase, the individual has to meet two sets
of demands ...•.. those set up within him by his own urges,
desires, wants and aspirations; and those set up by the outside
world, particularly by the society in which he lives. He cc:mnot
meet one of these sets of demQ!lds by ignoring the other, and
those who educate him have to realise this, and to reconcile his
personal needs with the demands of society."l The CC1IlD1ission 1s
view of the "education of the whole person" could possibly provide
encless philosophical argument on the "goRls and objectives which
would guide the teacher in fostering total development. ,,2 In the
Junior High School the Commission wanted an "uncompromisingly
child-centred" approach, but at the same time the teacher "rould
have to reconcile his (the pupils) needs with the "demands of
society. ,,3 In prc;.ctice this might prove difficult.
Criticism of the Junior High School tended to centre on
the curriculum and on details of the proposed school, rather on
the general idea behind such a school, namely the catering for
all ability groups. For example, in his addrees to the Conference
of the Natal Teachers 1 Society in October 1949, the Director of
Education, Mr. R.A. Banks, said: "The curriculum for the Junior
High School will no doubt draw much criticism, since it excludes
the study of Latin, or modern languages other than the official
languages, the pure sciences, agriculture, geometrical dra.v.ing,





practice, but with the reCdmffiendations of the
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Natal Ccrnmittee which visualises a three-stream curriculum for all
secondary schools."l
The Cdffiffiission, while it suggested certain subjects, did
not specificCtlly "exclude" any subject. The Ccrnmission wished to
avoid forci....lg pupils to t.:1ke subjects for which they vrere unsuited,
but if the pupils were bright enough these subjects would be
2
offered to them. With a shortage of teachers for subjects like
Latin and science it would probably be advantageous to avoid teaching
these subjects to large numbers of children who are not mentally
equipped to benefit. In dealing with the more intelligent pupils,
the Commission saw them spending "a considerable amount of time
studying the elements of Latin which could have had Cl direct
beCtring on the understanding of the English language." In the
study of arithmetic and elementary mathematics, "the higher
ability groups would have done work comparable with that done in
the present Standards VI, VII: and VIII aritb~etic, commercial
arithmetic and mathematics classes. ,,3 Further, the C"JIImission
saw the science master's "choice of study units for any pc..rticular
group of pupils," as being "determined by the standard of
achievement and ability level of the group, ..... ,,4 Mr. Banks
had also referred to the Commission's exclusion of agriculture,
geometrical drawing, and commercial subjects. In the 1940's
the number of pupils taking the first two subjects in Provincial
high schools was very small, indicating that the Commission's
Junior High School would have had little difficulty in meeting






the demand. l The provision of commercial education had been a
contentious issue between the Union and Provincial Education
Departments for many years.
The Commission's recommendations on commercial training,
had they been implemented, would have agg~aTa~edthe relationship
between the Union and Provincial Education Departments. The
Commission recommended that junior and high schoole. 11 should not
attempt to provide commercial training. 11 The Commission had
recornmended that the proposed senior high schools provide
instruction in book-keeping and commercial arithmetic. The
suggestion was made that: "senior high school pupils who wish
to, could make use of the facilities to be offered by technical
colleges, commercial high schools, or at continuation class
centres in the rural towns in connection with continued and
adult education."2 The Ccnmission in its desire to create a
Junior High School which would not "provide organised vocational
training in any form," made suggestions which might have led to
considerable confusion in the senior schools.
Mr. Banks spoke of the proposed three-stream education
system in Natal; the Commission was surely not "at variance"
with such a system of differentiated education in suggesting
Junior High Schools aiming at a multi-strePJn system of education.
Even after leaving the Commission's Junior High School the pupil
would join one of two streams, either the academic stream at a
1. The entries for the Transva.al Junior Certificate in 1946
listed 2,056 entries for mathematics and only 143 for
agricultural science. Geometrical drawing was not given as
a separate subject. There were 9Z7 entries for bOOk-keeping
and commercial arithmetic. Annual Report of the Transvaal
Frlucation Department, 1947. p.176.
2 . Para. 986.
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senior high school, or the vocntional stream at a vocational high
school. streams at these two schools would a.lso be divided into
those pupils who were potential university material, and those
who would profit more by starting work and attending part-time
classes at a technical college.
At its conference in June 1949 the South l\£rican Teachers'
Association, which represents the Cape English speaking teachers,
discussed the de Villiers Report. In an address, Miss. M.H. Hill
criticised the Commission's "conception of ,..hat constituted an
academic subject or bias", and concluded by saying: 111 do not
think we should be too readily int~~idated by the idealistic
vagueness of the Junior High School. It does not pretend to give
a practical and detailed scheme, but only to point out the
direction of reform. ,,1 The direction of reform was probably of
far greater significance than the detail.
The Commission suggested three population "units" for
its Junior High School viz. "a small group of subnornally a-typical
pupils," a large group of "relatively normal pupils," and a small
group of "supernormally a-typical children. 1t Table IV is an
attempt to fit the proposed Junior High School units into the
scale of school population as drawn up by L M Terman in his
"Measurement of Intelligence. ,,2 To assess the possible achievement
of each of the Junior High School units on a basis of intelligence
quotient, research findings of the Transvaal Education Departnent
into the relationship of the intelligence quotients of pupils and
their examination success, are used here in conjunction with
1. Education: Journal of the South iurica.n Teachers' Association.
August 1949 p.176.
2. Terman, L.M. The Measurement of Intelligence. Houghton
Mifflin Co. New York, 1944. p.35.
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Percentage of Intelligence Probable Unit in









l.00 Hentally Special Class
Ret,:J.rded
.'
T.'l.BIE IV. Junior High Schooi Population lIUnits 1I according
to Intelligence Quotients. l
Ter.man's scale of pupil population. 2 The Transvnal Educction
Department's figures are given in Table V.
Intelligence Quotient Examination Prospect
110 Matriculation pass.
Around 105 i\.ble to reach secondary school leaving
certificate level.
95- Junior Certificate is found diffic-qlt.
90 ~. lI r are ll pass in the Junior Certificate.r.>.
-
85 A lIrare ll pass in the Standard VI
exam.ination.
TAB~_.J7:. Relationship between Intelligence Quotient and
possible Examination Success.
1. Pars. 555-557.
2. Education: Journal of South ,~.frican Teachers i~ssociation.
July 1963. p.217.
See also p.99 of this thesis for description of llunits. lI
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Tables IV and V taken in conjunction indicate that about
twenty per cent of the school population at the Cdffiffiission's
proposed Junior High School would have a good chance of matriculating
at the senior high school. The figure of twenty per cent, is if
authoritative lunerican educational opinion is accepted, of
significance. James B. Conant suggested that in America fifteen
to twenty per cent of high school pupils should be taking a
"rigorous academic course," with the remainder following a more
,
vocational course.~ The Commission gave no estimate of what it
considered a reasonable academic to vocational ratio in South
Africa, but its top division in the proposed Junior High School
seems to agree with Conant' s l\merican findings.
Many pupils in the largest group at the Commission's
Junior High School, the sixty per cent with an intelligence
quotient between ninety and one-hundredoand_ten, would according
to the Transvaal Education Departments findings, have difficulty
in passing conventional examina.tions. 2 These pupils Fould benefit
greatly by taking a course such as th3t proposed by the Cdffiffiission
for its Junior High School, a course tailored to fit individual
needs and not requiring conventional examinations.
While the top twenty per cent of the Co:nmission' s pupils
at its proposed Junior High School would benefit by a further
1. Conant, James B. The 1\merican High School To-day. McGraw
Hill, London. 1959. p.27.
2. The Commission saw the intelligence quotient range of 90-110
as including pupils "of average intelligence and abilit~t,
most of whom will be capable of at least completing a senior
certificate course. 11 See para. 555 (3). The Transvaal
Education Department put the intelligence quotient required
to reach the same level at "around 105". See Table V. p.110
of this thesis.
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two-year stay at a senior high school, many of the others with a
lower intelligence would stay for only one year at the senior
school. l Attendance of only one year at a senior high school or a
vocational high school is surely not desirable for the pupil or the
school. The resulting frequent population changes would surely tax
high school organisation and give little advantage to the pupil.
It is signific~nt that the Association of Tec~ical Colleges felt
that the period of three years at the Commission's Junior High
School was too long, and the tvro years left for technical education
too short. The Association recommended that "the junior high
school period be two years, and that the junior high ~chool should
become an extension of the primary school. ,,2 Table VI indicates
how many of the Standard VI pupils in 1955 in the Provinces
proceeded to higher classes, proportionately.3 From these figures
Year 1955 1956 1957 1958 1959
Standard VI VII VIII IX X
Cape 100 89 71 45 37
Orange Free State 100 98 62 39 31
Natal 100 87 70 40 33
Transvaal 100 90 65 38 28
TABLE VI. The "holding-power" of secondary schools in
South Africa (Percentages).
1. Pupils would enter senior high school at the age of 15+ and
be allowed to leave at the end of the half-year in which
they turned 16. See p.100 of this thesis, and foot-note 3
on p.30 of the Report.
2. SerfonteL~. op.cit. pp. 45, 46.
3. The 1950's are used as this could have been the period for
the adoption of the Commission's suggestions. Figures given
by Prof. R.E. Lighton in "Education", July 1963, p.217.
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it would t>.ppear the,t the recommendation. of the Association of
Technical Colleges has some merit, as it seems unlikely that the
Commission's educational scheme \~uld make education sO attractive
that large numbers of pupils would remain at school beyond the
compulsory age.
The Cdmmission's pupil-teacher ratio for the rural
co-education Junior High School worked out at seventeen pupils per
teacher. The figures given for Whites in Table vn would appear
to nake the Commission's proposed ratio look too liberal.
Year v.,Thite Bantu Coloured
1936 23 44- 38
1946 24 45 38
1951 25 46 30
1956 23 49 34
1963 23 58 31
TABLE VII. l Pupil-teacher ratio in South AfricaF Schools
Table VII", however, reflects the national average; it is
probable that the figure for rural schools was much lower. ~n
defence of its pupil-teacher ratio the Commission could have
claimed that the ratio in 1946 had hardly changed, despite rapid
urbanization of the Whites having increased the size and number
of urban schools, c~d decreased the number of small rural schools.
Table VII probably gives a false impression of the position, for
the ratio was, it seems, kept constant by the employment of many
teachers who \-rere not properly qualified. Figures are not
available for the immediate post-war years, but in 1958 - by when the
1. Education and the South African Economy - Second Report
Witwatersrand University Press. Johannesburg, 1966. p.57.
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commission1s Junior High Schools could have come into existence -
almost thirty-tvro per cent of all high school teachers had received
no university or other higher trainD1g in the subjects they taught. l
Yet the Commission saw "graduated primary school teachers, and
secondary school teachers who had acquired experience in primary
school teaching," as being initially "the most suitably qualified
persons for work in the Junior High Schools,lf The Commission,
while it stressed the need for properly qualified teachers at
its Junior High Schools, gave no indication as to where these
2teachers were to be re-trA.ined "on a vast scale,"
One can only surmise vlhf.',t the reaction of the South
African teacher would be towards the Commission's Junior High
School. De Young and Vlynn point out that in America many junior
high school teachers regard their positions as "less prestigious"
than the "senior high school assignments to which they aspire. ,,3
South l~rican teachers might adopt the same attitude as the Anericans.
The Commission had recommended "the establishment of a
Junior High School in a town or village as soon as a minimum
enrolment of 70-75 can be maintained. ,,4 In 1955 the Tr,9,nsv;;.'l1
Oversea Mission reported that in the United States of ~erica
the small rural school of two-hundred pupils offering a wide
choice of subjects, was proving uneconomic. 5 The Mission
1. Education and the South African Economy - Second R8port.
op.cit. p.59.
2. Para. 463.
3. De Young and Wynn. op.cit. p.177.
4. Paras. 343, 344.
5. Report of the Oversea I-fission in connection with Differentiated
Secondary Education. Transvaal Education Depar~llent. Pretoria,
October 22, 1955. p.14.
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reported that in some of the more <'.dv-mced classes the number of
pupils taking certain subjects "often dwindled to as little as three".
The Mission saw the unecondQic d~nd for many subjects, coupled
with a teacher shortCl.ge, as having resu.lted in school consolidation
with pupils brought together in lnrge schools. l In 1960, Conant
claimed that the American junior high school of t't.'1o-hundred··and··
fifty pupils in two grades was the smallest practical school of
its type. 2 In South Africa the Commission had recommended n
similar type of school, but just over one quarter the size of the
American school, and with R pupil distribution over three years.
It seems that the comprehensive nature ef the Comrnission1s Junior
High Schools would have made them unsuitable for thinly populated
rural areas. In the light of American experience with similar
schools, the Commission's minimum pupil population of seventy to
sevent~five pupils would probably have proved unwork~ble.3
In a multi-raci.:J.l country like South :'.frica, the
Commission could have expected a demand for diversity in
educational systems and goals, yet it appeared that while ~~ny
South Africans were jealous of their particular organisations for
secondary education, whether their schools were under state,
Provincial or private control, they all shared a common go,:;.l, ri3I!l.ely
1. Report of the Oversea Mission in connectio~ with Differentiated
Secondary Education. op.cit. p.14.
2. De Young and WYnn. op.cit. p.178.
3. In 1948 the Transvaal's 34 Junior High Schools which gave a
secondary education up to ~nd jncluding, Standard VIII, had
a total enrolment of 11,691 pupils, giving an average
enrolment Qf 343 pupils per school. The Transvaal's 53 High
Schools provided secondCl.ry education from Standard VI to X,
had an enrolment total of 23,224 pupils, giving an average
of 438 pupils per school. See Official Union Year Book 1948.
p.365.
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the matriculation examination. Prof. D.M. Morton gave an interesting
example of the influence exerted by the matriculation in South
African education. The Matriculation Board was requested to
recognise, for matriculation exemption, n special course in
agricultural science given at the Cape agricultural high schools.
Prof. Morton drew nttention to the fact, that, Ileven in so
definitely vocational a school as this, the curriculum must appear
as an alternative to matriculation. III The Cormnission's Junior
High School, in contrast to the agricultural high schools mentioned
by Prof. Morton, had a curriculUlll which did not even IlRppeaT as Rn
alternative" to a curriculum leRding to the matriculation examination.
Although the Commission made no specific reference in
its findings to the attitudes of South Africa's vJhite racial groups
to education, it probably found both groups very conservative;
the llfrilcaans-speaking group was probably more conservative than
the English-speaking group. The traditional educational system
leading first to matriculation, and then to university, seemed to
be demanded by both language groups. This educational system
was probably regarded by both Afrikaans and English-speaking
sections as the most suitable means of enabling the more intelligent
of their number to qualify as leaders, professionally and
politically, in a culture where the social climate de.-nanded White
leadership. The fact that the large majority of Whites left
school long before Standard X, could it seems, be ignored. 2
1. Bereday, G.Z.F. and Lauwerys, J.A. (ed.). The Year Book of
Ed1.tc.s.tion. 1958. Evan Bros. London. 1958.
Chapter by Prof. D,I)·i. Horton: Social Structure and the
Curriculum: the Position in South Africa. pp.406, 407.
2. See Table VI p.112.
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The Cdmffiisslcn's proposed Junior High School with its
emphasis on education suited to the interests of each child,
together with the proposals for the abolition of examinations
up to the m~triculation level, might have proved unacceptable
to White South Africa in the 1940's. The impact of social and
industrial change from the 1950's has probably made the




VOCATIONAL J\ND TECHNIC1-lL EDUCATION
CHAPTER V
Vocational Education (General), and Vocational Guidance.
The Report devoted a chapter solely to Cl llgeneral H survey
of vocational education. l The aime of vocational education were
set out both from the individual's point of view,2 and from that
of society.3 The Cdmffiission gave n short analysis of the factors,
which in its opinion, had to be considered in making provision for
vocational education. 4
The Commission considered that the aims of vocational
educ<ltion "should be broad enough net only to include the
development of occupational skills, but also the development
of an appreciation of the significance of the individual's
occupation to the community which he is to serve. An individual's
preparation for his vocation should provide him with a fuller
understanding of the part he will play in the work of the concern
in which he will be employed, and in the economic system as a
whole. It should help to strengthen his sense of the dignity
of labour, and his professional prid.e.,,5 Increased vocational
efficiency of the individu!3.1 through vocational education, would,
the Commission claimed, enable the state to make "effective use"
of its "most valuable material", nnmely human beings. South Africats







for in the future the country would have to rely "to an increasing
extent upon vocational educaticn as a means ef developing
occupational knowledge, skills and appreciations, which will enable
us to make the most of the physical resources still at our command
and it is to-day generally regarded ilS the lCloral duty of any state
to recognise, conserve, train, develop and make use of every form
of aptitude, talent, capacity, and ability."l
There were, however, two factors which might have
interf&red with the CdmIDission'e plans for the attai~Jent of
these "aims. 11 The first factor was the apparent unpopularity of
vocational education in South Africa, an e.ttitude whi~h seems to
have been shared by White and non-White, though for different
reasons. 2 The Cdmffiission was probably confident that its
recommendations would improve the image of vocational education,
and so increase its popularity.
The second facter, however, posed a far greater problem.
l1any of the country! s ''most valuable materia1'l were unskiU'ed
non-Whites. The Cdmffiission maintained that its terms of
reference did not specifically require it to "investigate or
report on non-European education and training," but because
this section of the community formed "such an important part of
the whole national scheme of education," the CotrJ[1ission
1. Para. 494.
2. The Whites regarded vocational education as inferior due to
its association with indigency, reform activities, and
manual labour which in the opinion of many was suitable
only for non-i'lhites. The non-White did not want an education
which was regarded AS inferior by the White man, and which
would give training for vocations which were largely barred
to non-Whites.
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"felt that it should give due consideration to it, especially ~
s
regards vocational training, although it must be admitted that
we
were not able to carry out our investigations in such detail as
in the case of Europeans. ,,1 The Cornr:lission was, it seems, corr
ect
in claiming that its terms of reference did not require an
investigation into non-~~ite education. On the other hand the
terms did not specifically instruct the Commission to restrict
its investigations to White education, and the educational and
industrial needs of the vlliites could hardly be treated in isola
tion.
fill attempt has been ~~de in this thesis to show that the
CdmIDission tended to think of South !~ricals nu~n -power problem
as having one obvious solution - the vocational training of the
\Vhites. The cammission seemed to believe that a concentration
of training on the vlliite group - a minority group - would allow
the State to fulfil its tlmoral duty to recognise, conserve,
train, develop and malee use of every form of aptitude, talent,
"capacity and ability.
In making provision for vocational education the Commission
saw the fullowing factors as requiring consider~tion:- the
national incdffie, the need for selective development, population
trends, the numbers of women in the labour force, and the chang
e-
2
ability of occupational demands.
The Commission stressed, what ..ras prob'::l.b1y obvious, that
the national income was one of the most significant factors






education, was, Recording to the Commission, a means of increas
ing
the national income "by assisting the country to make the best
possible use of the av",ilable human resources. III There will no
doubt be general aGreement that vocational education should hel
p
to increase the national incdme. But should education at the
secondary level be SO closely associated with a profit move?
The Commission's apparent intention of providing vocational
education aiPed at material sain, whether to the individual Ol~
to
the state, attracted severe criticism. Referrine to the Report
,
Prof. E.G. Pells wrote: "Unfortunately its original aims colour
its subsequent findings, and its recommendations are everywhere
inspired, or should we say tainted, by the concept of education
as the process whereby man acquires those skills which enables
him to realize himself to the full, as much in his leisure, as
in his work as an aesthetic, cultur~l, and intellectual being.
The Report fails to see that excessive concentration on learnin
g
how to me.ke a living, and to amass m,qteri:ll goods, may result i
n
Cl. complete failure to learn how to live and achieve spiritual g
ood. ,,2
The C~nission enphasised that the national income could
only be increased with full utilization of the worker's product
ive
powers, and with a proper distribution of the working popul~tio
n
through the country's economy.3 The state, the Commission felt
,
should take a lead in the planning of the integration of the
country's resources. 4
1. Para. 501.




The Commission drew attention to the consistent decline
in the population ratio of vfhite to non-~fuite, and the probable
acceleration of this process due to the declining ~fuite birthra
te,
together with the fect that the non-vfhite infant mortality rate
was being decreased because of ~~proved health services.
l The
Cbffiffiission stressed that the ~~ite had an average industrial
productivity higher than that of the non~Vhite, but with the
disproportionate population increase, a serious decline in
average production was possible unless the productivity of the
non-White were increased.
2
The Cbffiffiission, in reviewing the size of the Union's
working population for the period from 1921 to 1941, drew atten
tion
to the movement which had taken place from primary to secondary
and tertiary industries.
3 This movement, it believed, was
peculiar to South .\fric~.4
The Commission stressed that "large scale" mOverl'ent of
labour between occupations and various industries placed "insis
tent
and varying claims on the vocational education syste~ of any
country.,,5 There may have been "large scale" moveo.ents of labo
ur
between occupations, but these occupations were not so differen
t
in nature as to seriously affect the vocational education system
in South Africa.
1~ile the Commission found an increase in female labour,
it stated that in comparison with other industrial countrie~
South .\frica had proportionally fewer wdffien in industry.6 In





b. Para. 514. See Table IX p.l24 of this thesis for American
and South African figures.
12.3.
South Africa industrial ''lork available to women was mainly semi
-
skilled in nature. The non-vJhite male had a monopoly of semi-
skilled industri3.1 work. He "ras available at a low pay, and was
capable of work demanding physical strength; more highly develop
ed
industrial countries had, through mechanisRtion, reduced the nee
d
for physical strength in industrial processes. Table VIII indic
ates
that the Commission was correct in reporting the increase in the
number of women employed in South lurica. During the period of
the Commission's investigations, however, while the numbers
increased, the percentage of women employed as a percentage of
the whole population, was falling. As a group the White women
had shown a percentage increase.
l
Census Year \1hite Coloured Asiatics Bant
u--
1936 13.3 19.1 3.7 -
1946 15.9 22.0 4.4 14.5
1951 16.3 21.5 3.7 13.5
1960 19.1 2.3.5 I 4.9 15.5
TABLE VIII. Econamica11y cctive "romen as a percent2g~
of the total South African Dopulation.
1. The Department of Labour, reporting on employment in 1949,
saw as a "noticeable feature" the number of women applying
for work. UG. 50-1951. p.5.
2. Monthly Bulletin of Statistics, Republic of South Africa.
Feb. 1967. p.Bl.
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Table IX appears to validate the Cdmffiission's statement
that South Africa had proportional~ fewer women in industry than
other industrial countries. South ;~ric~ by the late 1940's had
not reached the percentage of economically active women attained
by the United Stntes of America in 1920. As most of the
economical~ active lImerican women were probably White, then
the relatively 5ffiall percent~ge of South African White women in
employment during the 1940 I s is very significant. South Africa
appes.red to be ignoring en import!lI1t source of labour.
Year United South Africastates
All Races White Coloured Asiatic Bantu
1920 25 - - - - -
1946 42.02 20.1 4.4 2.4 .14 13.1
1951 41.51 19.7 4.6 2.5 .14 12
.4
1960 46 23.1 5.2 3.1 .20 14.6
TABLE IX. Total number of economically active women as
a percentage of the total number of economically
active men. l
The.Commission evidently did not regard the possible
increase in the scope of employment for women by more varied
vocation~l education, as ~ partial solution to the labour problem
,
for it limited its investig~tions of the provision of vocational
training of girls to hom~~ education and commercial educatio
n.
1. Monthly Bulletin of Statistics. op. cit. p. B1.
The United states Bureau of the Census, Statistical Abstract
of the United states: 1959 p.205, 1963 p.231.
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Apparently the successful employment of large numbers of women i
n
other industrial countries was ignvred by the Carnmission.
The Cdmmission stressed that vocational education should
be more "dynamic."l It should not provide preparation for
occupations which were already outmOded, but should keep abreast
of industrial development, and be "organised as cm integral part
of the national econcmy. 11
2
Accurate synchronization of vocational trR.ining with the
demands of industry would appe£tr to be essential for vocationa.l
education to have become dynamic. This aspect was considered in
the First and Second Reports of the 1961 Educational Panel. The
Panel stressed that a shortage of skill reflected 110. failure of
the educational system, or the system of vocational training, or
both, to expand at an adequate rate. 11 But the rnte of a country
's
economic growth varied, and measures to expand education took ma
ny
years before the IIfirst appearance of additional skilled vlorkers
as a result of these measures." The Panel concluded that the
retarding effect on economic growth would be temporary, if the
average rate of expansion of education and training "could be ke
pt
high enough over a long period to match the average rate of
economic growth made possible by other factors. ,,3 A time lag
1. P8.ra. 515.
2. Para. 516.
3. The Panel included council members, principals, and professo
rs
of education from South African English medium universities,
together with principals and former principals of South African
high schools. See Education and the South African Economy.
The 1961 Education Panel, Second Report. op.cit. p.15. See
also Education for South Africa. TIle 1961 Education Panel.
First Report. Witwatersrand University Press. Johannesburg.
1963. p.30.
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~etween the da~~nds o! industry for trained labour, and the mee
ting
of these demands by education, is apparently inevitable. A IIdy
nmnic ll
system of education such as the Commission proposed, might not
allow for a time lag between industrial d~nd and educa.tional
response.
The Commission commented on the rapid growth of the
technical colleges; the total number of students had more than
doubled over the previous fifteen-year period.
l Referring to
the Union Education Department's vocational schools the Commiss
ion
stated that in Ilpracticall:r all cases nn appreciable increase in
enrolment had te.ken place during recent years. 112 Table X indic
ates
that the Ccrnmission's assessment was not entirely correct. Two
significant facts emerged fror.l the enrolments; they tended to
fluctuate, and were in fact lower at technical high schools in
1945 than in 194.2.
Year Technical Commercial Housecraft Agricultural
1931 1,148 549 :i.82
1939 1,909 894 168
1942 1,332 583 92fJ 345
1943 990 714 861 371
1944 1,398 739 963 398
1945 1,316 764 881 394
1946 2,138 794 895 4D2






The Commission found inadequacies in the foundation
provided by general education,l the provision of vocational
gUidance,2 the amount of vocational education for early school
leavers,3 and the correlation between training and demand.
4 The
commission criticized the "irrational location of training
institutions 11 , 5 the training facilities they provided,
6 and their
lack of equipment. 7 The question of unsuitably qualified
personnel was discussed. The Ilinexplicable anomaly" of fees
being paid in vocational ~chools and not in provincial high
schools was also seen as a defect.
8
The Commission reported that it wa:c "assured that the
ineffectiveness of some of the vocational training provided in
the
country could be attributed to the poor educational background.
,,9
The Commission was con1rinced that. "no pupil could be regarded a
s
well prepared for the greatest majority of vocational training
courses without having had at least two years of full-time gene
ral
education at a secondary level." 'ilie commj ssioa condemned the
practice of admitting to vocational education pupils with only
a
standard VI qualification, as it felt that these pupils lacked
the necessa:1T general education needed for efficient training,













Equipping and maintaining a vocational school is
Fees possibly help offset this expense.
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The Commission's views on the necessity for a sound
background of general education are supported by the finding8
reported by a Sub-Committee of the National Joint Advisory Council
in Britain. The Sub-Committee which met "to consider the
arrangements for the training of young workers in industry..•.. ",
reported that in Britain "the overwheJ..ming majority of industries
are of the opinion, that education given at school before the
minimum school leaving age is reached, should be general rather
than vocational in character. We would endorse this view. Frcm
the standpoint of industry it is more important that a young
person should have a sound general education, throl he should have
received some sort of vocational instruction which industry itself
is much better qualified to give."l
The lack of Yocatioral guidance facilities was seen by
the Commission as "probably the weakest link in our educational
system to-day. ,,2 The lack of a system of selection for occupations,
and the total lack of any scientific approach when selections were
made, convinced the Commissicn that a great deal of man-p01'ler was
going to waste, as was much of the e::hlcational effort expended)
Tre Commission deplored the fact that a large percen~age
of the population had received no secondary education. For the
period from 1941 to lQ43, it found that at least forty-five
1. Training for Skill: Report by a Sub-Committee of the
National Joint Advisory Council. Her l-iajesty's Stationery




per cent of the thirty thousand school-leavers in the Cape P
rovince
had received no secondary education.
l The Cbmffiission saw as a
defect the inadequacy of vocational training facilitie~ for t
hose
who left school at a relatively early age.
2
As the Cdmmissionfs proposed Junior High School would
not have provided "organised vocational training in any form
, ,,3
it seemed, that under the Corranission r s scheme of education, m
any
pupils WOlud still have left school ~~thout any vocational
training. They would, though, have benefited by receiving tw
o
years of general secondary education.
The Conunission reported finding little evidence of
~~measures taken to ensure a flow of labour from training
institutions to industry, C'r of any system giving a fairly
accurate estiJnation of the future trends and demands of indu
stry
for increased or decreased training.
4
During the late 1940 I s South African industry was passing
through the transition period from a war-time to a peace-time
basis. An uncertain post-war market for manufactured goods
rendered planning for future labour den.ands more difficult.
Demobilisation, too, involved the re-employment of Iilx-service
men.
Obviously the State had to meet its obligations to these men





4. Paras. 539, 540.
5. To provide training for ex-volunteers the C.O. T. T. scheme
(described on pp. 87, 88 of this thesis) was transferred from
the Defence Department to the Union Education Department,
and re-organised. Under this scheme 1,038 eX'-volunteers
were trained at the Natal Technical College alone, between
March, 1946 and June, 1948. A further 772 had attended othe
r
state-subsidised courses at the College. Wyn Rees. op.cit. p.253.
1.30.
The Commis~ion:s figures for 1942 gave a tot:.l enrolment
of full-time pupils at vocational high schools and technical colleges
of about nine thousand. l If it is assumed that these pupils attended
for an average perio1 of two yearp, then four-thousand-five-
hundred pupilE would leave vocational ~chools each year. The
Commission's figures for the years 1942 and 1943 gave a yearly
average of ten thousand White school leaver~ from the Cape
Provincial schools alone. 2 It would appear tnat the supplJ of
pupils from vocational scheols to industry was small compared
with the supply from Provincial 5cheo:"s. Yet to close the
vocational schools en account of their relatively small enroJJnents
might have meant the loss of a type of education providing for
child!'€n with certain L'1terests. The alternative was the
introduction of some form ef vocational education into the
Provincial schools as well.
Vocational Education - The Task as the Cdmmission saw it.
The adoption of measures to ensure the flow of trained
workers was reg<"l.rded by the Cdnmission as being of extreme
urgency.3 The first measure suggested was a llsystematic and
comprehensive 1'lurvey of the occupational position." The CClIlIlli~~ion
found that the necessary facilitie~ for such a survey which
involved the collection of statistics and other information did
not exist. The C6l11IIlission had, therefore, to li.r.lit its
considerations to the more general requirements of employer~.4






Commission set itself the task of classifying workers according
to the level of intelligence required in each of the four ~jor
occupational fields, namely, industry, commerce, agriculture
and home-making.l The Commission admitted having reservations
about using intelligence quotients for determining suitability
for employment,2 without taking into consideration factors such
as personality, aptitude, and character, but it felt that some
yard-stick for selection purposes was necessary. The C~ission's
classification of employment suitability according to a workerts
level of intelligence is given in a condensed form in Table XI.
Intelligence Prospective
Quotient Occupation. Course Description of Course
70-85 Lower-grade Junior Exclusively practical.
semi-skilled No scholastic entrance
qualification.
80-95 and Higher grade Junior Elementary course
educationally semi-stilled (technical, agri-
retarded. cultural, commercial,
homemaking) •
More or less at
Standard VIII or IX
level.
90-110 Skilled Senior Somewhat similar to
present Standard IX
and X, and the proposed
Standard XI or pre-
university course.
105 plus Semi-professional Advanced Beyond present matric-
or technician ulation level, but
below university level.




3. Table based on paras. 559-561.
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The Commission made the reservation that llthese
classifications were mainly intended to serve as a guide for the
construction of the different courses of traL~g:at the various
levels. In actual fact the various occupational categories will
be found to ovp.rlap substantially.lll
The Commission's classification of occupations would
probably be valid if the numbers in each llintelligence groupll
were large enough to allow industry to select those whose
intelligence met the demands of particular vocations. But South
African industry with a skilled labour force which consists
almost entirely of Whites, does not, it would seem, have enough
Whites with an intelligence quotient above ninety to fill the
skilled positions.
In 1952, Dr. S. Biesheuvel, Director of the National
Institute of Personnel Research, calculated that only four per
cent of the population in a modern state was mentally equipped
for leadership in industry, commerce, government and learning.
He stated that under the prevailing conditions in South Africa,
the non-White was unable to contribute significantly to the
llfour per cent elitell , which was therefore drawn almost entirely
from the economically active White population. Dr. Biesheuvel
calculated that no less than twenty-three per cent of South
Africa's White wurkers of both sexes would, therefore, have to
posses~ high level professional, technical, administrative, or
management skills. He concluded that: llThere is little
likelihood that Europeans in South Africa will be able to provide
a much larger proportion of superior people than Europeans in
other countries. 1l2 It seems, that in 1952, at least nineteen
1. Para. 554.
2. Armual Report of the Natal Education Department. 1956. p.20.
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per cent of South Africa I s economically active population was
employed at a level which should have demanded workers of higher
intelligence. If this nineteen per cent was employed at a higher
level than its intelligence warranted, then it seems possible
that many of the remaining economically active Whites also filled
positions which should have been occupied by people of higher
intelligence.
In 1963 W.M. de Waard gave some significant intelligence
quotient results obtained from a typical group who would eventually
occupy skilled positions. These results are reproduced in Table XII.
Trade Number Mean I.Q.
Turners 83 90.8
Fitters 281 90.1
Sheetmetal workers 18 88.8
Motor Nechanics 200 85.5
Motor ~~chinists 17 86.2
Diesel Mechanics 36 87 .4
Boiler Makers 25 79.1
Welders 45 76.7
Other mechanical trades 9 76.0
Total: 714 87 .2
TABIE XII. l Intelligence Quotients of Apprentices under
Training for Sy~lled Trades.
1. Concern was expressed in the House of Assembly at these figures.
Changes were made in 1964 to the Apprenticeship Act to allow
remission of time for success at examinations and trade tests.
The entrance qualification for some trades has also been set
at a higher level - Standard VIII. The average intelligence
quotient figures have probably increased since the publication
of de Waard1s figures. De \'1aard, W.M. Apprentice Education.
A paper read to the South African Institute of Certified
Electrical and Mechanical Engineers. 1963. p.23. See also
Col. 4691 House of Assembly Debates, April 24, 1963.
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The Commission gave an intelligence quotient range of ninety to one-
hundred-and-ten as the requirement for its skilled labour group,
while de Waard found that in practice few in this group were above
an intelligence quotient of ninety. It seems that the Commission
had either assessed the intelligence quotient range for its skilled
group at too high a level, or had been optimistic as to the numbers
who would be available with the intelligence quotient range of
ninety to one-hundred-and-ten.
Taking into account Dr. Biesheuvel's remarks about the
"elitel1 group, de l'i'aard' s intelligence quotient statistics for <'..
potentially skilled group, and the Tran:waal Education Department's
intelligence quotient requirements for examination success,l it
would appear that the Commission's occupational classifications,
and suggested vocational courses, might have required modification.
The Commission proposed that junior, senior, and
advanced vocational courses "be so planned that as many as possible
can be taken by part-time study in ordE::r to meet the requirements
of those already in employment. 1I2
The Commission stressed that the curriculum for a
vocational course should make provision for the 11 cultivation
0:' a wide range of general skills and abilities that may be of
value in a whole range of related occupations. 1I3 The proposed
curriculum required as l1essential" the inclusion of a l1fair
number of general education subjects. 114 The Ccrnmission gcwe
social studies, and physical education as examples of general





subjects which it regarded as suitable.
l Under the heading
"Hethods of Teaching" the Commission dealt at length with the
principle of individuali~ation, the actuality principle, and the
activity principle.
2 It described "specific techniques" which
could be used in vocational training. These h.cluded the project
method, the co-operative training system, the apprenticeship
system, and the pupilage system.
3 The apprenticeship system ~~s
obviously associated with ~~rt-time vocational education, while
the pupilage system had an aseociation with education in that the
IIpupil" engineer graduated at a university before ~erving a
pupilage in industry.
The co-operative training systerr. and the project method
obviously have merit, but in view of the C<1IlIIlission' s suggestion
that vocational courses "should be so planned that as many as
possible can be taken by part-time studyy4 it seems doubtful
whether the time allowed for a pupil's attendance at part-tune
classes would be 5ufficiE'nt for a sathfactory use of the~e
techniques. The CClTilllission recommended that "juveniles be
released, by law if necessary, from work, to allow sufficient
time for an adequate continuation of their education.,,5 The
cunmission did not define what it understood by "sufficient t:iJne"
,
I,
but it seemed to have in mind one day a weak at school.
u One day
a week school- Rttendance would al1011" limited. seepe for a





6. The Commission commented favourably on "the general trend
overseas for juveniles to be released during the day to
attend the neceesary classes - generally one whole day a
week. 11 Para. 1368.
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curriculum providing vocational and general subjects using
co-operative training and project methods. Mr. Neville Nuttall,
commenting on the relevant se~tion of the Butler Act, said:
"On one day a week you are reminded that there are other things
in life besides your job."l The Commission, however, seemed to
expect the school to provide vocational education, and to remind
the pupil of "other things" at the sAl1le time.
Under "general" the eornmission also referred. to the
situation in vocational education ~~th regard to the training of
teachers, the provision of equipment, the specific problems of
vocational high schcols, and the part to be played. by industry in
vocational education. In this thesis discussion of these topics
has been deferred to the chapters devoted to the specific branches
of vocational educatio~.
Vocational Guidance.
The de Villiers cammission adopted the definition of
vocational guidance formulated by tha Nativnal Vocational Guidance
Association of the United. states of Alnerica, viz. "the process of
assisting the individual to choose an Jccupation, prepare for it,
ente.L4 upon it, a.1d progress in it.,,2 The Commission saw this
involving a systematic study of the individual, a study of
occupations, vocational counselling, placement, follow-up work
to determine the effectiven'3ds of guidance;, and res-Jarch to
obtain a better understandillg of the vocational problems of mudern
youth.3
1. Mr. Nuttall, an Inspector of thd Natal Education Department
reporting on a trip to the United. Kingdom. Annual Report




While the organisation of vocational guidance, in the
opinion of the Commission, was the joint responsibility of the
Education Departments and the Department of Labour, this "joint
responsibilityll had led to vocational guidance being regarded as
"nobody's business."l The CCiIlIIlission recalled that the Juveniles'
Act of 1921 bestowed a measure of responsibility for vocational
guidance on the Depg.rtment of Labour, 2 but no mention was made,
or indeed could be made, in the Report of any Act of Parliament
or Provincial Ordinance which made Depg.rtments of Education
responsible for the provision of vocational guidance.
The Conunission recorded no evidence of when the demand
for vocational guidance had arisen in Sou~h Africa, or of how
the demand had grown. -Such evidence, together with a consideration
of the extent of South Africa's industrial and commercial
development, would have revealed that the demand for specific,
organized vocational guidance services was relatively new. The
lack of vocational guidance services found by the Commission in
Natal and the Orange Free State, was probably due to th'3ir
relatively lower rave of industrialisation compared with the
rate in areas of the Eastern and Western Cape, and the Southern
Transvaal.
The factors listed by the Commission as havLng retarded
vocational guidance services in South African schools included:
a tendency of many schools to reject vocational guidance because
it was "vocational", and not "educational";3 the misconception
that vocational guidance was concerned with job finding;4 the
"5







the ignor~nce of many te~chers on the subsequent progress of sc
hool
leavers; the lack of training facilities in vocatj.onal guidance
work. l
Tne Cau-nnis sion made no specific suggestions for the
removal of the retarding factors it had listGd. It was convinc
ed
that vocational guidance was essential, and probably felt that
with proper organisation and the scientific training of personn
el,
guidance serviceA 'Ttlould achieve ready accepta.nce in South Afric
an
education. The critics of vocational guidance did not share th
e
commissionls viaw that guidance services were essential in 30ut
h
2
African schools, and some brought fOr",oI'ard factore l-Thich had n
ot
been mentioned by the commission.
In 1934 Dr. E. G. Nalherbe saw the advent of the careers
master as being due to the depression, and felt that it was
debatable whether it w~s a school's function to find jobs. He
expressed doubt as to whether such instruction would last in
South Afrj.ca. In commenting on South i',i'rica I s reliance on non-
White labour, Dr. Halherb~ stNssed thd.t this closed many avenu
es
of employment to Whites, thu3 "1imiting the market for jobs
ll in
South Africa, and making vocational gu5.dance "p~rticularly
')
difficult. 11 J While vocational guidance has in fact survived,
Sout~l Africa's labour policy has prevented it from boooming a
service which ansuref' the ftright person" being selected for
each job. Non-Whited cannot be lIguided
ll into vo~ation8 which
social custom and political policy reserves for Whitee.
1. Paras. 1583, 1584.
2. See p. 143 of this thesis.
3. Educational Adaptions in II Chcmging Society. A Report of
the New Ect.'J.cation Fellowship ConferenCe held in Cape Town
a~ Johannesburg in July, 1934. E.G. Malherbe. (ed). p.257.
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During a period of full employment such as South Africa
experienced during the Commiesion1s investigations, there was
probably little need for vocatiom.l gu.idance services. Many
vocations requiring a fairly high level of intelligence, were
probably filled by Whites vnth an L~telligenc~ below the level
required for efficiency.
According to t~e Cdmmission vocational guidance was an
applied s~ience which had drawn in the related sciences of
psychology, sociology, and economics. The Commission stressed
the need for highly qualified guidance officers liith a scientific
approach to vocational problams, and added that education and
industry realised this need. The C<:mnission saw as normal in
education a vocational guidance officer who was a university
graduate with teacher training. No description is given by the
Cdmffii3sion of the tjrpe of officer it found giving vocational
guidance in schools, but it did report that thl3 Department of
Labour was staffed by "young inexperienced guidance offi.cer~ll~
and because of this was likely to lose the ~onfidence of educatio
n
and indu:3try. 2 If education was to lose confidence in the
'vocational zuidance service provided by t~e Department of Ln.bour,
than it ....ould appe~r that the standard of vocationa.l g·J.idance in
schools wa~ relatively high. Howe,er, the impression conveyed
by the Report is that vocational guidance in schools '~s not of a
high standard.
The COI!lDlission saw the appointment of the Inter-
departmental Cdrnffiittee on Guidance and Employment in November 1945




'd .. th ,,~. 1
g~ ance servlces In Sou lurlca. '!he Inter-departmental
Committee~ proposed vocational guidance scheme was presented in
2
July 1946, and received the Cormnission1s "whole-hearted support.
"
The Report set out the main provisions of the scheme. Special
attention was given to the proposed demarcation of specific
functions and allocation of duties. The Departments of Educatio
n
were to be responsible for all guidance services for school
children,3 while the Department of Labour was to provide guidan
ce
to all "out of school youth".4 This appears to be an obvious
division of responsibility. The National Bureau for Education
was to construct standardised achievement and intelligence tests
,
and collaborate with the National Institute for Personnel Resear
ch
in the construction and standardisation of vocational guidance
"screening tests. n5 The Report gi.ves little information on the
types of intelligence and achievement test in use at the time of
the Commission1s investigations. Each Department of Education
was in the process of developing its Ohn scheme of vocational
guidance. The standardisation of tests by a national body is
probably desirable in that a far larger section of the populatio
n
can be used to ensure greater validity. The Committ ee also
recolIlllended that the stundards of training and remuneration of
Department of Labour personnel engaged on vocational guidance






6. Para. 1651. (a) .
that training courses for vocational guidance be provided by
universities,l and that standard cumulative record cards be
introduced in all South African schools.
2 Pretoria and
Stellenbosch Universities had already introduced courses in
vocational guidance. cumulative record cards were in the
process of introduction in Natal's Indian and Coloured schools.
As the Inter-departmental Committee and the de Villiers
Commission had both met at the same time, the investigations of
the two bodi{;s probably overlapped. The Commission could have
accepted the Inter-departmental CormJlittee's scheme in toto.
3
The Commission, however, had to have a scheme ol vocational
guidance specifically suited to the requirements of its propose
d
scheme of education. Vocational guidance formed an integral
part of the Commission's Junior High School.
The recornme'1dations made by the Commission on vocational
guidance may be summarised as follows: The appointment at each
post-primary school of at least one teacher experienced in
vocational guidance to develop a vocational guidance scheme in
4
the school; the immediate creation of a professional division
in the Department of htbour for juvenile service;5 the
establishment 01 a National Bureau for Occupational Information
to fulfil such functions as collec~ing ~nd cataloguing current
employment statistics, maintaining an index of occupations,
conducting labour market research, carrying out surveys of
1. Para. 1655.
2. Para. 1654. Section 9 of the Act of Registration for
Employment (~ct 34 of 1945) stated that each school had to





occupations, and the provision of information to those concerne
d
with vocational guidance. l Most of these recommendations were
in




The Commission suggest~d one full-time teacher-counsellor
for every 300 to 400 pupils at schools for junior adolescents,
and one teacher-counsellor for every 450 to 550 pupils at schools
for senior adolescents.
3 The Report is not clear whether the
"schools for junior adolescents" were existing schools, or the
CdffiIDission's proposed Junior High Schools. A school, such as th
e
Cdffiffiission1s Junior High School, possibly requires a greater nu
mber
of teacher-counsellors than a senior high school where many of
the pupils have decided on a future vocation.
The creation of a professional division in the Department
of Labour was probably a matter of departmental reorganisation,
and should have presented little difficulty.
Apart frdm its c~nnection with vocational guidance, a
body such as the proposed Bureau of Occupational Info~ation is
essential for planning and labour requirEments. Statistics are
vital for the planning of training schemes to provide man-power
.
Had such statistics been available to the Cammission, its propo
sed
scheme of education might ~I{ell have been very different.
The Co'DIIlission reported no evidence of opposition to
sche.mes of vocational guidance, but it is possiole that many
witnesses saw vocational guidance as unnecessary - they regar~e
d
1. Para. 1684.
2. See pp. 188, 189 of this thesis.
3 . Para. 1669.
1.43.
the whole process of education as one of guidance. The critics
of vocational guidance
l would probably agree with Robin Guthrie
who wrote: "There is a great deal of romanticism, and, in fact,
nonsense in the notion that all men and women would be able to
find a job in which they will be able perfectly to express
themselves, and that if only careers masters, appointments
boards, and vocational psychologists are given free course
everyone will be able to find his ideal niche in the social
sense. 1I2 The Commission pos~!libly o\'erestimatoo the value of
vocational guidance.
1. 11 Personally, I have no great faith in schemes of so-called
'vocational guidance'. Experienoe has shown tnat the average
lad lli.th the fissistan~e of his pa.rents is perfectly capable
of deciding what trade he prefers to follow." 01'1', Prof.
John: Technical Education and Training. A paper presented
to the South African Institute of Electrical Engineers.
April 28, 1932. p.39. Prof. Orr was a member of the ae
Villiers COOlIlli.ssion.
2. see "Outlook" - A careers Symposium.. Q.lthrie. R. (ed)
McDonald and Co. 1963. p.245.
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CHAP'IER VI
Technical and Advanced Vocational Education.
a) General.
The Commission used the term technical education in an
exclusive sensel to lIinclude those forms of vocntional educatio
n
associated with science and technology, the direct purpose of w
hich
i3 to fit the individuC'.l for some industrial pursuit or trade.
1I2
The Commission gave Cl. brief description of South African techni
cal
colleges and technical high schools,3 and a survey of the group
s
to be served. These groups ranged from the labourer to the
f . 1 .
4
pro eSSlona engllleer. After a description of its proposed
technical courses,5 the Commission dealt at length with
6
industrial training schemes.
The Commission, notwithstanding its expressed preference
for the term "industrial education", chose IItechnical education,
1I7
possibly to prevent the stigma of indigency and reform activity
which had existed in industrial schools of the Union Education
Department, being applied to all vocatiQm1 schools. 'I'he
CbrnIDission did not include the industrial schools in reports of
its investigations, made no mention of them in its findings or
recommendations, and indeed did not include them in its "New









Ten of the Union's technical high schools were found to
be directly under the control of the Union Education Department. l
l-iost of these schools were in rural areas. The Report noted that
the schools were in need of better equipnent to make vocational
training effective. It was found that some trade teachers were
not professionally qualified, and that teaching methods were
therefore "not always in accordance with the requirements of
modern training. ,,2
There were eight technical colleges offering full-time
and part-time technical courses, providing a range from the
Standard VII level to a post-matriculation leveJ_. 3 The Ccmmission
found that technical colleges had to function under very
difficult conditions. Modern training was not easy to provide
bel,;ause of the ~'rapidly En.:pandin-.-b· industrialisation of' the .. C01.H'lt'~,
and the increasing demands for technical education. ,,4 The
Commission blamed financial stringency and the effects of the
War for inadequate workshop equipment, and for the appointment
of unqualified staff. 5
In their full-tim~ day c13.sses the technical colleges
had catered for the potential apprentice, while their part-time
day and evening classes were devoted to giving technical
instructLon to apprenticeJ in the building and engineering
6
trades, artisans and a semi-professional group.
1. Schools at Adelaide, Bloemfontein, Ficksbu=g, Kroonstad,
Middelburg (Tvl), Oudtshoorn, Potchefstroom, Uitenhage,
Wolmaransstad, and Worcester.
2. Para. 1010.
3. The colleges were at Bloemfontein, Cape Town, Durban, East
London, Pietermaritzburg, Port Elizabeth, and Pretoria.
The Witwatersrand was served by the main college in
Johannesburg and its branches at the bigger ceatres on
the Reef.
4. Para. 1003.
5 . Para. 1004.
6. Paras. 1002, 1005.
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The technical high schools directly controlled by the
Union Education Department catered for the potential apprentice.
The Report stated that only two of the ten schools provided
courses up to the Senior Certificate level.
l
The Groups to be Served by Technical Education According to
the Comnission
The Cdmmission saw the need to provide technical courses
for Itsub-average pupils from special classe6",2 the semi-skilled
or operative group, the apprentice, the artisan, the sern1-
professional technician, and the professional engineer. With the
exception of the semi-skilled group, which the Commission
considered in its introductory chapter on technical education,
more detailed discussion on each of the groups was deferred to
a separate chapter of the Report.
A junior course was to be provided for those who were to
enter semi-skilled work, or become apprentices. 4 A senior course
WQ.s to be at a level "somewhat similar to the present Standards
IX and X and the proposed Standard XI or pre-university courses."
The Commission str~ssed that these courses could be regarded as
being of Cl "terminal nature lt , but generally they were intended to
"serve as Cl. stepping-stone to more advanced studies of the
senu-professional or professional grades.,,5
The technical colleges would, it appears, have had to
expand to provide for all the groups considered by the Cammission
,6
but changes in technical college organisation would not have been







as great as were those proposed for the technical high schools.
The Commission felt that the number of rural technical high
schools should not be increased, but that "larger training
institutions at suitable centres" would have made l1better provision
for the full range of courses required, including part-time
studies. ,,1
As a result of South Africa's rapid technological
development the CdmIDission foresaw an increase in the number of
semi-skilled occupations, with the probability ef a "proportionate
decrease in the number both of highly skilled positions, and the
entirely unskilled jobs which will more and more be taken by
workers of the machine-tender type who are skilled at respective
processes dealing with only a small fragment of the entire
productive enterprise. 112
Table XIII and Figure IX show that the number of semi-
skilled Whites as a percentage of all races employed in South
African industry regulated by wage determinations, was deeli:.,i.'1g
at a rate matched by the percentage increase of the corresponding
group of Bantu.
TIle percentage representation of the Coloured and Indian
semi-skilled had remained fairly constant. The White group,
which presumably was the group dealt with in this section of





YEAR WHITES BANTU ASIATICS COLOUREDS
1945
Skilled 85.1 5.2 5.4 4.3
semi-skilled 37 30.9 ll.l 2l
Unskilled 1.9 79.3 5.5 13.5
1946
Skilled 85 5.4 5.4 4.2
Semi-skilled 33.3 33.4 11.1 20.2
Unskilled 1.8 79.6 5.1 13.5
1947
Skilled 84.1 5.5 5.5 4.9
Semi-skilled 34.2 33.8 11.2 20.8
Unskilled 1.6 80.4 4.5 13.5
12M
Skilled 83.8 5.8 .5.6 4.8
Semi-skilled 33.8 34.2 11.2 20.8
Unskilled 1.5 80.8 4.5 13.2
1lli
Skilled 83.5 5.8 5.7 5.0
semi-skilled 33.3 34.7 11.2 20.8
Un::;killed .7 80.8 4.4 13.3
!2.2Q
Skilled 83.6 5.8 5.6 5.0
semi-skilled 32.9 35.2 11.2 2fJ.7
lTnskilled 1.5 81.2 4.3 13.0
TJJ3LI: XIII, Percentage totals of ])np1oyees according to Rac~
and Skill in Respect of Industries regulated by.
Wage ~ter.mination. Percentages are given for
each race group as a percentage of all races
employed in each class of labour. l
1. Sources: Annut.l Reports of Dept. of Labour, UG 9-1947,
p.45; UG 62-1948, p.45; UG 38-1949, p.43; UG 50-1950,
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1. Fig1.1ree tran Table nu p. l48.
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By the early 1950's the Commission was vindicated in its
prediction that workers in South African industry would become
"skilled in small fragments of the entire production enterprise. I
II
Sub-divisions of industrial operations had reduced the skill requ
ired
in many operations. Same of these operations, while still classe
d
as skilled, were being performed by semi-skilled workers.
The Ccrnmission recommended that "the whole position in
regard to the systematic training of operatives be explored from
time to time, and vrherever it be found practicable and advisable,
suitable courses in certain general and specific skills and
knowledge necessary for a.ny particular range of operations be
given by technical colleges, either in the college buildings, or
in the factory buildings provided by industrial managements. ,,2
The cost of implementi:1g the Commission's proposals to
train semi-skilled workers at South African technical colleges,
mi~ht, in the light of overseas experience, have proved pro-
hibitive. The aspect of cost had apparently prevented the
introduction of similar training schemes in the United Kingdom.
John Wellens stressed that lIfor the co:J.eges (U.K.) to accept
liability f0r training non-apprenticed boys would be nationally
ruinous." He saw colleges being "swamped with courses at a
1. Para. 1014. In ulder industrial countries the depreciation
of traditional skills hdd been obvious for l.1any years. The
depreciation had become a rapidly accelerating process.
Harry Hopkins quoted the "British Worker" to show that in
Britain a building labourer befoL'e World War I had 64 per
cent of the craftsman's rate; in 1922, 75 per cent; from
1945, 80 per cent. In the engine~ring industry skill was
given a premium of 50 per cent in 1900. By 1950 the figure
was about 15 per cent. Hopkins, H. The New Look. A Social
History of the Forties and Fifties in Britain. Secker and
Warburg. London. 1963. p. 1')7.
2. Para. 1073.
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very low level" with colleee facilities being "over-committed at
this level. ,,1 The Commission had emphasised the difficulties
experienced by technical colleges in obtaining up-to-date equipme
nt
for the groups already in attendan~e,2 yet for the training of
operators it seemed to expect the colleges to provide a wider
variety of machines that any specific industry would normally
require - this variety wculd be necessary to provide the Commiss
ion's
proposed I!general training" which im.'01ved training on more than
one
machine.3 Without financial assistance from industry the technic
al
colleges might have found the costs crippling.
The Commission reported on the training scheme provided
by th(., Government Miners' Training School,4 and also gave a
description of th~ Central Organisation of Technical Training -
the so-called C.0.T.T.
5 schem~. The CdmIDission reported that
while it was "fully conscious of tho excellent work done by the
C.O.T.T. during the War," it felt that
ll this training scheme had
a definite purpose, and a particularj~ sharp focus to meet
specific war emergency demands. ,,6 A simple comparison is difficu
lt,
but it appears doubtfUl whether the C.O T.T. scheme was any more
"sharply focus sed" than any scheme which cauld have met the
requirements of th~ Commi5~ionls recommendations for the provisio
n
of technical tra:r.dng for operatives.7 The CdmIDission emphasised
1. Technical Educat~on and Industrial Tralnine. London. Vol. 5.




5. The C.O.T.T. scheme gave intensive training in such occupations
as fitting and turning, welding, blacksmithing, and shp-et metal
work. to provide man-power for the armed for ces during the
Second Worj.d \lIar. Each man received six months training. See





however, that the C.O.T.T. system was not intended to be an
educational scheme, and as the Commission was mainly concerned with
education, it probably had no alternative but to reject the
adoption of such a scheme on educa~ional grounds. l The CcmmiEsio~
possibly realised ~oo, that money which was r9adily forthcoming
for a training scheme for state purposes during an emergency,
might not have been ~~de available for industrial training in
post-war South J\frica.
Cb) ~rentice Education
The first of the Commission's terms of reference required
an investigation and report on lithe most suitable methods of training
for industry, having regard to the role of apprenticeship and
lea~nership in such training, and the prov~sion of facilities
therefor. 11 2
As the Commission's findings on apprenticeship training
were, it seems, mainly concerned with the workings of the
Apprenticeship Act, and as the Commission's recommendations would,
had they been adopted, have required a change in the Act, brief
surveys of the reasons for the introdu~tion of the Act and of
its contents, are given.
Prior to 1922 apprenticeship in the Cape Pr.)vince,
Natal, and the Transvaal "'Jlc.8 legalised under the Masters and
Servants Act which permitted the indenturing of apprentices by
private contracts enforcable by either party. According to the
Department of Labour these contracts had become unsuited to modern
1. Para. 1084.
2. Paras. 2 (1), 1099.
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industrial conditions, and it was "desired that a system, having
the force and sanction of law, be devised, under which youths to
whom good educational opportunities were offered, could. learn to
become skilled operatives in industry." The Department held that
"modern apprenticeship was the only sure method of training skilled
workers", and that to meet South Africa I s skilled labour needs, the
passage of an Apprenticeship Act was essential. l
The first Apprenticeship Act, Act No. 37 of 1922,2 was
amended in 1924,3 and again in 19.30.4 In 1944, a new act, Act
No. 37 of 1944, was passed. 5 As the CdmIDission had apparently
based many of its findings on conditions which had existed under
the 1922 Act, but had carried out its investigations at a time
when the 1944 Act had bec~~e law, both Acts are considered in this
survey. The 1922 Act provided for the appointment of an inspector
of apprentices,6 various officials such as secretaries and
clerical assistants, and for local apprenticeship committees
representing each indust~y in each ind~str~al area.7 These
committees could make recomm~ndations to the Minister of Labour
regarding the designation of trades, the qua~ifications necessary
for entrance to an apprenticeship, wages, disputes, and in
consultation with educational authorities, could a:!.so l'ecom'Jle:::lcJ to
the Minister the nature and number of educational classes to be
1. Official Union year BooY-. 191~-25. p.220.
2. statutes of the Union of South Africa. 1922. p.116.
3. Act. 15 of 1924. statutes. p.62.
4. Act. 22 of 19.30. Statutes. p.126.
5. Act. 51 of 1944. Promulgated 15-6-44. Statutes. p.8l0.
6. Section 3, Act. 26 of 1922.
7. Ibid. sec. 11, sub-secs. (1)-(4).
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attended by an apprentice in terms of his contract.
l The 1944 Act
made provision for a National Apprenticeship Board to advise the
Minister.
2 Local apprenticeship committees were retained to see
3
that the requirements of the Act were met in each industrial are
a.
Under the 1944 Act, the Hinister of Labour was, subject
to certain provisions relating to the publication of his intentio
ns
and allowing time for interested parties to protest, empowered to
prescribe certain conditions of training. He could prescribe,
inter alia, the practical training which employers were to
provide for apprentices, proficiency tests or exnminations which
apprentices were to "undergo from time to time," the periods of
attendance at technical college, and the "period of apprenticesh
ip,
and the variation in such neriod which may be allowed.,,4 The
Minister could appoint inspectors to investigate the workings of
the Act. 5
Once the Minister. had prescribed the conditions to be
met under the Act, the Registrar seems to have had adequate powe
r
to enforce these condttions.
6 The Act stated for instance that
"if in the opinion of the Registrar any apprentice is not receiv
ing
adequate tr,lining, the Reeistrar may) a.fter consultation with
the committee concerned, order the ~ployer of the ap~rentice to
1. Section 3, Act. 26 of 1922. Sec. 14, subsec. (1), paras
a-g. and in Act. 51 of 1944, sec. 13, subsec. (1).
2. Sec. 3 subsec. (1) Act 51 of 1944.
3. Sec. 5, Act. 51 of 1944.
4. Sec. 16, subsec. (2), paras. a-c Act. 51 of 1944.
5. Sec. 36;. subsecs. (1)--(4). Act. 51 of 1944. Not mentioned
in 1922 Act.
6. Sec. 4, subsec. (1). Act. 51 of 1944. The Registrar was a
nel'i' official evidently replacing the 1922 "Inspector".
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take such action, specified in the order, as the Registrar deems
necessary, to ensure that the apprentice will receive adequate
training, and may withdraw or vary any such order. III The Registrar
could also II specify the clnsses of work on which the apprentice if
to be trained, the periods during which, the jntervals at which,
or the dates between which, he shall be trained, the conditions
relating to supervision, the method or place of work, and any
other matters or conditions rel.:lting to the training of apprentices. 1I2
L\lthough in pr.:lctice appreutices did not undergo a
qualifying exarninati':m, provision was made in the Act for the
imposition of such a test. 3 Apprentices became artisans by the
effluxion of time.
The Act made no discrimination on the grounds of colour.
The imposition of educational ent~ance qualifications probably
precluded all except the Whites from becdffiing skilled artisans.
The Act required all apprentices to attend technical classes, but
few technical facilities existed for non-vJhites. 4
From time to time the South African apprenticeship
system has received a great deal of criticism. W.H. Hutt summed
up the main ~oints of this criticism in on~ paragraph. He wrote:
liThe Appre!lticeship Act (1922) was genuinely believed by many,
including sorne well-meaning educationalists who helped draft it,
1. Sec. 4, subsec. (1). Act. 51 of 1944. Sec. 24, subsec. (1).
These inspectors were not mentioned in the 1922 Act.
2. Ibid. Sec. 24. subsec. (2).
3. Ibid. Sec. 16, subsec. (2), para. H.
No provision for a test was made in the 1922 Act.
4. Hunter. G. (cd).Industrial and Race Relations. Oxford
University Press. London. 1965 p.a.
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to have had the purpose of encouraging White youths to acquire
industrial skills. In practice, the Act has probc.bly ha.d the
opposite effect. Certainly, administered in the spirit of the
'civilized labour policyll it has ~ssisted in reserving the bet
ter
remunerated employment for the Whites, but in such a way that i
t
has weakened the incentive for self-improvement among them. Th
us,
whilst it developed facilities for training in technical colleg
es,
and made attendance cbIDpulsory for apprentices, it never insiste
d
upon them passing the examinations ill order to qualify. Conseq
uently,
the majority have never tre~ted seriously the expensive facilit
ies
provided; they became journeymen merely by the passage of time.,
,2
The defects in the South .\frican apprenticeship
system as analyseJ. in the report of the Industrial Legislation
Corrnnission were listed by the de Villiere Commission. The main
defects were: workshop equipment in industry was inadequate for
training purposes; there was a lack of qualified journeymen to
impart knowledge to apprentices; employers lacked interest in
their apprentices; many apprentices we~e unsuited to their trad
es;
the scope of work was too limited, with minors being retained
far too long on one operation; apprentices were complacent,
lacked concentration and a sense of responsibility at technical
classes. 3 In addition the d~ Villiers Commission agreed with
1. See definition. footnote 2. p.49 of this thesis.
2. Hutt, vLH. The Economics of the Colour Bar. Andre Deutsch.
Great Britain, 1964. p.74.
3. Para. ll27 (a)-(f).
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lIauthoritative witnesses ll that the IIperiod of apprenticeship bore no
relationship to the amount of skill and kno'....ledge that had to be
acquired., and was in general much. too long. III
The Commissiun was prepa~ed to accept the existence of
these defects, yet in 1932, only three years before the publication
of the Industrial Legislation Commission's report, Prof. John Orr
had claimed that IISouth Africa had nothing to learn from Great
Britain with regard to the technical training of apprentices -
in fact it is a long way ahead of Britain. 112 This claim, by one
who was later a member of the de Villiers Corrmission, mayor may
not have proved. that the South African system was good. Canada
had evidently seen some merit in the South African apprenticeship
system, for her apprenticeship act was modelled on the South
Afr~can act.3 Obviously the CCiDJIlission had a duty to make
recommendations to rectify the defects in the apprenticeship
1. Para. 1130(1).
2. No description of the South African and Brit·ish apprenticeship
systems was given by Prof. Orr to help prove his claim for South
African superiority. Orr. op.cit. p.27.
Basically the ~outh African system involved practical training
for youths in indnstry under the guidance of qualified artisans.
Attendance at technical classes was compulsory. A normal
apprenticeship period was five years. The printing industr:r
had a seven-year period. Apprentices 'Were bound by contract
to their employers.
From 1930 to 1950 apprentic~ship in the United Kingdom
followed more or less the following lines. The normal period
of apprenticeship was five years. A contract of apprenticeship
was not necessa~~, although in some cases contracts were drawn
up. Technical ~.ucation was not compulsory. Classes were
held during the evening; apprentices were not required to be
released during the day. It was possible, however, for an
apprentice to win a scholarship which allowed full-time
attendance at a technical college for one academic year.
This period of attendance was regarded as part of the normal
five year apprenticeship.
3. SUuts, A.J. Education of Adolescents in South Africa. Juta.
Cape Town. 1937. p.109.
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system especially where they concerned education. The Registrar
had been empowered by the Apprenticeship Act to modify the
apprenticeship system if necessary. The Commission made no comment
on what steps, if any, the Registrar had taken to rectify defects in
the system. The Cdnmission possibly felt that defects in the Act
which were the concern of education, were not the direct responsibility
of the Regis~rar.
Only two of the defects in the apprenticeship system
appeared to concern education, viz. tne unsuitability of many
apprentices for their chosen trades, and the lack of responsibility
shown by apprentices at technical classes. The other defects
were probably the direct concern of industry.l Although the
commission was not empowered to reconnnend changes in industry, it
evidently decided that a complete change :'n the apprenticeship
system was necessary to overcome the limits imposed by its terms
of reference. The Commission offered little criticism of the
existing apprentice sJrstem; its proposals for a totally :lew scheme
probably implied a rejection of the existing system. The
A~prenticeship Act was intended to overcome the difficulties of
the Mnsters and Servants Act which had restricted the control
exerted by the state over employer and apprentice. 2 ID practice,
however, it appeared that one of the main defects of the
Apprenticeship Act was the amount of responsibility for apprentice
training which it allowed the employe:r-. This factor, together with
the fact that apprentices with an inadequate educational background
coulJ be employed and become qualified artisans thro~gh the
1. See pp. 156, 157 of this thesis.
2. See pp. 152, 153 of this thesis.
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effluxion of time, but with no quali~ing test or success at
technical studies, tended to make a mockery of the intentions
behind the Apprenticeship Act. l The CdffiIDission took a bold
step which probably had the support of many in industry. The
Commission's proposals meant that the state ,~uld be responsible
for the selection, education and practical training of all
apprentices.
In addition to the defects in the apprenticeship
system for those already in employme1'J.t, the Ccrnmission reported
defects affecting pupils receiving pre-apprenticeshi~ training.
The Cdmffiission felt that vocational training was given at too
early an age. 2 It saw the selection of trade courses at pre-
app~enticeship level as often haphazard, with no proper vocational
and educational guidance. 3 The Ccmrnission reported that
speci~lised training was given in specific trades, while the
punils rema.ined ignorant of the more important aspects of the
fields of study within which the ~~rticular trades were situated. 4
The Commission repo~ted insufficient emphasis on general education
a.nd cultural studies. 5
The Proposed Apprenticeship Scheme
Compulsory attendance at the proposed Junior High School,
would, according to the Corrnnission, raise the standard of general
education of the prospective apprentice by "at least two years. 1I6
1. See pp. 127, 128.
2. Para. 1144. (1).
3. Para. 1144. (2).
4. Para. 1144. (3).
5. Para. 1144. (5).
6. Para. 1133. (a).
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At the Junior High School he ,tDuld undergo aptitude testing and
. to l'd 1recelve voca 10na gUl ance. At about the age of fifteen years
the prospective apprentice, if he met the entrance requirements,
was to proceed to a technical high school ur technical college
fer pre-apprenticeship training. 2 At these i~stitutions provision
was to be made for two years of full-tiJne pre-apprenticeship
training for each type of industry. The first year1s course would
give a broad basic training for a pa~ticular industry, or for a
section of an industry, while the second year1s course WJuld
give training for a specific trade. 3 The first year of pre-
apprenticeship training was to be compulsory, the second year
compulsor.r "wherever £easible. 114 The actual period of full-time
apprenticeship was not to Oe more than three years. 5
In additior. to controlling pre-·apprenticeship training
the State should, the Commission felt, exercise a stricter
control ov~r in-service training.
The CQT.mission's recommendation as to the correct age
for deciding on a ~ocation would have resulted in a major change
~n t~e existing technical high school education. 6
According to the Cdmffitssion the minimum age for
receiving vocation~l education should be fifteen years, but some
form of general education haJ to be included in any vocational















In the existing system pupils were accepted for vocational
education at thirteen years of age. See Fig. VI, p. 95.
Para. 1146.
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the Joint Advisory Council's Sub-committee in 1958, "Thich found
that in the United Kingdom whereas many industries recruited boys
at fifteen years of age for apprenticeship, most big industries
started boys at sixteen years.1 Industrialists in the United
Kingdom stressed that at sixteen years of age a bqy was physically
equipped to do manual labour, and that providing he had recp.ived
a sound general education, he should have little difficulty in
coping wi~h subjects relevant to his particular trade and with
other subjects of a more theoretical nature which had an indirect
bearing on his tradf\. The existing South African educational
system allowed training for a specific vocation from the age of
thirteen years. The CdIDffiission saw the provision of specific
vocntional training at thirteen yp.ars as lindefensible." 2
The Commission proposec a two-year pre-apprenti~eship
course) The first year provided for a "gr adual transition from
a completely general education to completely specialised
training. n The first year's work would include the two official
languages, mathematics, and physical science, in addition to
practical work and a study of the theory behind this work.
Dlring this year a youth's specific aptitndes would be assessed,
and before the end of the year he would be guided into selecting
a particular trade. The second year was to be devoted to "an
out-and-out practical cours~ - the theoretical knowledge req~_red
only to be that which is essential for t.he pupil to acquire a
gocxi working knowledge of the technology of the trade and in




mathematics and drawing." An apprenticeship in industry would
follow. l It could, it seemed, be assumed that a certain level of
manual skill and theoretical knowledge would be attained before
the apprentice was granted artisan status. The Ccrnmission
recommended that "final tests of competency be held at the
completion of the apprenticeship, and that those who have passed
the prescribed tests, both trade theory and trade competency
tests, should receive a trade competency certificate which they
will be able to attach to their papers. ,,2 It would appear that
artisan status would still be attained bj- virtue of the effluxion
of time. During periods of labour shortage "attachments to
papers ll might provide little incentive to an apprentice, while
employers would have had to ignore the lack of such att:lchments.
The Commission evidently had no solution to the problem of giving
the trainee a genuine incentive to succeed.
(c) Advanced Vocational Education.
Under the heading of advanced vocational education, the
de Villiers CCiIlIllission decided its discussion should be "mainly
concerned with the engineering fields, where the impact of
technological advance is demanding the mOst drastic revision and
extension of vocational education, a.nd where the training needs
of the semi-professional worker and technician have become most
3
urgent. " The Commission refer1"ect to the finding$~ of a
UID.ted. state"s- ~Committ:ee on "vO'Cational:'technfcal training ..!!
The Committee stressed the need for a relative increase





a place in industry between the skilled artisan and the university
graduate classes. The semi-professional class was seen as
relieving the university graduate of much of the technical work
in industry which did not need a university level of training.l
The Commission felt that this need applied "equally well to the
Union of South ~\frica, with its rapid industrialisation and its
fast growing needs in this respect. 1f The Commission stressed that
the eristing industrial situation warranted "a large expansion
of advanced or serni-professiom.l training. ,,2
The United States Committee had reported that in American
industry the ratio of semi-professional workers or technicians to
university trained engineers was about five to one) The
C~ssion made no assessment of the eristing ratio of technicians
to university trained engineers in South African industry, nor did
it give any indication of what ratio was desirable. Some
statement of eristing and optimal ratios would perhaps have
supported the Commission I s contention that "the present situation
in industry warrants a large expansion of 'ldvanced or semi-
professional training. ,,4 The Third Interim Report of the
Industrial and Agricultural Requirements Cdmffiission had stated
that "between 1925 and 1938, there were 4,000 l.4.iiversity
graduates in pure science, engineering, architecture, applied
and industrial chemistry, and 4,000 certificates issued under
the Mines and Works Act in respect of mine managers, mine
1. Paras. 1235-1239. Commission referred to Vocational-Technical





overseers, mine surveyors, assizers, engine drivers, and in
mech:mical and electrical engineering. ,,1 Hc:ny of this
"certificated" group v,rere not in the technician class, while rnnny
others who had received advanced technical education were not
included as they cid not fall under the Mines- and vJorks Act.
Even allowing for these differences, it appears that the rotio
in South African industry of technicians to university trained
engineer5 fell far short' of the ~erican figure of five to one.
The de Villiers Commission was thus probably justified in calling
for !la large expan5ion of advanced or semi-professio:lal training,ll
as it would appear that university graduates were engaged on
technical work in South African industry which could be done by
technicians with lesser qt..alific<:.tions, releasing the university
graduate for more advanced work.
The Commission reported on the advanced t~chnical courses
available ~t South African technical colleges, viz. the National
Advanced Technical Certificate course which required two years of
part-time post-matriculation study, and the National Diploma course
which involved e further yoar of part-time study of additional
sUbjects. 2
The Commission admitted that these courses !lundoubtably
served a very useful purpo~e,ll but felt thnt they needed to be
"revis3d, broadened, and eJ:tended in order to obt.:J.in vlider
recognition by professional bodies, and to promote more effectively
1. Third Interim Report of the Industrial and Agr::'cultural
Requirements commission. Fundamentals of Economic Policy
in the Ur:i..on. UG. 40-1941. para. 25.
2. Paras. 1243-1259.
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the advancement of the individual.
1I1 The Ccmrnission did not name
these "professional bodies ll • Mention was made of the fact that
the Institute of Mechanical Engineers granted subject for subject
exemption in its examinations. The Ccmmission also recorded that
technical colleges provided tuition for the examinations of a
number of professional institutions. These were mainly British
institutions. 2 The Commission evidently made no investigations
as to the recognition afforded these institutions by South Africa
n
industry. If South African industrial recognition of these
institutions was lacking, then one of the reasons might have been
that the examination requirements of these institutions did not
always suit South African industrial requ1rements.
3
The Commission recommended "that it should be possible
for a student who has ,assed an advanced course at a technical
college, and \-/ho is desirous of entering a university for a degre
e
course, to obtain full credit for the work he has already complet
ed. ,,4
The Ccmmission considered possible changes in advanced technical
courses to facilitate the obtaining of university credits.
5 The
Camrnission had, however, set itself th~ task of making recommend
ations







Para. 1245. The institutes were: the Institute of Mechanical
Engineers (I. Mech.E.); the Institute of Civil Engineers(I.C.E.);
the Institute of Electr~cal Engineers (I.E.E.); and the
Institute of Muni.cipal and County Engineers.
It is possible that the Commission had difficulty in assessing
the extent of industrial recognition of these institntione.~ ~
A large number - probably a majori~y - of members of these
institutions were university gradua~es who were granted
membership without further examination. These members





These technicians would presumably have satisfied industrial demand
for workers mid-way between the artisan and university graduate
classes. The advanced technical courses would be de~igned for this
specific purpose. Modified courses meeting the higher standards
demanded by the university might have been unsuited to the simpler
requirements of the technician. The university, too, might have
proved unwilling to grant credits towards a degree to a relatively
small number of students, unless the proposed advanced technical
courses fulfilled all its requiremen:.s.
The Cdmmission made no recommendations on future courses
and curricula for adv:l.nced technical education. In the late 1940 I s
South Africa W:J.s umergoing rapid industrial change. The
req·..u.rements of advanced technical education were also changing
very rapidly with the growth of the relatively new technidan
class. The Commission felt that a fuller investigation into the
fut.ure req\~irements of advanced technical education would be
necessary before recommendations on courffes and curricula could be
made. The Cormnission accordlngly recommended that !la survey of
occupations at the post-matriculation or semi-professional level
be undertakcn;l the requirements of vocational training at this
level be thoroughly explored, and the courses already provided be
suitably modified and added t.o where necessary to meet modern
demands in all fields;2 thp workshops and laboratories of technical
colleges and the technical high schools" where necessary, be suitably
1. Para. 1274. (1).
2. Para. 127L. (2).
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1
equipped for this purpose; provision be made for all courses to
be given both for full-time and part-time study;2 and wherever
feasible a minimum period of work experience under approved
commercial conditions be included as part of the requirements for
a diploma or certificate. 1l3
Any implementation of the Cdmffiission's recommendations
for advanced vocational education would probably have had to be
delayed pending the findings of the proposed occupational survey.
The results of this survey might have shown the need for
modifications to the Commission's recdmffiendations.
\Vhile the Cdmffiission's lack of statistical information
was probably responsible for its apparent reluctance to recommend
immediate changes in the existing system of advanced vocation~l
education, it did se9 the need for the early introductior. of
advar.ced technical training for a class referred to as the
"engineer ll apprentice.
According to the Commission the Il engineer" apprentice
was different from the ordinary "trade" appt'entice; the "engineer
ll
apprentice had the educatiolli~l background and technical ability
to enable him to reach the "technician class", or to gain
Ilprofessional status. 1l4 According to the Commission, South
Africa had in the IXlst relied on overseas firms for the training
of technicians, but the time had arrived when South Africa had











The f~s included the General Electric Co. of Schenectady,
Metropolitan-Vickers of Hanchester, a.ld Siemens in Berlin.
See para. 1299.
The Commission emphasised that
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'Ibe commission reconunended that "in regard to the engineer
apprentice a four year course should be instituted in association
with the technical colleges on what is known as the 'co-operative'
system, under which suitable candidates - holders of the senior
certificate or its eq'livalent, and meritorious apprentices -
would spend part of the time on technical training, ~nd the
remainder in the workshops. 11 1
this system had proved successful in many overseas countries, and
was widely operative in the United states of America. 2
1. Para. 1300.
2. Discussion on tha Commission's proposed course for the
"engineer" apprentice has been deferred to the section of
this thesis devoted to a consideration of the steps taken
as a result of the Commission's rec~nunendations. The so-
called "sandwich course" was introduced by the Department





Until the discovery of diamonds and gold in the 1870 I S
and 1880's agriculture had been SO'lth Africa's principal source of
revenue. The First and Second World Wars had seen the emergence of
the country's manufacturing industry as an even bigger earn~r of
revenue than the mines. With the increase of manufacture has come
a very noticeable move of population towards South Africa's
industrial centres. Agriculture has had to offset its population
decrease by ~ more efficient use of labour, and an increase in
mechanisation.
The Commission stressed that the growing use of machinery
had revo1utionise1 fa~ing, and the far.m-worker had now to operate
a variety of machinee. The farmer had not only to know how to use
and maintain his equiI'ffient, but in addition had to have a
scientific lmowledge of pl3.nts and livestock, a!ld some lmowledge
of business techniques and records, to ensure that his farm ran
as a profitable cor.~ern. The Commission felt that to such a
farmer vocational education ~~s not o~ly as essential, but perhaps
~ore essential than it was for the artisan and engineer. l The
Social and Economic Council evidently agreed with the Commission.
The Council stressed that in agriculture "productive efficiency
and educatio~~l attainment are closely linked the average
fa~er in order to fulfil his entrepreneurial and managerial
functions properly, requires a far higher standard of education
than the average artisan. I1 The Council gave as an example Denmark
where "the great progress in farming coincided with the remarkable




The Commission sought the historical reasons for the
obvious unpopularity of agricultural education. The CdTIffiission
found that up to the year 1925 when vocational education was taken
over by the Union Education Department from the Provincial
Departments, little had been done for agricultural education. 2
At that time the problem had been the large number of farm
children who left school after Standard VI, or on reaching the
compulsory school leaving age, to return to the farm. These children
had received no specific agricultural training.] The Union
Education Department had drawn up a programme of agricultural
education providing for new schools, but lack of funds during
the depression from about 1929 had halted this scheme. 4
In 1935 the Union Secretary of Education reported: "It
is somewhat depressing when one considers the general indifference
on the part of the public towards agricultural education. Several
of the Departmental schools have vacancies available, whereas, if
the public appreciated the significance of these schools in our
national life, more schools would arise. 11 5 The Secretary felt that
direet contact between Provincial primary schools and the Union
D0partment 1s Rgricultural schoo]s l~S desirable. The agricultural
high schools were transferred to the Provinces in April, 1938. 6
The Commission four.d that at the time of its investigations
the following institutions were giving agricultural education
1. Report of the Social and Economic Planning Council. "The







in some form or other:- pr:i..mary schools, high schools, agricultural
high schools under Provincial control, colleges of agriculture
controlled by the Department of Agriculture, the agricultural
faculties at Natal, Pretoria, and Btellenbosch universities, and
adult education in thE' form of extension services under the
Department of Agriculture. l
The Commission reported that there were seven agricultural
high schools in the Union. 2 These Provincially controlled schools
offered a four-year course with an agricultural bias from
standard VII to standard X. 3 Provided that mathem:ltics was
included as a subject., pupils who passed the senior certificate
at these schools were admitted to agricultural faculties at
South African universities. 4
The C~~is~ion felt that it was an important function
of the rural primary school to awaken an interest in farm life, and
commended the support given by the primary schools to the efforts
of the Agricultural Club Movement organised by the Department of
Agriculture. 5
6The HoveIDAnt. had, however, grown to such an extent that
the Division of Soil ConserYation and Extension was now no longer
able to cope with the extra duties involved, and the Commission
suggpsted, "that it should be seriously considered whether the
responsibility f0r this Movement should not be transferred to
1. Para. 733 (1) to (6).
2. These agricultural high schools were at Cradock, 'I\-reespru.:.t,
Ladybrand, Weston, Riversdale, Cl.anwilliam and Brits.
3. Para. 745.
4. Para. 749.
5. The objective of the Agricultural Club l.\iovement was to "foster
a love of the soil among the youth of the country, and so
inculcate a spirit of service." The r'iovement encouraged, by
means of projects, the combating of soil erosion, the planting
of trees, and the rearing of farm animals. Para. 735.
6. In 1936 the membership consisted of 400 children. In 1946
the total was more than 33,000. Para. 733.
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the Union Department of Education. 1I1 The Provincial Education
Departments might not have been agree:"lble to' the "C0l11Illission IS
suggestion. They might have regarded any such move as enabling
the Union Education Department to gain some measure of control in
Provincial Departments. A better suggestion might have been to
increase the staff of the Dep?rtment of Agriculture to cope with
the extra work caused by the Movement. Transfer of the I10vernent I s
responsibility to the Union Education Department, would, in any
case, have needed an increase in sta.ff of that department.
!~riculture, or rather the subject agricultural science,
was offered in some Provincial secondary schools from Standard VI
or VII to Standard X. The Cdmffiission found that facilities for
practical instruction varied considerably, but were rather
restricted by limited Provincial financial provision. 2 The
commission expressed no opinion as to whether these schools made
any positive contribution towards training for a career in
agriculture, but did regard them as lIinadequate to provide
practical instruction. 113 The Social and Economic Planning Council
had felt that some of thes? schools WE:.re enrolling pupils from their
neighbourhoods to .take agricultural courses, whether or not the
pupils were destined to enter farminG. 4 These Provincial high
schools were not, it must be stressed, to be regarded as
vocational institutions.




4. UG. 10-1945, op.cit. para. 45.
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had economic farming units which enabled these schools to "give
adequate practical instruction L~ those phases of agriculture
practised in their respective areas. ,,1 The Commission ''las evidently
satisfied with the evidence given on agricultural high schools for
it paid no visits to these schools. The Commission stressed that
with the introduction of senior cour~es into agricultural high
schools their enrolments had increa~ed; in 1946 these schools were
unable to meet the demands for acco~Qdation.2 The Commission was
not faced with the problem of public apathy towards agricultural
high schools which the Secretary of Education had reported in 1935.3
The Ccmmission listed the Union's five cgricultural
colleges4 and noted the courses they offered. 5 The CdffiIDission
cornmeLted on the degre~ of specialisation at each college, but
agreed that such specialisation .~s in accordance with the main
farming system in the particular ~rea of Aach college. 6
The Cdmffiission noted the provisions made for degree
courses at South African universities,7 and reported that the
agricultural training they gave compared "favourably with the











See p.17Q of this thesis.
Grootfontein, Cedara1 Glen, and Potchefstroom were under theDepart:nent of Agricu.Lture and controlled by the Director of
Education and Research. Else~burg came under the Department
of Agriculture, and was by Act of Parliament part of
Stellenbosch University. See para. 751.
Paras. 752-754.
At Grootfontein sheep and wool was the dominant subject.
At Cedara dairy cattle and dairy farming received the main
emphasis. See para. 755. The Commission stressed that
specialisation should take pJace after one or more years




of how it arrived at this conclusicn. The only agricultural
faculty visited by the Cdmffiission was that at Stellenbosch.
Recommendations on Agricultural Training.
The Commission thought provision must be made for the
training of future farmers, "lay assistants to farmers,l1 l
technical assistants for Government departments, end skilled
technicians. In addition, specialised training would be necessary
for dairy and wool fa~ning, forestry, and the maintenance of parks
and gardens. Refresher courses would be required for the
established farmer. 2
The Corrmussion had already ~de a division of vocational
skills into groups, each of th~ appearing to require certain
limits, lower and upper, of intelligence quotients. 3 The Commission,
while it suggested such division of agricultural labour into groups
according to intellig€nce quotie~t levels, limited its
recommendations to only one group.4
The observations which preceded the recommendations the
Commission made in regard to grouping by intelligence, were of
significance to every employer in the Union. They ran: "Agriculture
like all other fields of economic activity, requires a large
range of grades for all its varied functi0ns and operations, and
there are accordingly places for various levels of intelligence
and capacity. The European youth with a low intelligence quotient
has, however, no prospect in agriculture other thar. as a farn
worker, but as the Native Ds a rule mnkes a useful farm labourer,
the former will be ousted even here in the course of time.,,5
The Commission did not think that fIns a general rule boys with
1. The commission's term. The meaning was not given. Para. 787 (2).
2. Para. 787-(1)-(7).
3. Para. 555 (1)-(5). See also Table XI on p.13l.
4. The group with an I.Q. of 80-95.
5. Para. 788.
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intelligence quotients below 80 should be trnined for farm occupations. lll
No mention was made as to whether these boys were White or non-v.lhite ,
but no doubt the Co~nission had "'!hite youths in mind. The Commission
made no suggestions as to alternative work for such youths.
The Integration of Agricultural Education in the Proposed
National Education Scheme
In its proposed national education scheme the Cdffiffiission
provided for agricultural education, or education with an agricultural
bias, from the primnry school level up to and including the
university level.
The Cormnission re-stated its vievrs that the prjJnary school
should have helped foster an ideal of service, which in rural areas
would have resulted in a closer link between the school and the
farming community being established. Teachers with specialised
2
training would have been selected to teach in primary schools.
The Ccmmission repeated that its proposed rural Junior
Hign School 10f0uld not provide vocational trainir.g, but by careful
planning of school lessons and practical projects, an interest in
farming and its prob18l1ls would be a.roused) The Commission
emphasised that rural pupils who were not interested in aericulture,
should have ~ourses which catered for their peculiar interests.
Vocational guidance in these schools, the Corrmission stressed,
should not attempt to force pupils into farming simply because
.:...
- .' _\,,1
1. Para. 789. Frdffi this paragraph on ~he CdffiIDission1s
recommendations are listed incorrectly. Para. 789
becomes 790 in the list.
2. Paras. 790" 79l.
3. Paras. 792, 793.
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they happened to be in a rural area. l
The Commission suggested that Junior High School pupils
who showed an aptitude for aGriculture were to be divided into two
categories, viz. on the one hand potential university students in
agriculture, and on the other hand potential farmers or technical
assistants. 2
The Commission's prospective university student appeared
to have an easily predictable career.3 At Junior High School he would
take the II subjects" prescribed for all pupils. These subjects include
English, Afrikaans, elementa~J mathematics, general science, social
studies and practical arts. 4 Frdffi Junior High School he would
proceed either to an agricultural high school or a senior high school.
The Commission's second group, lithe bulk of our future
farmers", was to receive a lIthoroughly practical course." This
second group was sub-divided into two sections. The ultimate
educational aim of one section was an advanced diploma course at an
agricultural college, while the other section would complete its
agricultural education with a two or three-y~~r course at an
agricultural high school. 5 A pupil in the Commission's first
section had to complete successfully his full secondary education
at an agricultural r.igh school or a senior high school, in order to
gain entry to an agricultural college. The CdffiIDission recommended
1. Para. 795.
2. Para 796.
3. The commission did not give a description of how pupils would
have progressed through the various stages of agricultural
education. It presumably took for granted that the reader
of the section on agricultural educa.tion would have been




that the senior certificate replace the junior certificate as the
1entrance qualification for an agricultural college. The Commission
felt that a student at an agricultural college should have received
"further teaching in the trIO official languages and other subjects. ,,2
Yet the Commission suggested that a prospective agricultural college
pupil should take a "thoroughly practical course" at the Junior
Hirh School. 3 It seems doubtful whether such a practical course
could provide a sufficient foundation for a senior certificate
course at a senior high school or an agricultural high school.
Indeed it seems that the Cdmmission wished to avoid such a
practical course at the Junior High School, as it did not desire
this school to cater for any specific vocation. The Cdrnmission
had, in fact, suggested that all Junior High School pupils take
certain subjects such as English, Afrikaans, elementary mathematics,
and general science. 4 Further.more, the Cdmffiission stated that
although the subject practical art might provide "opportunities
for acquisition of knowledge and skills in regard to the crafts
which are useful to the farmer", this did not mean that rural
Junior High Schools would be required It to provide vocational' training
for the fa~ industry~5 The Cdmffiission in its efforts to provide
practical instruction in agriculture, had apparently overlooked its
recommendation that "the Junior High School should not provide
organised vocational education in any form. ,,6
1. Para. 802.
2. Para. 801 (2).
3. Para. 798.
4. Paras. 352, 353.
5. Paras. 792, 794.
6. Para. 478.
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The members of the second section of the Cdmffiission1s
"practical category" were presumably those with an intelligence
quotient between eighty ~nd nL~etY-five.l The CcrJUission had
recommended that these pupils, "as in the case of pupils of this
intelligence level who take a technical course}" should take Co
"completely practice.l course" at an agricultural high school. 2
The Cammissi0n had in fact stated that boys and girls of this level
of intelligencp- who were not capable ')f completing a senior
certificate course, would be "able to profit by some theoretical
instruction at high tichool level.,,3 The Commission had suggested
an elementary course (technical, agricultural, commercial and
homemaking) more or less at the existing Standard VIII or IX levels. 4
It seems possible, that the Commission in dealing with
the agricultural high school, had overlooked its original intention
of making the rural vocational high school, of which the
agricultural high school was to form a part, the technical college
of the rural area. The Cdmffiission saw the rural vocational high
school meeting the Leeds of technical, commercial and agricultural
p·lpils. The Cdmffiission was, however, opposed to high school courses
giving specific training for a vocation. &"completely practical
course" might have been difficult to organise without providing
specific training for farming.
1. The Report is not specific as to the ~embership of this
section, but appears to include those regarded as educationally
retarded and suitable for an element3.ry course. See Table
XI p.13l.
2. para. 789.
3. Para. 555 (2).
4. Para. 559.
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In 1945 the Social and Econblliic Planning Council had stressed
that "unless reading habits were developed amongst European farmers
by more general education in childhood, inefficient farming pra~tices
would result. ,,1 The Council was alEo convinced that the problem of
vocational training of farmers was "not purely quantitative", but went
deeper in that the instruction provided did not "tnke notice of the
practical and business aSI:ects of f.3.rffiing. 1I2
The Commission was probably influenced by these findings
of the Planning Council. The Commission's "thoroughly practical
course" at its Junior High School might have increased a prospective
farmer's "vocational quality", but such courses insisted on the
pr.3.cti l ;al aspects of farming and this might have conflicted with
any effective attempt to inculcate "reading habits." The Commission's
proposals for agricultural trainir~ might not have ensured greater
"quali~y" in vocationr'.tl training than the existing ag:i~ieultural
training. The Commission I s apparent pre-occupat:'on with the
vocational requirements of secondary industry, possibly led to the
design of a vocational education system suite1 to these requirements.
Tte Cdmmission ga\e no indication of the content of courses it proposed
fot" agricultural training. If there was -to be a change in the
content and type of course from existing courses, then integration
of agricultural education into the proposed scheme of vocational
education might have been more effective in producing better
qualified farmers than the existing sehe~e had been.
1. UG. 10-1945. op.eit. para. 44.





A Consideration of L~plemented Recommendations and an Assessment of
the Report's Possibilities.
•
The recommendations of one commissior' invariably Overlap
those of other commissions with similar terms of reference. To
single out an implementation as the direct result of any one
commission's recommendations is rather difficult. l Developments in
South African education. hC'JVe, . hQV1ever, ShQl-ffi much \'lhioh' may. be
directly attributable to the work of the de Villiers Commission.
In 1951 the Secretary for Education reported that a
committee had been set up to "devise ways and means of implementing
the Cozmnission' s recommendations." The Secretary stated, that,
as a result ef this committee's suggestions, the Cdmmittee of
Heads of Education Departments had agreed :'0 recommend that a
National Advisory Counc~~ fer Education be appointed on the lines
suggested by the de Villierf:i Commission. 2 There was a delay through
lack ef funds, but in 1961 the National Advisory Council for
Education WC.s set up.
1. Over a period of fifty yE::ars ten corr;.nissions, inclt:.ding the
de Villiers Commission, had investigatej the question of
divided control in South African cduca:t..ion. These were the
Jagger (1917), hoDmeyr (1924), Roos (1933), Nicol (1939),
Wilks (1946), de Villiers (1948), Pretorius (1951), van vfyk
(1955), Wentzel(1963), and Kotzee (1964).
2. Paras. 2036, 2118 (1).
Report of the Secl·etary for Education, Union Fducation Department
1951. pp. 6,7. See also the Forum May 21, 1949, p.21. Dr Oscar
Wolll1eim regretted that there was "nowhere any provision for the
representation of non-European interests on the Council ....••.•.
This lack of representation .••••. is repugnant to progressive
persons, and would certainly be unacceptable to non-European
·people. fI See footnote 1. p.193 for biographical details of
Dr. WollheiJJl.
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The Commission while it "was of the opinion that the ideal
position (for the control of South J~rican education) would be a
single national authority with the necess"l.ry decentralisation",l
nevertheless recommended that "all primary and secondary education
remain with the Provincial Administrations, and all vocational
education be under the control of the Union Government. ,,2 The
Ccrnmission felt that central control with "the necessary
decentralisation" was not practicable at the time of its
investigations.3 The Commission gave ne indication of when it
thought such control could be introduced, or what conditions would
have to exist to make such control desirable. In 1955 the
Oversea Mission4 of the Transvaal Educatic,n Department opposed
the views of the Curnmission on educational control. Cammenting
on the statement by th€ Minister of Education, Arts and Science
in May, 1955 that: "As the state must carry the lion1s share of
the expenses it awes it to the tax-payer to take over full
control" the Mission stated that: "Although a system of state
schools results in State control, it does not necessarily follow
that there should be Central State control. For many years in
South Africa the Central Government's funds for general education
alld other services have been paid on a pro-rata basis to the
respective Provinces, and in that way the payment of central
funds without central control has been Cl recognised ~nd




4. Report of the Oversea Mission. See p.l14 of this thesis.
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applicable to vocational education, and if there should be
administrative objections or difficulties, an ~erided Or a new
formula or procedure can be worked out. ltl The Mission found that
in all the countries it visited vocationc.l education was the
responsibility of lecal educational bodies. The Mission felt
that: ItLocal interest and personal feeling sho\.... a much greater
enthusiasm and a greater degree of dravnng power than an impersonal
central control situated far off. 1t2
The Educational Services Act, 1967, made provision for
the transfer of technical high schools, commercial high schools,
and high schools for home economics from the Depe1.rtment of
Education, l\rts and Science, to the Provincial Education
Departments. This Act placed universities, colleges for advanced
technical education and apprentice 5chools under the State1s
Department of Higher Education. Control of education has
apparently moved away from the Cornmission1s ideal of a single
national authority with the necessary decentralisation. It is
significant, however, that the Act makes provision for the
Minister of Education, Arts and Science, after consultation with
t~le Administrators and the r-Tational Advisory Council for Education,
to stipulat~ from time to time the ge.neral policy which is to be
followed with regard to education in schools.
In 1950 the Transvaal Education Department abandoned its
policy of separate high s.chools and junior high schools in favour
of comprehensive high schools. 3 The Department appointed
1. Report of the Oversea Mission. op.cit. p.60.
2. Ibid. p.66.
3. According to Prof. R.E. Lighton the Transvaal had spent large
sums of money to establish these junior high schools, but
"support in sufficient measure was not forthcoming; the junior
high schools bore a stigma in the eyes of the public; many
parents did not wish their children to attend what they regarded
as inferior or second rate schools. 1t Educationlt July 1963. p.218.
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committees to study the problems which would be fa.ced by these
comprehensive schools in South Africa. l These committees eubmitted
reports which were evidently regarded as interim reports, for in
1955 the Oversea Nission was appointed to report on differentiate1
education. The Mi3sion visited the United st~tes of !Jnerica,
Cn.nada, Englnnd, Scotland, Belgium, Denmark, Si"eden and Holland.
In October 1955 the Mission tabled its report.
The Mission, in stressing the need for differentiated
education in the Transvaal, stated that its recommendations
should be seen against the background of the Nic::>l, Wilks and
d V·llo " 2e 1 lers ccmmlsslons. The Mission saw its proposals for a
system of differentia~ed education in four-stream comprehensive
high schools as "servirlg all youth and providing for their
educational needs .1l3 vlhile no doubt the Mission ",,-as influenced
by its observations in other countries, it must also have been
greatly iniluenced by the de Villiers Commission's findings and
recommendations which reflected the views ef ~ritnesses giving
evidence of the need for differentiated education in South Africa. 4
The Transvaal introduced its first differentiated courses
at the Standard VII level in 1958. In 1962 the Director of
Education in the T~ansvaal reported that while schools had
1. The ~ch committee recommended that the highest class in the
primary school s"lOuld be StA.ndard V.
The Cdffiffiittee or. Differentiated Education (3teyn). 1953
l'.e~cnnnended the setting up of the Oversee. Missio:l (van vlyk).
2. Nicol - Transvaal (1939).
Wilks - Natal (1946).
3. Oversea Mission Report. op.cit. p.68.
4. Although the Hission had as one of its intentions a
consideration of the de Villiers Report, no direct reference
was made by the Mission to the Report I s recommendations.
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shown the advantage of this type of education by enabling teachers
to treat their pupils as individuals, the "streaming" system he.d
been faulty, and the staffing difficulties had prevented the
efficient implementation of the sch~~e of differentinted education. l
Acceptance of the Cdmmission's Junior High School would
have resulted in the end of the existing Standard VI e~in~tion.
But steps were taken to abolish the examination during the
commission:s investigations. In 1946, the Provincial Education
Commission recommended the abolition of the examination, a
recommendation which was soon approved by the Pro,.inces. The Natal
Executive was "not prepared for action" on the examination's
abolition in 1947, but by the end of 1948 the last Standard VI
examination for Whites had been set in Natal. 2 The Director of
Education for Natal re~rted that ~he end of the Standard vI
examination was receiveO. "\\rith fairly general, but by no means
unanimous expressions of satisfaction," and that some feared a
"slacking of pace. ,,3 As no serious moves have been made for the
re-introduction of tb.e Standard VI exnmination, it appears that
the de Villiers Commission has been well supported in its
condemnation of examinations at the StandaId VI level. 4
During the 1950's attempts were ~.de in Natal to meet the
1. Transvaal Education Bulletin Vol. VII, No.3 of September, 1962.
2. Annual Report of the Natal Education Department, 1949, p.6.
3. Ibid p.6.
4. In 1952 the Director of Education in Natal wrote: "The long
tradition of considering Standard VI as an end in itself,
and as. a preparation for entry into adult life, will have
to be abandoned and replaced with a concept which will view
tne work of this Standard as exploratory and a tlansitiCtn
stage in a continuing process." Annual Report of the Natal
Education D'5-partment, 1952, p.15.
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requirements of the less intelligent pupils by extending the
subject range of the Junior and Senior Certificate examinations
with the introduction of certain practical subjects. 1 Unfortunately
the core subjects such as English, Afrikaans, history and geography
had to be taken by the less intelligent in competition with the
brighter pupils. A so-called Practical Course was then introduced,
but this also failed due to the core of subjects which still had to
be taken at a higher level by the less intelligent pupils. In
1962 a "two-stream" system of differentiated education was
introduced in Natal. High school classes beginning with Standard VII
were divided into "advanced" and 11 ordinaryl1 streams. A pupil' 5
prcmotion to either of these streams was assessed on his Standard VI
results. The names "ordinary" and "advanced" were chosen to avoid
the possible stigma attached to a stream called "lower" or
"practical." The "ordinary" syllabuses and examinations ware to
be simpler t.han the "advanced". By 1967 all Natal's high schools
had taken over Standard VI classes froITl the primary schools. This
move resulted in an increase in the number of Standard VI subjects
which enabled a clearer idea of a pupil's potential in Standard VII
to be obtained.
While Natal1s high schools did not offer the range of
subjects that the Cor~ission had proposed for its Junior High
School, they now had classes suitable for both the lower and higher
intelligence groups. Natal would possibly have come closer to the
Cdffiffiission's ideal of providing classes suited to the needs of
each individual, but as the Director of Education stressed: l~ore
1. Natal Education DepartI:lent Circular lvliruta No. 109/1961
of June, 1961.
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than two streams would be impractical in Natal owing to the
relatively small number of pupils. ,,1
The Orange Free state Education Ordinance of 1954 provided
for primary schools up '(,0 standard V, and junior high schools with
a three year course from Standard VI to Standa.cd VIII. The junior
high schools were to provide education "in not more than two types. 11
No mention WaS made of the meaning of "types l1 • Agricultural high
schools we~e to provide education from standard VII to standard X,
and ordinary high schools education "in at least two types,11 from
standard VI to Standard X. 2
By 1963 differentiation in Orange Free state education
,
was eVidently still un~er review, for in September of that year
a Provincial cormnidsion was sent overseas to study "the organisation
of secondary education with a view to its differentiation. 113 As 3.
result of its investigations the Provincial commission felt that
eighty-five per cent of secondary pupils would be more successful
if a more practical approach to education was adopted. '.':'his opinion
is in line with the de Villiers Commission's suggestions for its
J~or High School courses.
The Free state commission recommended a seven-year
attendance at a primary school, three years at an intelmediate
high school, and a ful~her t~ree years at a senior high school.
The de Vtlliers Commission h8d recommended similar periods of
1. Natal Education Department Minute op cit. p.lo
2. Province of the Orange Free State, Education Ordinance, 1954.
Extra-ordinary Official Ghzette, No.64. pp. 1764, 1765.
3. Die Oorsese Sending oor Gedifferensieede Middelbare Onderwys,
1963. The Free state was engaged at this time in drawing
up new syllabuses for a three year secondary course.
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school attendance. l
The Free state ccmmission proposed that at the beginning of
standard VTI, parents, advised by the school, would select an academic,
commercial, technical or agricultural course for their children. The
de Villiers Commission had found the "practice of admitting pupils to
vocational training courses at ages often below 13 years as
indefensible." The CCl!JII1ission had recommended a miniJnwn age of
fifteen. 2 This was in line with overseas practice.3 The Free State
commission evidently did not agree.
In 1950 the Cape Education Department introduced a new
primary school course providing for pupils between the ages of 5+
and 12+ years.4 In March 1952 a Conference of Inspectors of the
Cape Education Department was held to consider the "Educational
Needs of the Junior Ado1escent.,,5 One of the results of this
conference was the introduction of a new junior secondary course
in 1953 providing for pupils between the ages of 12+ and 15+.
standard VI moved from the primary to the secondary school. It
was the intention of the Cape Department that a full account
should be taken of individual differences sO that a wide range
of aptitudes and ability could be served. A ccmpulsory core was
formed from about half the subjects; subjects which could be
considered pre-vocational, technical or commercial were avoided.
1. See figure VII p.96 of this thesis.
2. See p.l60 of this thesis and Report para. 614.
3. See p.161 of this thesis.
4. A.L. Behr and R. G. Hao.'J.illan. Education in South Africa.
J.L. van Schaik, Pretoria, 1966. See p.151.
5. See paper read to Conference of Inspectors by hr. H.S. Bowden.
Paper covered "The Growth of the Idea of Secondary Education
for All"; "The World in which the Junior Adolescent finds
Hi~elf"; and liThe Needs of the Junior Adolescent and how
we can help to fulfil them."
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In 1955 Mr. P.J. Olivier, Administrator of the Cape Province, observed
that "there appeared to be stipula.tions in the law which seriously
restricted development of our re-organisation plan for efficient
differentiation. "I These stipulations were again referred to in
1962 by the Superint.endent-General of the Cape Education Department.
He said: "I think of the great number of pupils with an intelligence
quotient of about 75 to about 85 whose training should have a more
practical and technical turn. This may be given in our schools in
a very lWited manner.,,2
It seems, that by 1962, the problems of providing
differentiated education encountered by the de Villiers Commission
during the forties, had still to be solved. The adoption of some
of the CdmIDission's suggestions for its Junior High School might
have helped solve the pj..·oblem, but apparently the law would first
need to be changed.)
The Commission deplored the lack of vocational guidance
services in South African 5chools,4 but in fact vocational guidance
services existed and were being developed in all the Provinces.
Undoubtedly the Carnmissionls findings ar.d recommendations helped to
accelerate the development of vocational guidance schemes. For
example, in 1949 the Natal l!:ducation Department adopted a "long-
1. Die Unie. Orgaan van die Suid-Afrikaanse Onderwysersunie.
August 1, 1963, p.96.
2. Ibid. p.97.
). The Higher Education Act. No.3 of 1923 allowed Provincial
schools to retain certain subjects of a vocational nature
like agricultural and commercial subjects, provided that
not more than three-eighths of the school time-table was
devoted to them. 'See also p.5. Report of Transvaal Oversea
Mission.
4. Para. 2115 (10) (c).
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term ll policy that every secondary school in Natal should have one
teacher trained in the methods and techniques c,f vocational guidance.
Provision was to be made on school t:iJne-tablefl for vocational
guidance. l This plan embodied the main points of a de Villiers
Commission reconmendation. 2 By 1951 all but five secondary and
high schools in Natal had at least one staff member receiving in-
service training in vocational gUidance.] By 1952, sixteen out of
4
thirty secondary and high schools had introduced vocational guidance,
and by 1957 all these schools were giving vocational guidance. 5
In 1959 the Natal Education Department reported that the Department
of Labour and the Juvenile Affairs Board were giving Ilvaluable
assistance" to the schools. 6 The commission had of course reported
on the lack of co-operation between the Department of Labour and
the Departments of Education in tr.e provision of guidance services. 7
A Ministerial Committee on Apprentice Revision was
appointed in June 1949 to examine the recoIIlIlendations of the de
Villiers Commission and to make recommendations to the Department of
Labour. The Ccrnmission had seen the education at its Junior High
School together with the guidance services at tnis school, as the
ideal means of selecting an apprentice, who would then undergo two
full years full-t:iJne pre-apprenticeship training at a technical
high school or technical college. The Ministerial Cdmmittee
probably gave little attention to the Commissionl~ Junior High
l. Annual Report of the Na~al Education Department, 1951, p.72.
2. Para. 1661.
]. Annual Report of the Natal Education Department, 1951, p.72.
4. " " " " " " " 1952, p.55.
5. " " " " " " " 1957. p.24.
6. " " " " " " " 1959. p.20.
7. Paras. 1577, 1578.
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School in its deliberations, for in December 1950 it reported that
"no unanimity had as yet been reached by the various Provincial
Departments in regard to the Junior High Schools." The Committee
rec~ended a one--year period of intensive pre-apprenticeship
training. l The Commission had recommended a two-year training
period, with the first year devoted to a basic training course,
and the second year to training for a specific trade. 2 But the
pre-apprenticeship system remained an ideal. In August 1959, it
was recorded in the minutes of a meeting of the Durban Motor
Engineering Consultative Ccmnittee that: "iUthcugh technical colleges
as a whole, and this College (the Natal Technical College) in
partic1ilar, were strongly in favour of full-time training in special
institutions before a trade apprentice~hip, the Department of
Education, Arts and Sciance was at present oppoeed to it, and even
to the introduction of limited practical training in part.....time
classes. ,,3
A positive result of the Ministerial CdIDmittee1s
deliberations was the pass~ge of enabling legislation in 1951
4
designed to overcome some of the defect3 in the apprenticeship system.
The changee inainly involved compulsory attendance at technical
classes. An apprentice could now by passing technical examinations
at a level corresponding to standard IX be released from further
compulsory attendance. He still became an artisan by the effluxion
1. See Report of Secretary for Educa~ion, Union Education
Department, 1951, p.9.
2. See p.160.
3. Minutes of the Durban Motor Engineering Consultative CdIDmittee,
August 11, 1959. p.2.
4. Act. No.28. Apprenticeship Amendment. Act. No.38. Artifan
Training. See "defects" on pp. 156, 157, of this thefis.
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of five years, irrespective of his examination success. The
implication in the new legislation was that compulsory attendance
at technical classes was an evil, which could with effort be
curtailed. The CdmIDission's proposed pre-apprenticeship training
scheme would have avoided compulsory attendance at technical
classes during an apprenticeship.
The Cdmffiission's recommendations for the training of the
"engineer" apprentice seem to have proved readily acceptable. The
"sandwich-course" for technicians was introduced at the technical
colleges in Durban, Cape Town, Port Elizabeth, Pretoria and on the
Witwatersrand in the early 1960 1s.1 This type of course allowed
for periods of advanced full.-tillle technical education at technical
colleges alternating with periods of practical instruction in industry.
If the main reconmendations have not been Wplemented in
the form suggested by the Commission, then many of the ideas
contained in these recommendations have been adopted. The
ccmnission's Junior High School, while it has not proved acceptable
a8 a whole, nevertheless contains much which has been accepted in
differentiated education. Experience gained in differentiated
education could possibly lead to the acceptance of a junior high
school either on the lines ~uggested by the Commission, or on
those of the American junior high schcol. 2 The Cdmffiission's plan
for pra-apprenticeship training has been accepted by industry




'~ "Recent. changes i.1\ T~~hnir:'.al. F.dll.Cation in the Uni.on of
South Africa" - Dr. A.vi. Rowe. Journal ror 1'echnit;al and
Vocational Education in South Africa. Quarterly of the South
African ~ssociation for Technical and Vocational Education.
March 1961, p.40. __
. v \
See pp. ~02, 190 of this thes1s.
See p. 190 of this thesis.
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The Commission reccmmended the re-siting of the technical high
schools, and the provision of more advanced work at these schools.
These reccmmendations have been implemented. The stigma of
indigencyand reform activities has disappeared from these schools. l
The main reason for the appointment of the de Villiers
Commission was the urgent need for trained man-power to meet the
demands of South Africa's post-war industrial expannion.
Judgement of the Commission I s work can perhaps be made on whether
its proposals helped to any extent in the provision of additional
skilled man-power. Such judgement might not be fair~ as it seeIns
that no matter how efficiently the White group was trained, it
could not, if Dr. Biesheuvel's figures are reliable, have provided
an adequate skilled labour supply. Nevertheless the Report made
significant contributions to education in general, and vocational
education in particular. 2 The introduction of differentiated
education in South African schools was accelerated, the need for
a more efficient vocational guidance service was recognised and
acted upon by the Departments of Education and the Department of
1. In 1955 the Union Education Departnaent had eleven technical
high schools and thirteen commercial high schools, and in
1965 twenty-nine technical high schools and forty-six
commercial high schools. The Secretary for Education reported
that the Department could hardly keep up with the demand for
new schools and additional facilities. The technical high
schools total attendance of 14,.3.38 was more than a ten-fold
increase over the 1945 figure. The Gape Province had six
technical high schools, the Orange Free State three, Natal
two, and the Transvaal fifteen. - Report of the Department
of Education, Arts and SClence, 1965, R.P. 1965. p.12.
2. In his Presidential Address to the Association of Technical
Colleges in 1950 :hr. Aston R. Williams (now Dr.) referred to
the de Villiers Report as "unquestionably the most significant
document on technical and vocational education in the history
of South African education." Presidential Address. p.?
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Labour, and the introduction of the so-called "Sandwich Course"
to train technicians was a direct result of the Commission's
recommendations, but the most jmportant contribution of the
commission's work "'as that it IJ'lade educationalists and
industrialists tMnk in terms of :improving vocational training
methods. Only when Whites and all non-Whites can gain the
full benefit of vocat.ional training will the full extent of
the Commission's contributions become apparent.
The Commission made a sincere effort to solve South
Africa's man power and education problems, bt;.t its concentration
on the White group led to shortcomings in the Report. Dr.
Wollhe:im, an experienced teacher, stressed that the Ccmmission
had fallen into the llgrievous (if perhaps natural in this
country) error in that European, Native, Asiatic, and Coloured
education are regarded as separate entities. This cardinal
error led to much confused thinking and needless re~ition in
the Report •..... 1I1 Dr. Wollhe:im could have added that the de
Villiers Commission had committed this "cardinal errorll , not
because of any fault of its own, but because of the pressure
exerted by South Africa's systems of ]abour and education both
of which had an aJJnost three-hundred year tradition of separate
development for the various coloured groups.
During the period of the Cdmffiission's investigations
1. Founder ar.d Principal for twelve years of the W. T. Welsh
School for Africans at East London. In 1938 Oscar WollheiIn
obtained a Ph.D. for a thesi.s on Teaching. Ex-warden of
Cape Flats District Association. At present M.P.C. for
Cape South. See Forum May 14, 1949, p.19. and Calpin
G. H. (ed). The South African Way of Life. \llilliam
Heinamann, London 1953. p.103.
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from 1945 to 1948 - South Mrica underwent, by more recent standards,
a mild rate of industrial expansion. A continuation of such an
expansion rate might have allowed a vocational training scheme such
as the Commission proposed, a reasolli~ble chance of meeting indu~trial
demands for additional skilled man-power. Subsequent industrial
expansion, however, has been so rapid that it is difficult to
imagine how any vocational training scheme could have kept pace
with industry's increasing demands for White skilled labour.
In 1954, the Depart;nent of Labour noted that lIone of
the consequences of the Union's large scale industrial expansion
is the iJnpossibility of meeting all demands for European labour.
This has given rise to an increase in the proportion of non-
Europeans employed in the manufacturing indu~try.III There was,
however, no danger of White skilled labour being displaced, for in
1956 the Wage Board reported that the demand for highly skilled
workers and supervisory per~onnel was so high, that "all European
labour can be readily absorbed, and thdre is no reason why this
condition should c~ange in the future." 2 The Viljoen CC1IllD.ission
inquiring into "Policy relating to the Protection of Industries,"
found that in 1956 South j\rrica had full employment with a serious
shortage 0f White admini3t~ative iiOrkers, clerical workers,
technicians and artisans. 3 The Viljoen Commission, in suggesting
1. Department of L'lbour Report. 1954. UG 17-1956. p.1.
2. Department of Labour Report. 1956. UG 54-1957. p.12.
3. The CC1IllD.ission of Inquiry into Policy relating to the
Protection of Industries. UG 36-1958, p.31, para. 251.
The estimate in May 1956 was a shortage of 7.4% artisans;
11.5% a pp:..'entices; 5.5% m[l.le clerical workers, Hnd 4.1%
fem~le clerical workers.
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that 25,000 immigrants a year were necessary,l recommended lIa
positive and effective immigration policy with the appropriate
financial assistance of the state. ll Failure tc:. adopt this llpositivell
policy would, the Commission stressed, jeopardise the country's
. d t . 1 . 21n us rla expanslon.
been rather optimistic.
The target for immigration appears to have
In 1954 the net figure for immigration
to South Africa was 5,080, in 1955 it was 3,684, while in 1956
the figure was only 2,038)
By the early 1960's the Viljoen Commission's suggested
figure of 25,000 immi.grants a year \-Jas being exceeded, but it see.l1ls
this figure was too low. South Africa was now in the throes of
what N-r. Jan Harais described as a lIr.1odern industrial miracle. 114
The country's growth rate d'.lring the five years up to 1967 was
aSRessed at 8 per cent, a figure only exceeded by Japan's ~O
per cent. Secondary industry now contributed OGre to the gross
national product than agriculture, forestry, fishing and mining
combined. 5 Unfortunately after 1963 the immigration figure
started to decline. 6 Obviously to maintain her industrial growth
rate South l\frica would have to step up the training of her own
workers. But the prospect of maintaining vJhite dominance of skilled
1. UG 36-1958. op.cit. p.64. para. 522.
2. Ibid. p.33. para. 280.
3. Union Official Year Book, No.29. ch.XXIV p.724.
4. Natal Mercury. February 24, 1967. p.4. Mr. Jan ~l8.rais,
Managing Director of Trust Bank of l\frica, speaking to
Afrikaanse Sakekamer, Cape T~.~.
5. Ibid. p.4.
6. Monthly Bulletin of Statistics. Vol. XLVI. No.2. Feb. 1967.












labour was receding. Mr. G.S.J. Kuschke, }mnaging Director of the
Industrial Development Corporation, stressed that 11 •••••• our
shortage of skilled Whites will be 80me 27,000 by 1971, provided
that net immigration is maintained dt a minimum level of 20,000
~,. IJJtk
per annum. III To maint.ain industrial g~R it. seems that such
a large shortage will have to be made up from the ranks of the
non-Whites.
Adopt.ion of the Commission's recomnendations might have
provided additional man-power with superior training, but probably
in insufficient n~nbp-rs to have made much impression on industryr s
demands. However, had the Cdmmission ignored South Africa's
traditlonal policy of I~stricting vocational training for skilled
voca"tions mainly to Whites, nany of whom seem reluctant to
perform much of the skilled manual work, and instead suggested
equal Yocational traini:1g and employment opportunities to Whites
and non-Whites, then the Report might have proved of greater value.
Adoption by industry of such a suggestion might have resulted in
a temporary reverSiO:Ll to the old image that vocational education
was inferior. Such a view might be held by many Whites and non-
Whites. Increased productivity and higher standards of living
for all through the more efficient training and employment of labour,
would soon destroy this imag~ of inferiority.
1. Natal Mercury, April 27, 1967. Speaking to Institute of
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